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Quality Reliability Performance 
A quality product meets the highest standards in design, components and attention to 
detail. It does the job for which it is designed better, more reliably, more efficiently and more 
conveniently. It lasts longer and has a feeling of rightness about it; it looks good; it works 
well; it keeps working when you need it and it is a pleasure to use. 

ADM equipment meets all these criteria by design...and is still competitively priced. 

ADM gives an exclusive five -year warranty as an indication of our confidence 
in our equipment. 

ADM's customer list includes 
most of the best known names 
in the industry. 

Can you ask for more? 

ON-AIR 

PRODUCTION 

The ST Series II AM /FM Stereo Console 
is available in four basic mainframe 

sizes; 10, 16, 20 or 24 mixing channels. 
Modularity permits any configuration from 
a basic on -air to a full production console. 

All machine control logic is an integral part 
of the input strip, an ADM exclusive, and is 

user -programmable for interface with today's most 
commonly used playback devices (carts, turntables, 

reel to reel machines, etc.). A unique stereo VCA 
provides flawless stereo tracking, which permits consistent 

stereo imaging on all ST Series II consoles. 

ADM provides more where it counts. 
Can you afford anything less? LA 

The 
Audio 
Company 

Contact ADM Technology, Inc. The Audio Company 
1626 E. Big Beaver Road, Troy, MI 48084 
Phone (313) 524 -2100 TLX 23 -1114 

Circle 100 on Reader Service Card 

WEST CENTRAL SALES 
(817) 467 -2990 

WEST COAST SALES 
(415) 931 -3082 

MAIN OFFICE AND 
EAST COAST SALES 

(313) 524 -2100 
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Pro Pac'' 90. The perfect 
direct replacement battery 
for the Sony BP -90. 

4. Moldec 
steel -reinforced 
strain relief 

3. Al cell fast 
charge sensors 2 Cold temp 

sens 3 

5.fG 3oérc 

7. Quick change Lise 

6. Thermal tese 

1. -riconn connector 

Typical BP -90 replacement battery: 
Failures waiting to happen. 

Loose wiring. No fast charge sensors. 
No cold temp sensor. 

No strain relief. Right angle wire stress. 
Spikes. 

Fuse replacement requires soldering and 
special pigtail fuse. 

Circle 101 on Reader Service Card 

Compare 
and find out why. 
Have you ever thought about all the reasons 
why VTR batteries fail in the field? 

We have. Anton /Bauer designed Pro Pac" 90 with exclusive features 
that assure dependable performance for your field productions. 

(1) Unique Triconn' ' connector (patent pending) automatically couples 
cold temperature and fast charge protection sensors (2) and (3) to 
Anton /Bauer Lifesaver' chargers for 100% safe fast and quick charging. 
(4) Molded cable assembly with solid wire terminations on PC board 
withstands the roughest handling. (5) PC board design eliminates loose 
wiring and failures caused by Flexing, chafing, pinching and breaking. 
(6) Backup hi -temp fuse in output for total thermal protection and 
(7) snap -in design for easy.. quick replacement of 3AG fuse. 

Plus the Pro Pac 90 uses new technology NiCad cells for greater capacity, 
improved voltage plateau, more reliable fast charging and virtually no 
"memory" problems. 100% computer testing certifies the superior 
performance characteristics of your Anton /Bauer Pro Pac 90 battery. 

Survives in the field. Pro Pac 90's design eliminates the failures 
of conventional 3P -90 type batteries. The proof is in the field. 

The quality standard 
of the video Industry. 

lanioa 7 matier( 
Anton /Bauer, Inc_ One Controls Drive, Shelton, CT 06484 203- 929 -1100 
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SONY PRESENTS THE MOST ADVANCED 
FIELD/STUDIO C ' U TODAY. 
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INTRODUCING THE 
SONY BVP-360. ON MAY 1,1985, 

THE REMARKABLE 
BECOMES AVAILABLE. 
When we previewed this 

camera at NAB, the response was 
tremendous. Which, considering 
Sony's considerable reputation 
for high performance broad- 
cast portables, wouldn't normally 
seem so surprising. Except for 
one detail. 

The BVP -360 isn't a broad- 
cast portable. (Although at 50 
pounds it's certainly the most por- 
table camera in its class.) 

What the BVP -360 repre- 
sents, however, is the culmination 
of Sony's work in tube technology, 
in innovative mechanical design 
and in High Definition Video 
Systems. A highly sophisticated, 
automated camera that promises 
to usher in a new era in price /per- 
formance for cameras in the Field/ 
Studio category. 

25mm image formats. And vastly 
superior to any current 2/3" 
Field /Studio camera at any price. 

And, naturally, when you 
combine these factors with the 
extensive signal processing 
technology Sony has engineered 
into the BVP-360, you get specs 
which could only be described as 
spectacular. 

A SUPERHUMAN FEAT 
OF HUMAN ENGINEERING. 

Many of the experts who 
were able to get their hands on 
the camera at NAB were even 
more impressed by how it per- 
forms from a human standpoint. 

Some were moved to com- 
ment by how easy the BVP-360 is 
to move around. Its smoothly 
integrated handles. Low weight. 
The highly maneuverable view- 
finder. And the shortest lens - 
front-to- viewfinder distance in 
the industry. 

Others cited the 
uniquely pragmatic approach 

to automation. An ap- 
proach that concentrates 

the camera's considerable 
microprocessor -based intelli- 

gence on the most difficult setup 
operations; functions such as 
digital registration, B/W balance, 
flare and gamma. 

And still others referred to 
the BVP-360's extensive camera 
head memory, which can store 
up to sixty -four scene files, eight 
setup files, sixteen lens files and 
three reference files. 

Plus the advantages of being 
able to choose from three remote 
operational panels. 

NOT JUST A CAMERA. 
A CAMERA SYSTEM. 

But perhaps the most 
striking 
aspect of 
the BVP- 
360 is its 
"building 
block" de- 
sign concept. 
An arrangement 
that makes it particularly 
easy to customize the cam- 
era for various production 
situations. 

It starts with a 

Sony -developed 2/3 -inch Mixed Field Saticon.' 
( Plumbicon' tubes also available.) 

THE 2/3 -INCH IMAGE 
FORMAT COMES OF AGE. 

For those of you unable to 
get through the crowds for a close 
look at the BVP-360, there are 
two explanations for the excep- 
tional image quality you saw on 
the monitors overhead. 

First, the BVP -360 employs 
the remarkable, Sony- developed 
2/3" Mixed Field* tubes. The first 
real challenge to big tube per- 
formance. Because they deliver 
twice the registration and geo- 
metric accuracy of conventional 
2/3" tubes. Plus greater depth 
of modulation. And thanks to 
the special Sony- developed FET 
that is built into the tube and 
yoke, an extraordinary signal -to- 
noise ratio. (MF PlumbiconTM or 
MF SaticonTM tubes are available.) 

Secondly, the Sony BVP -360 
is equipped with a breakthrough 
F1.2 prism design that single - 
handedly results in sensitivity and 
depth -of -field comparable with 

s 410's. 
6 
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BVP-360 Remote Control Panels: (left to right) a 
flexible Field unit, a highly sophisticated Creative 
Production panel and a simple Studio unit. 

camera head able to transmit 
component signals via Triax or 
Multicore. Or function as a 
stand -alone camera. 

Then, on the technical front, 
alignments are handled at the 
Camera Control Unit. With each 
camera able to be tweaked indi- 
vidually. Or addressed as part 
of up to an eight- camera chain 
linked to one Master Setup Unit. 

And finally, on the opera- 
tional front, all control during 
production may be directed from 
one of three types of Remote 
Control Panels -a simple Studio 
model, a flexible Field unit, 
or a highly evolved Creative 
panel with extensive memoryand 
scene- painting facilities. 

ADOPT A 
WAIT -AND -SEE ATTITUDE. 

Of course, as we said at the 
outset, the BVP-360 isn't ready 
for delivery tomorrow. But that 
doesn't mean you have to wait 
until May to see it. There are 
units here right now for demon- 

strations and evaluations. 
And of course, 

by the time you're 
finished testing it, 
raving about it 
and getting a budget 
for it (although 
that last part may go 
faster than you're 

used to thanks to the 
BVP -360's incredi- 
ble price /performance), 

it won't be tomor- 
row. It'll be closer 

to May I. 

SONY 
Broadcast 

'Sony Mixed Field tubes use electrostatic deflection and magnetic focus. ©1984 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a 

registered trademark of Sony Corp. Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck. NJ 07666. 
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There's a ungle in the Angeles National Forest. Most of the 
broadcast transmitters for the greater Los Angeles area are at 

this single site on Mount Wilson. That means intense 
competition for both bandwidth and audience. The vast 

majority of Mount Wilson -based broadcasters choose 
Moseley because the PCL -606 and PCL -606/C Studio - 
Transmitter Links are tough, proven winners in both 
respects. 

C 

To keep the signal strong and distortion -free, the monaural 
PCL -606 and composite stereo PCL -606/C use PIN diode 
attenuators to maintain maximum signal level and dynamic 
range while preventing overload from out -of -band noise. 
The receiver is very selective, and the bandwidth is 

adjustable so that if selectivity is not critical, distortion can be 

further reduced. 

To keep tle signal bright and clear, careful IF modulation 
techniques are employed. Digital demodulation and a series 
of ultra -phase linear IF filters split the baseband frequency 
from the two subcarrier frequencies without noticeable 
noise or distortion. The subcarriers can be used for SCA or 
remote control data carriage. 

The PC _ -606 and PCL -606/C are constructed for years of 
service in rugged environments ye( designed for easy 

maintenance. They feature built -in internal system per- 
forman metering for both transm tter and receiver. All 
service adjustments can be made through the top cover, and 

modular construction makes repair easy. Continuous 
ro.dctst is assured even in case of failure or abnormality 

own because the receiver automatically switches to a 

nt st .by unit. 

-` 

TSTAN1 DING LINEARITY 
Afs10 FREQUENCY STABIUTY 
ULfRA LOW NOISE AND 
DISTORTION 
Sf,;.CtÁt3L © W t DTH 
EXCELLENT 

UILT-IN DIAC NOSTIk 
METERING 

AURAL a-L TRANSMITTER 

1 

MOCEL pCL-808 

:mot 

Mo ey, Tough, Contact Moseley Marktmg 
ircte 102 on Reader Service Card 

I 

MOSELEY ASSOCIATES, INC. 
A Flow 3eneral Company . Santa Barbara Research Park 

111 Castilian Drive . . . Goleta, Califcrnia 93117 
(805) 959 -9611 . Telex: 658 -448 . Cable: tvOSELEY 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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"And the talent 
really loves their new 

wireless freedom" 
Freedom of movement is a very good 
reason to use wireless microphones. 
Even though all wireless microphones 
offer the same freedom from cumber- 
some, noisy and ever present WIRES. 
there are plenty of real differences. 
After you've made the big decision to 
go wireless, take the time to: compare 
the sound, compare the options, and 
compare the price. Once you do, you'll 
choose Telex, the dependable 
performer! 

W.E. (Bill) Thomson, audio engineer at 
KPRC -TV, Houston, Texas, already had 
wireless mics at his station. But, when he 
decided to go wireless with his on- camera 
weather people, it seemed like a good time 
to compare several brands. Audio quality is 
extremely important to this NBC affiliate. 
So, along with several others, he put the 
new Telex system through its paces. After 
weeks of careful evaluation, Bill determinec 

ACTUAL 
SIZE that the Telex system was superior. In 

his own words, he liked, "...the full 
range response and the ready option 
of diversity reception ". Furthermore, 
he told us that he was "...impressed 

with Telex's ability to manufacture 
such 3 high quality product... at so 

reasonable a price." 
We're pleased that Bill, along with 

many otners, has recently discovered 
our unique diversity receiver, our 

lightweight, m niature lavalier mics and our 
cardioid dynamic handheld microphone /trans- 
mitters. Bill tells us that he wouldn't hesitate 
to recommend it to anyone. Neither would we. 
For more information and detailed specifica- 

tions, write to Telex Communications, Inc., 
9600 Aldrich Ave So., Minneapolis, MN 55420. 

For quick information, call toll free 

800 -328 -3771 
or in Mnnesota call (612) 887 -5550. 

W.E. (Bill) Thomson 
Audio Engineer 
KPRC -TV 
Houston, Texas 

TELEX. 
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ITACHI INVENTS 
THE FIRST 1 " VTR 

THAT WATCHES ITSELF 
SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO. 

The revolutionary Hitachi 
HR-230 1" VTR has the 
most advanced real -time, 
self -diagnostic capabilities 
ever perfected. 

In either the record nr 
playback mode, a computer 
inside the HR -230 mon.tors 
49 different performance piran- 
eters second by second. kid then 
stores this information within, " - 

the memory for recall a- a lat 
time -not just with numbe 
and symbols, but in word* 

This means no more err 
slip by when your operataris not 
there. And there's no more nec 
for lait -or -miss spot check -. f 

The Hitachi HR -230 has a 
unique quick -threading :ape 
path, incorporating retrac- 
ing entrance and exit guides, 
main erase head, as well as 
a scanner air system that 
protects tapes. 

It recues a 30- second seg- 
ment in 3.5 seccnds. It has a 

e,.« 

-rrw-rr 

--- ...., 61 

fast/slow motion range 
that provides real -time 
reverse and field /frame 
still motion. Plus pro - 
grammable time com- 

pression up to 2C%, with 
0.1% accuracy. 
A unique, concealed fold - 

ou: contro .. panel groups edit- 
ing _unctions and separates edit 
controls from the main control 
panel. 

In short. it's the ulti mate 1" 
for networ {s, affiliates or tele- 
productior_ companies Don't 
consider your next l' pur- 
chase withcut looking into 

it. Contic: Hitachi Denshi 
America, Ltd., Brcadcast 

and Professional D_%ision, 
175 Crossways Park West, 
Woodbury. NY 11797. 1516) 
921-7200 cr 1800) 643-7510. 
Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Canada), 
65 Melfor-1 Drive, Scarbor- 
oLgh, Ontario M1B 266. 
(416) 299 -5900. 
Circle 104 on Reader Service ward 

Hitachi 
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Midwest 
puts on a 
great show 
because it 
uses the best 
components 
One of the reasons that the 
Midwest M -40 Series is the 
most advanced class of large 
mobile teleproduction units 
available today is our policy of 
only using the finest compon- 
ents. This "no compromise" 
design philosophy ensures a 
system of superior quality and 
reliability. Our M -40 units give 
you up to 47 feet of unparal- 
leled technical and creative 
capacity. Because we only use 
the best components ... from 
companies like Ikegami. 

Ikegami HK -322 
automatic color 
cameras make 

Midwest 
picture perfect 

In the M -40, we wanted the ability to 
produce the best possible pictures. 

So we selected the HK -322 as a 
basic building block of the system. 

When the position as the world's 
most popular field camera passes 
from the Ikegami HK -357A, it will 

be to the HK -322. This fully 
automatic color camera sets the new 

standard for picture resolution, 
signal -to -noise ratio and registration 
accuracy. Standard computer set -up 
takes much of the hassle out of pre- 

paring for remote telecasts. With the 
Ikegami HK -322, the Midwest 
M -40 delivers perfect pictures 

everytime. 

Ikegami HL-79E 
Series plays. 
dual role for 

Midwest units. 
The Ikegami HL -79E Series camer( 

was selected for use aboard the 
Midwest M -40 because it car 

handle two separate functions wit' 
superlative results. Although it': 

renowned as the perfect hand -hek 
camera, the HL -79E Series can eas 
ily be converted into a field camer( 

that produces higher quality image: 
than many other manufacturers 

top -of- the -line studio models 

0,,,Aveotsce 

1 
0 tofto 

A.01 veif 

sor 
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This exceptionally fine performance 
is due to Ikegami s painstaking 

attention to detail. Designed to meet 
he most rigorous performance stan- 
dards, the HL -79E Series also offers 
optional automatic set -up, either via 
its own set -up computer or by inter- 

face into the HK -322 set -up com- 
puter for total system integration. 

With the HL -79E Series, Midwest's 
M -40 offers you the versatility 

required to produce network quality 
productions in any circumstances. 

Ikegami 9- Series 
color monitors 
give Midwest 

"true to life" pictures 
Ikegami 9- Series Color Monitors are 

standard in the Midwest M -40 mobile 
unit because of their superb resolution 
and ability to reproduce colors that are 
amazingly life -like. This performance 
is unmatched by any other monitor in 
the world. Since the 9- Series monitors 

use In -Line Gun CRTs, they provide 
more than excellent colorimetry and 

0 

fantastic resolution. They also offer 
high stability, unit interchangeability, 
low power consumption, and conve- 
nient pull-out circuit panels. By using 
the Ikegami 9- Series, the Midwest 
M -40 can reproduce colors that are 
true to life. 

For more information on how 
Midwest and Ikegami can deliver 
world class performance for your 
company, contact any Midwest 
office in the U.S. or call toll free 
(800) 543 -1584. 

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card 

MIDWEST 
Communications Corp. 

One Sperti Drive 
Edgewood, KY 41017 

Cincinnati, OH Nashville, TN 

606 -331 -8990 615- 331 -5791 

Columbus, OH Bristol,TN 
614- 476 -2800 615- 968 -2289 

Dayton, OH St. Louis, MO 

513- 298 -0421 314 -225 -4655 

Cleveland, OH Atlanta, GA 

216-447-9745 404 -875 -3753 

Pittsburgh, PA Virginia Beach, VA 

412 -364 -6780 804-464-6256 

Indianapolis, IN Charlotte, NC 

317 -872 -2327 704 -399 -6336 

Detroit, MI Richmond, VA 

313 -689 -9730 804 -262 -5788 

Grand Rapids, MI Washington, DC 

616-796-5238 301 -577 -4903 

Louisville, KY Miami, FL 

502- 491 -2888 305 -592 -5355 

Lexington, KY Tampa, FL 

606- 277 -4994 813 -885 -9308 

Charleston, WV 
304-722-2921 
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EDITORIAL 

Bridging the Technology Gap 

BM E DECEMBER, 1984 

There's nothing like a stiff jolt of new technology, as evidenced at the re- 
cent SMPTE and AES shows, to point up the ways in which our industry is 
still sharply divided over issues of new technological developments. De- 
spite attempts by the various engineering committees and subcommittees 
to solicit input from end users, the prevailing attitude is that engineers 
working on SMPTE and AES committees are somehow aloof, removed 
from the everyday realities of the broadcast and teleproduction facility. 

Perhaps this is as it should be, for developing guidelines on brand -new 
technologies may not need to be hampered by present -day constraints. 
Those defining standards for transmission of analog component signals, or 
digital recording formats, operate in a world that does not yet exist, and are 
defining the shape of things to come rather than things that already are. 

But for most in the industry , it's difficult enough to keep up with what 
editing system or camera or character generator to buy next, let alone to 
worry whether the plant will be all analog component or all digital by the 
year 2001. While paper after paper at the recent SMPTE conference pre- 
sented a picture of a still -undetermined future, the average broadcaster can 
only sigh in bewilderment and wonder when someone is going to offer 
something solid to go on- whether it be affordable technical automation, 
improving the performance of an editing suite, or interfacing the digital 
video effects system with the editor. 

Those who serve on SMPTE committees -network engineering chiefs 
planning decades in advance; manufacturers' representatives planning fu- 
ture technology cycles; broadcast and teleproduction engineers noted for 
their forward- looking stances; and the occasional "man on the street" anx- 
ious for a taste of the new -certainly cannot be condemned for sometimes 
losing sight of the present in their quest to map the future. Broadcasters 
should remind themselves that many of today's technologies were devel- 
oped by the same groups that are now working toward tomorrow. But by 
the same token, SMPTE and AES committees would boost industry confi- 
dence by more timely and open communication with the industry they 
serve. 
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Worth Its Wait In Gold. 
For Harrison 
Reliability 
Sure, Harrison has waited to enter 
the U.S. broadcast market. When 
you're a stickler for precise engi- 
neering and a perfectionist when it 
comes to quality performance - 
you've got to take your time to get 
it right. Get it just right for you. 

No Compromises 
It can be tough getting the right con- 
sole to match your specifications. 
About as easy as fitting a square peg 
in a round hole, right? Harrison Sys- 
tems has anticipated your need for 
versatility. A good deal of time and 
research goes into our consoles in 
order to bring you the smartest, most 
efficient technology and service. 
We've got the system that fits the 
size and scope of your 
needs, whether it be: 

Teleproduction 
Video Sweet - 
ening and Post - 
Production 
Video Edit Suite 
Film Sound 
Post - 
Production 
On -Air Broadcasting 
Broadcast Production 
Live Sound Reinforcement 
Music Recording and Scoring 

At Harrison Systems, we give you 
choices - not excuses or unnecessary 
fluff. Our systems are designed to 
bring you long -lasting, clean per- 
formance and reliability. 

Harrison Puts You In Good 
Company 
Organizations like Swiss Broadcast- 
ing and Belgian Radio and Televi- 
sion have believed in the superior 
quality of Harrison Stereo Broadcast 
Audio Consoles for years and have 
chosen Harrison for multiple broad- 
cast installations. Swedish Televi- 
sion has selected 8 TV -3 consoles 
and has committed to several more. 
This year's Winter Olympics in Yu- 
goslavia received the main audio feed 
from a TV -3. 

At Last 
At Harrison, we take the time to lis- 
ten to your needs. We design our 
consoles with the flexibility to fit your 
operation. And although our stand- 
ards may be high for our consoles - 
our prices are very, very reasonable. 
We think you'll find it's been worth 
the wait - in golden, Harrison -true 
performance. Call us for a demon- 
stration and see for yourself. 

For Harrison Innovation 
Introducing Harrison's TV -3, 
PRO -7 and TV -4, the broadcast 
consoles you've been waiting for: 

TV-3 For large scale TV audio, 
remote production, studio pro- 
duction, post -production and 
sweetening Adapts to wide 
range of tasks Available in a va- 
riety of configurations for cus- 
tomization Plus many options. 

PRO -7 De- 
signed for com- 
prehensive use in 
broadcast, live sound, 
motion picture teleproduc- 
tion Two major configura- 
tions Simple to operate Cost -effective Independent mix deci- 
sion capability Long -term performance achieved through thick - 
film laser- trimmed resistor networks Plus many options. 

Now Available 
AIR -7 For on -air 

stereo radio 
broadcasting, 

combining 
sophisticated 

technology with 
simple operation. 

TV-4 For medium scale on -air 
production, remote production, 
studio production, sweetening 
and post -production Three 
major, simplified configura- 
tions Easy to install High- 
speed, low noise, low distor- 
tion amplifiers allow for best 
possible electronic perform- 
ance Plus many options. 
Harrison's new VSI Fader Section, which 
allows for simultaneous interface with auto- 
mation and video editor /switcher, is avail- 
able for TV -4 and PRO -7 consoles. 

Why wait any longer? Call 
or write Harrison Systems, 
Inc., P.O. Box 22964, 
Nashville, TN 37202; 
(615) 834 -1184, Telex 555133. Harnsort 
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LETTERS 
FOLLOWING FCC RULES 

To the Editor: 
1 am responding to your October Edito- 
rial "The Use and Abuse of the FCC." 
As a leading wireless microphone sys- 
tems manufacturer, Sony supports and 
has always endeavored to comply with 
the normal procedures required by the 
FCC when introducing a product that 
falls under Part 74, Subpart H of its reg- 
ulations. For the products mentioned in 
the Editorial, there was indeed an 
unintentionally premature marketing 
effort consisting primarily of advertis- 
ing but not sales or shipments. 

Part of the VHF system had been 
type accepted as early as April 1984. 

This was done by normal procedures 
used by all manufacturers and without 
any outside influences. The balance of 
the system was granted equipment au- 
thorization effective September 25, 
1984. 

Richard R. Lee 
National Product Manager 

Sony Professional Audio Division 
Park Ridge, NJ 

To the Editor: 
I was highly disappointed with the con- 
tent of BM /E's October Editorial, "Use 
and Abuse of the FCC." 

In the section discussing Sony's dif- 
ficulties with the FCC, U.S. manufac- 
turers were, in essence, accused of poor 
sportsmanship in bringing Sony's rules 
violations to the attention of the FCC. I 

find this ironic for two reasons. The 
first is that our contacts at the FCC 
have informally indicated that they 
were particularly receptive to pursuing 
the violations because Sony had filed 
numerous complaints against competi- 
tors, possibly more than for any other 
major company. In other words, Sony 
has itself used the FCC's regulatory 
powers to advance its competitive posi- 
tion frequently and with good effect. 

You may find the second reason even 
more interesting. In recent years, U.S. 
wireless microphone manufacturers 
had begun to achieve some success in 
selling their products in Japan. In re- 
sponse, the Japanese government re- 
cently enacted regulations making the 
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possession of non -approved wireless 
microphones (and related equipment) a 
criminal offense. Such possession car- 
ries a fine of up to approximately $2500 
per item of equipment, plus confisca- 
tion and destruction of the equipment. 
And how may approval of American - 
made equipment be obtained? As a 
practical matter, it can't; there is no 
agency of the Japanese government di- 
rectly responsible for approval of such 
equipment. Consequently, these ac- 
tions by the Japanese government have 
the effect of totally closing the Japanese 
marketplace to U.S. manufacturers. 

In view of the above, the "lucky" 
U.S. manufacturers can be forgiven if 
they have a desire to ensure that Sony 
follows our own rules; the very same 
ones that many U.S. manufacturers 
must follow, and not rules intended to 
utterly suppress any possibility of for- 
eign competition. In our own case, 
Cetec Vega has more than once been 
without equipment to ship to our cus- 

tomers due to extended delays in 
receiving FCC approval of new de- 
signs. In most instances, the delays 
have been due to large backlogs of sub- 
mittals by Japanese companies! 

BM /E completely missed the point of 
the complaints by U.S. manufacturers. 
Sony was heavily advertising and 
promoting the synthesized equipment, 
accepting orders, and shipping, months 
before there was any possibility of 
receiving the necessary approvals, all 
clearly in violation of FCC rules. The 
issue was not that the equipment was 
synthesized; the marketplace will de- 
cide the merits of this design approach. 

In regard to the general thrust of the 
Editorial, which seemed to be a call for 
deregulation, I would like to point out 
that the industry has been far and away 
the greatest private- sector beneficiary 
of regulatory actions. Deregulation, 
technical and otherwise, would harm 
the broadcast industry far more than 
any other industry segment. To 
illustrate my point, I would like to note 
that growing numbers of illegally 
modified handheld portable two -way 
radios are being placed in operation. 
These frequency- synthesized units 
were designed to operate on six to 12 

preprogrammed frequencies in the 
160 -170 MHz range. However, they 
are being modified to provide fully 

synthesized operation in the 170 -180 

and 180 -190 MHz frequency ranges. 
Due to low energy density in many 
parts of active TV channels, highly ac- 
ceptable two -way communications can 
be obtained. Unfortunately, TV recep- 
tion is seriously degraded within a one 
to three mile radius during transmis- 
sions. We wonder if BM /E would sup- 
port the rights of manufacturers of such 
equipment to "operate without fear of 
government crackdowns." 

In view of Sony's frequent use of the 
FCC complaint process, and the wide- 
spread use of government regulation to 
suppress foreign competition in Japan, 
I am greatly offended by the term 
"abuse" in your Editorial. I am also of- 
fended by the insinuation that it is 
somehow unsporting and not "fair 
play" to require a giant multinational 
corporation such as Sony to follow the 
same rules and regulations which bind 
small U.S. manufacturers of wireless 
microphones. It is also noted that the 
applicable regulations have been in 
place for many years; they are not 
"more technical regulation," unlike 
the recent changes in Japan. In addi- 
tion, it is suspected that the FCC will be 
more than a little surprised to learn that 
they are "not in the business of 
regulating the technical standards of the 
industry anymore," especially since 
Congress believes otherwise. 

Gary J. Stanfill 
President 

Cetec Vega Corporation 
El Monte, CA 

BM /E has consistently taken the position, 
from the earliest days of the Fowler FCC, 
that technical regulation is critical if we are 
to avoid the kind of chaos brought about 
by the "marketplace" approach -as has 
proved to be the case with AM stereo. Our 
point in the October issue Editorial was that 
if the FCC is to continue in its role as guard- 
ian of technical standards, it must be armed 
with the engineering staff and resources to 
carry out its policies. Otherwise it, like any 
institution which seeks to legislate without a 
means of enforcement, becomes subject to 
the whims of the manufacturers it is seeking 
to regulate. Our position is that a condition 
which pits one manufacturer against 
another -not over product features, relia- 
bility, or price, but over which can attract 
the attention of a weakened FCC staff- 
should not be allowed to continue. -Ed. 
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A letter from the President of Ikegami 

Ikegami Electronics 
(U.S.A.), 

Inc. 

Nick H. Nishi 

Pres,Denl 

37 Brook Avenue 
Maywood 

.11 J 07607 
(201)366-9171 

L -79 Camera 
Customer: 

Dear Ikegami 
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appreciation 
for your support 

grateful app 000th $L 79 gees 
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1 want to express sale 
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unprecedented 

believe that behalf of Ik g 
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enabled us to achieve the sale of 
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camera as era in made to meet 
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series cameras 
are 

such a P profitability. 
the fact that the BL-19 

pity rather than P 
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to 

designed 
for re is aue 

are 
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our custom 

Both h' h >_ along with he company's 
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inherited 
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liability _ 

mandatory for us, 
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of Ikegul manufacture ever 

founder efforts to 
develop and 

assure you of 
which we feel will meat 

with your 
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satisfaction, 
and 

want to 
the future a of Ikeg 

We also 
products in patronage f the 

better P ask for your continued 
P 

over 5,000 sets o_ 

sincerely customers 
for using 

Through the Press 
I wish to thank all our 

liL- 79 series cameras. 

Sincerely, 

Nick H Nishi 

President 

THE E 5000TH 
Ikegami HL -79 series camera. 
Purchased in 1984 by WLS -TV 

R3P'CO" FAX 
201 569-1626 

Telex `NU. 642167 
ITCUI MAYW 

ITT 422065 
11CNY 
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R) 

Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.), Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, 1J 07607 
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broadcast industry MEWS 
British Face Analog 
Component Choice 
Faced with the problem of integrating 
analog component capability into exist- 
ing plants. NTSC color standard coun- 
tries seem to be headed for a single - 
cable time -division multiplexed 
(TDM) approach, as recommended by 
SMPTEs Study Group on Component 
Studio Implementation (see BM /E, 
November 1983, p. 67). In PAL coun- 
tries. and the U.K. in particular, such a 

decision may be less easily imple- 
mented. Both a frequency- division 
multiplexed (FDM) system using out - 
of -band chrominance and the TDM 
system, each having advantages and 
disadvantages, have been proposed. 

At the tenth International Broadcast- 
ing Convention (IBC) at Brighton in 
September. Thames Television Ltd. 
engineer B. G. Scott said the principal 
disadvantage of TDM is its basic in- 
compatibility with the PAL system be- 
cause a delay line encoder is required at 
every source. More significantly. a de- 
coder is required at every monitor. 
Thus a TDM approach is likely to be 
more expensive. Scott acknowledges 
that FDM systems are more critical in 
terms of maintaining differential phase 
and gain, linearity, and crosstalk, but 
maintains that these are not a real prob- 
lem in the controlled environment of a 

studio. FDM signals are more easily 
handled in mixing switchers. 

Assuming a single -wire distribution 
scheme is highly preferable, G. M. 
Drury of the Independent Broadcasting 
Authority agreed that PAL decoding 
difficulties can't easily be overcome. 
but he considers timing misalignment a 

problem with FDM. Drury supports 
TDM, which he envisions as the basis 
of a system "to replace PAL." But 
because TDM requires at least I I MHz 
of bandwidth. he sees some modifica- 
tion Of the format necessary for VTR 
processing and microwave transmis- 
sion links. 

Another IBC paper by Thames en- 
gineers described a video FDM coding 
system. with color at a super carrier 
frequency of 9 MHz, that passed criti- 
cal viewing evaluation tests. 

Both British systems are compatible 
with the CCIR 601 digital component 
standard. The approach that eventually 
prevails may depend on which hard- 
ware manufacturers elect to build. 

Several analog component products 
were on exhibit at IBC, but none were 
single -wire systems. Pye TVT launched 
a new effects product called the CVE 
Component Video Effects) which uses 
two channels. Michael Cox Electronics 
introduced a new component editing 
mixer designed to process YUV analog 
component signals in component form 
until on -air play. For -A also introduced 
a component video mixer, the CVM- 
500. Microtime exhibited a FIT, or 
Format Interchange TBC. 

ABC Radio Networks 
Dedicate New Facility 
ABC's seven radio networks took a 

giant step into the future October 15 

when they went on -air for the first time 
from their new home, a state of the art 
broadcast center built just for them. 
The facility, on the sixth floor of a 

former automobile warehouse on Man- 
hattan's Upper West Side, measures 
40.000 square feet, making it the 
largest commercial radio facility in the 
world, according to ABC. 

Architect Tony Argibay worked in 
conjunction with ABC personnel to de- 
sign the extensive new facility. The 

The Technical Operations Center, with 
its "Starship Enterprise" computerized 
console, is the control center for the 
entire ABC Radio Network operation and 
its 20 dedicated satellite channels. 

Shake Hands and Come Out Compatible . 

It was an historic moment at the re- 
cent AES in New York when Dr. 
Roger Laghadec of Studer Revox 
and Masaru Nagami, head of Sony 
Professional Audio manufacturing 
operations in Japan each introduced 
new two- track /1/4 -inch digital ATRs in 
the DASH (digital audio stationary 
head) format. Thanks to intense 
negotiations between the two com- 
panies, culminating just weeks be- 
fore the AES, tapes recorded on the 
two machines will shortly be com- 
pletely interchangeable. 

Previously, ambiguities in the 
wording of the DASH standards 
document had led to different inter- 
pretations of the format by the two 

.. 

Studer's Laghadec (left) and Sony Pro 
Audio's Nagami (right) shake hands 
over their companies' agreement insur- 
ing compatibility of DASH -format digi- 
tal recordings. 

manufacturers. This, in turn, had 
made tapes recorded on Sony and 
Studer machines incompatible, even 
though both conformed to the basic 
DASH format. 

According to the terms of the new 
agreement, although neither com- 
pany will radically change its inter - 
pretatión of the format, both will now 
encode the tapes with enough extra 
information so they can be read by 
the other manufacturer's system. 

Sony and Studer, together with 
Matsushita (the other DASH format 
signatory), can now go head -to -head 
against the Mitsubishi digital record- 
ing format, which has been gaining 
considerable popularity recently, 
partially because of the confusion 
over the DASH standard. 
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What good is a $75,000 video recorder 
when the video tape gives a two -bit performance? 

Edit. Re -edit. 
Play it. Replay it. 
It's a tough business. 
So your video tape has got to 

be tough enough to take the beating your 
1 -inch equipment dishes out. 

That's why the people who 
make the hard decisions in broadcasting 
and production decide on Fuji 1 -inch 
H621/H621B video tape. 

They trust Fuji's 25 years of 
experience making professional video 
tape. And they trust their own experience. 

With Fuji, they know that our high -density BERIDOX formula and special 
back -coating deliver picture quality that's consistently vivid, even after multiple 
generations. They know that dropouts drop down to a minimum. And that valuable 
video heads are protected to a maximum. 

If you want to know more about 
what makes Fuji's extraordinary video 
tape the first choice of professionals, just 
do a very ordinary thing. 

Run to your phone and call Fuji. 
And we'll show you a tape 

you can run and run and run and run 
and run and run. 

Nobody gives you better performance. 
01984 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc.. Magnetic Products Div., 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NV 10118 
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NEWS 

building's reinforced concrete struc- 
ture. with many supporting columns. 
complicated the layout process. but Ar- 
gibay's final design conceals all but one 
of the columns. leaving* ample space for 
13 studios and the large. open news- 
room at the center's hub. 

The editors' stations in the news- 
rooms are designed for speed and ease 
of communication. Cassette recorders. 
AM /FM radios. and TV receivers al- 
low editors to monitor both in -house 
and outside news coverage. Stations 
also have intercoms and automation 
terminals with VDTs. keyboards. and 
printers. The senior editor's position 
intercom doubles as a PA system that 
can alert the entire staff of breaking 
developments. The one seeming omis- 
sion is a newsroom computer system, 
but even this is in the planning stage. 
ABC Radio Network director of techni- 
cal operations Dick Martinez predicts 
the newsroom will be computerized by 
late 1985 or early 1986. 

Eleven of the 13 studios are already 
on -air. According to Martinez. these 
rooms were designed to be as similar as 

possible for multiple functions and ease 
of operator training. Built by Ward - 
Beck Systems around the standard 

R 1200 console. with some customi- 
zation (including four -channel mod- 
ules), the studios were built in Canada, 
shipped down to New York, and as- 

sembled in two to three weeks each - 
just about the time it took to build the 
next studio. Ward -Beck Systems also 
built the extensive intercom and studio 
interconnect systems. 

Studios 12 and 13. still in the plan - 
ning stages, will be multitrack record- 
ing studios for in -house production. 
The rooms they will occupy have been 
"floated" within the building for corn - 
plete acoustic isolation; Martinez 
quips, You won't be able to hear a 

dynamite blast unless its right at the 

door." A temporary multitrack room, 
in service until Studios 12 and 13 are 

completed, uses an Otani MTR -90 16- 

track ATR and Yamaha console. along 
with Studer cassette decks. Tech- 
nics turntables. and Otani MTR -10 
'/4 -inch ATRS. found throughout the 
other rooms as well (ABC purchased 
5250,000 worth of MTR - IOs for the 
broadcast center). 

Besides Ward -Beck, the other major 
contractor was McCurdy Radio Indus- 
tries. which built the plant's computer - 
based automation system. The automa- 

The blue balloon you may have seen zooming around your TV screen in an ad for 
Johnson Controls is the result of a new process dubbed "videomatting" by its 
developer, Dean Winkler, senior design engineer at VCA /Teletronics in New York. 

Designed to replace traditional matting techniques, videomatting allows images 
from one scene to be inserted into another without the limitations of traditional 
keying. Using an MCI /Quantel Paint Box and ADDA still store, Winkler was able to 
remove the blue balloon from its blue background and matte it into scenes includ- 
ing skyscrapers, airplanes, and a Paint Box -created starry night. 
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tion. which includes full monitoring 
and reporting of the status and schedul- 
ing of all studios. is responsible for 
on -air switching of live programming 
originating in the studios and of all 
taped material. which originates off a 

custom IGM Instacart system in the 
technical operations center. 

The facility's heartbeat is the TOC, 
which feeds the network's 20- channel 
digital audio distribution system. Nine- 
teen of the channels are high -fidelity 
audio feeds for affiliates of the seven 
networks: the twentieth is dedicated to 
telephone voice and data distribution. 
The signals travel live miles south via a 

fiber optic link to the RCA downtown 
offices. From there. they are micro - 
waved to the uplink at Vernon Valley. 
NJ. for digital transmission. 

"This new broadcast center repre- 
sents a commitment by the manage- 
ment of ABC to radio. its present and 
its future." ABC Broadcast Group 
president Tony Thomopoulos com- 
mented at the center's October 29 dedi- 
cation. He continued. We have been 
the leaders in radio for a long time . . . 

but to remain ahead of the competition. 
to remain the leader. you must have the 
best people and the best technology... 

Finally, a Human Can 
Get the Cat's Tongue 
In the Meow Mix "Universal Favor- 
ite" television commercial, the high - 
tech marvel is not a cat's Spielberg -like 
encounter with a spaceship -every kid 
at a cola machine has seen that -but 
rather the feline's singing performance. 

This catchy tune was created by syn- 
thesizing a digitally recorded cat's 
meow. Shelly Palmer, a sound and re- 

cording expert located in New York. 
was given the task of making a cat sing 
the Close Encounters tune. "It sounded 
like a typical sampling problem." 
Palmer says. Unfortunately. digital re- 
cording did not solve the problem. 

"Our sampled cat sounds didn't 
have a wide enough range to sing the 

entire song. he observes. So Palmer 
used timbre -frame resynthesis to alter 
the meow's attack, decay, sustain. and 

release. 
"Recording the cat was the toughest 

part of the whole project," Palmer 
says. "I tried every trick in the book to 

get my friend's cat Stanley to come out 
with the perfect meow -catnip, Meow 
Mix, even filet mignon... 
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How new broadcast technology 
will improve your broadcast quality. 
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Panasonic presents the technology 

NTSC. YIQ. Now you can make 
the most out of both. Because 
now Panasonic lets you do what 
you couldn't do before: Enhance 
your existing NTSC equipment 
with the higher performance and 
lower operating costs of the 
Panasonic YIQ M- Format. The 
result: 1 -inch performance from 
1/2-inch equipment. 

Recam.° 
We've got your configuration. 

ENG, EFP, and Studio. The three key Recam 
configurations. In either three -tube Plumbicon* 
or Saticont versions. And now you can use all 
Recam cameras and VCRs with all your exist- 
ing equipment because they're all YIQ /NTSC 
compatible. 

The Recam B -100B camcorder. It gives a 
single operator total control of both video and 
audio. With video playback and two -channel 
audio monitoring in the viewfinder. In the field, 
Recam gives you up to two hours from its on- 
board battery compared to just 20 minutes 
from some other camcorders. 

In the studio, Recam cameras can be fitted 
with an optional 5 -inch viewfinder and camera 
control unit for total broadcast versatility. 
.Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N.V. Philips 
tSaticon is a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd. 

ENG Camcorder 

Studio Configuration 

EFP Configuration 

Any 
VTR 

Or 
System 

The AK -30 stands head -to -head 
with the bestselling broadcast 
camera in the world. 

Digital registration. Image- enhancing circuitry 
Dual white balance with memory. Three high - 
focus -field Plumbicon tubes. It's the Panasonic 
AK-30. And it will challenge even the bestselling 
broadcast camera in the world. With the industry' 
highest S/N ratio: 62dB. And a razor -sharp 650 
lines horizontal resolution. ENG, EFP and Studio 

configurations. It 

works with triax 
and has a nega- 
tive film switch for 
telecine use. 

Only Panasonic 
gives you 1 -inch 
color playback 
quality in the field 
from a 1/2-inch portable. 

Up to now, if you wanted the quality of 1 -inch 
color playback in the field, you had the hassle 
and expense of 1 -inch equipment. Now all you 
need is the Panasonic AU -220 portable VCR. 

It's YIQ compatible. So you get 1 -inch color 
performance from Y2 -inch equipment. The 
AU -220 also records and plays standard NTSC. 

In the studio or van, the AU -220 doubles as an 
ideal source VCR when you add the AU -S220 
adapter. It provides power, a drop -out compen- 
sator, and a fully corrected broadcast signal 
when you add a TBC, vectorscope and WFM. 

For field playback on a budget, choose the 
AU -100KB and get black and white video 
confidence in the viewfinder. 
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behind component compatibility. 

When it comes to post -production, 
Panasonic speaks the language. 

The Panasonic RS -422 Serial Interface can 
improve VCR systems control. Because it lets 
you control high performance YIQ M- Format VTRs 
from your existing VTRs and editing systems. 
The Panasonic AU -300B editing recorder, the 
AU -TB30 internal TBC, the AU -A30 full- function 
editing controller and AT- Series color monitors. 
Complete compatibility for total control. 

SIMPLE EDITING 

AU-300B 

AU-A30 

AU3]OB 

MULTI- SOURCE EDITING 

AU -30Oß 
with built -in T8C 

INIMMOMM 
4,'2 

1 

RS 422 

1" VTR 
MT) 

RS-sa 

Controller 

INTER- 7ORMAT EDIT'NG 

44" CO' 

1" VTR 
wth 

RS-422 

AU 3008 

T TI'I 

AU-3008 

VTR 
with 

FS-422 
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Only from Panasonic. Automatic, 
continuous, reliable broadcasting. 

It's the MVP -100 and it will revolutionize your 
station. Because it lets you program in advance, 
and automatically air, everything from news 
spots to commercials to station IDs. Even 
complete program- length material. All with YIQ 
quality, time -code accuracy and computer - 
controlled reliability. At a lower operating cost 
than conventional cart machines. Its recorders, 
spot players, and up to 24 modular transports 
operate independently. So the MVP -100 can 
even be programmed to override a breakdown 
the moment broadcast continuity has been 
interrupted to virtually eliminate dead air. 

Panasonic Broadcast Systems. 
Panasonic broadcast components can en- 

hance any broadcast system. Not only will we 
make your images look better with advanced 
M- Format technology, we'll make it easier for 
you to originate, produce and broadcast them. 

Panasonic Broadcast Systems. Watch us 
improve your broadcast quality. 

Call your nearest Panasonic regional office: 
Northeast: (201) 348 -7336 
Southeast: (404) 925 -6835 
Central: (214) 256 -2222 
West: (714) 895 -7200 
Canada: (416) 624 -5010 

Panasonic 
Industrial Company 
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MEWS 
First DBS Round 
Cut to Four Applicants 

It was merely a formal confirmation of 
what everyone knew (see BM /E, 
August 1984, p. 14), but the FCC has 
officially removed four of the eight 
DBS applicants from its first round list. 
Though seven applicants await pro- 
cessing in the second round, they will 
still face their predecessors' problems of 
signing up programming and getting 
people to invest in a TVRO. 

Among the surviving applicants, Di- 
rect Broadcast Satellite Corp. (DBSC) 
received channel guarantees, which it 

says it needs to raise funds. Also, Com- 
sat's Satellite Television Corp. (STC) 
was given permission to reposition its 
two eastern satellites in order to cover 
the continental U.S. 

The companies that lost their con- 
struction permits are CBS, Western 
Union, RCA, and Graphic Scanning 
Corp. The FCC had required that CP 
holders demonstrate "due diligence" 
by July 17, usually by contracting to 
have satellites built. CBS and STC had 
been partners and were planning to 
create a capability to combine their 
channels and beam down high defini- 
tion signals. An STC spokesperson says 
the company is now looking for other 
partners. 

STC, before the CBS departure, had 
planned to put up two eastern satellites 
and one western satellite, but now it has 
received permission to locate two high - 
power satellites at 110 degrees west, 
covering the full continental U.S. STC 
says improved receiver design has al- 
lowed for the change. 

In the meantime. STC has become a 
part owner with Prudential Insurance 
and Douglas Ruhe in United Satellite 
Communications, Inc., a low -power 
service which is the only DBS system 
now in operation, and which is having 
difficulties gaining subscribers. 

Another permit holder, DBSC, re- 
ceived an FCC guarantee for two orbi- 
tal positions and IO channels, but no 
specific assignments due to uncertainty 
over its construction schedule. The 
startup company, based in Bethesda, 
MD. says it is currently negotiating fi- 
nancial backing for its two high -power 
satellites, and expects the channel allot- 
ments to help. According to the FCC, 
the satellites are being built by Ford on 
a "pay as you go" basis. Satellite, up- 
link, and launching costs are estimated 
at $340 million. 

DBSC, which says it will operate as 
a common carrier, is letting Wold 
Communications market its IO chan- 
nels. Common carrier status would al- 
low DBSC to get into fields other than 
entertainment broadcasting, such as 
distribution of corporate and educa- 
tional programs or information. Paul 
Johnson, vice _president of DBS sales 
and marketing at Wold, reports that his 
company is studying both the potential 
audiences and the programmers or 

groups of programmers who might 
want to rent channels. 

As , or the other remaining first round 
applicants. Hubbard Broadcasting's 
United States Satellite Broadcasting 
Co. and Dominion Video, both had as- 
ked the FCC to add two channels to the 
six already reserved for each company, 
but the Commission refused, saying it 

would consider their requests after tak- 
ing care of the second round of appli- 
cations. 

With McCurdy's 
Extended Range Meter 

Accurate, self -con- 
tained unit in only 3.5 
inches of standard rack 
mount space. 

Input sensitivity from 
-50 dBm to +30 dBm 
in 2 dB steps. 

Bridging and match- 
ing balanced inputs. 

Balanced monitor 

and line outputs. 
Optional PPM Meter 

for simultaneous 
measurements. 

Get performance and 
peace of mind in the 
McCurdy tradition with 
the SA -14023 Extended 
Range meter. 

McCurdy Radio Industries 
108 Carnforth Rd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4A 2L4 

Tel: (416)751 -6262 Telex: 06- 963533 
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206 

Tel: (212)772 -0719 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
For the first time since FCC chairman 
Mark Fowler took office, the Commis- 
sion has ruled that a broadcaster vio- 
lated the fairness doctrine. WTVH- 
TV of Syracuse, NY, lost its argument 
that 182 minutes of ads -run by the 
local utility supporting its continued 
construction of a nuclear power plant - 
did not constitute a political issue... . 

According to a recent NAB study on 
radio's use of satellite programming 
and AM stereo, 72 percent of stations 

surveyed say they use satellite dishes, 
and another 12 percent plant to install 
one in the next year. Small and medium 
markets were the biggest users with lit- 
tle difference between AM and FM. 
News is the most popular feed. Less 
than five percent reportedly broadcast 
in AM stereo, but 16 percent plan to 
start within a year. The most common 
reason for not using stereo, cited by 36 
percent, is the substantial cost in- 
volved. 
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Coaxial Patch Panels 
W. H. Holroyd, Broadcast Services 

181 Bellevue, Hudson, Quebec, JOP 1H0 (514) 458-7283 
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RF Switches 

RF Terminating Loads 

Combiners 

DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONS 
A UNIT NI GENERAL SIGNAL. 

A Fortune 250 Company 

Tower Hill Road Raymond, Maine 04271 
Tel.: (207)655 -4555 800 -341 -9678 TWX: 710 -229 -6890 
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Several top executives of RKO Gen- 
eral and RKO Radio have resigned in 
a general shakeup of the highest ranks 
at GenCorp (General Tire & Rubber). 
In an effort to save the broadcasting 
group's licenses from RKO's mounting 
difficulties, the conglomerate's new 
CEO, A. William Reynolds, has re- 
portedly begun turning over the reins 
to Shane O'Neil, 37, whose career has 
been mostly in broadcasting. He 
succeeds his father, Thomas O'Neil, 
who took over RKO General when 
GenCorp's founder, William O'Neil, 
died. 

Mergers and acquisitions in the 
broadcast industry were up to 28 per- 
cent in 1983, according to W. T. 
Grimm & Co., an acquisition consul- 
tant in Chicago. 1981 and 1982 both 
saw 47 announcements of transactions, 
while in 1983 the total rose to 60... . 

Clear Channel Communications fin- 
ished its acquisition of Broad Street 
Communications, bringing its total 
number of radio stations to 12.... Taft 
Broadcasting has cancelled its sale of 
WGR /WGRQ, Buffalo, NY, to CRB 
Broadcasting. Taft directly attributed its 
action to the FCC raising the radio own- 
ership limits to 12 stations. 

As if a major fire gutting much of the 
PBS headquarters wasn't enough, Pres- 
ident Reagan vetoed Congress's second 
attempt to pass CPB funding legis- 
lation for 1987 to 1989. Despite the 
blessings of Sen. Barry Goldwater 
(R -AZ) and Reagan's own new CPB 
director, Sonia Landau, the White 
House found the budget levels to be too 
high. 

Compact Video Services, Burbank, 
announced completion of post- produc- 
tion for syndication of 161 episodes of 
Lorimar's Dallas. 

L. Matthew Miller will hold its third 
set of classes in New York, December 4 
and 5, on TBCs and "achieving spe- 
cial effects with moderately priced 
equipment ". ... The NAB is con- 
ducting a series of regional seminars on 
the "Revitalization of AM Radio" 
which cover engineering, sales, mar- 
keting, and management. They will be 
held in Orlando on February 26 to 27, 
and Charlotte, NC on February 28 to 
March I . Call (202) 293 -4955 for rates 
and registration.... Microwave Filter 
Co. has produced a two hour tape 
showing how to suppress various 
kinds of terrestrial interference to C- 
band earth stations. Cost is $75; ask 
for Emily Bostick at (800) 448 -1666. 
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Great Priter 
Now nore exciting program ning is 
yours with the CHYRON D GIFE<C" 
Special Effects Generator. At a price 
that's never been lower. 

Digital video manipulation et Chvron- 
generated graphics lets yoJ .. 

Create and display multiple effects 
instantly; spin, f ip, rotate, zoom, 
compress, split images, etc. Mar ipulate 
background or foreground cf CI-yron 
cf aracters and graphics. Lse 15 colors 
at one time fron Chyron's 512 -color 
psllett3. Store hundreds of special 
effect: and recall at will. 

CHYRON DIGIFEX does it a I. 

500 
A DIVISION OF CHYRDN CORPORATION 

265 Spagnoli Road, Melville, New York 11747 516 -249 -329E Telex: 144522 Chyr3n Meiv 
Ampex International Is exclusive distributor for .hyrdi Graphics Systems outside the U.S.e. 

(Price subject to change wi hout notice 
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The STANTRON ¿IDEO CENTER series has been designed primarily 
for production End post -production facilities The modular "add - 
on" features al ow for maximum flexibility in designing console 
arrangements fir professional, educational, industrial and com- 

munication VIDEO CENTERS "Designed -in" structural strength 
and aesthetic features, required by users, is "standard equip- 

ment" for every STANTRON VIDEO CENTER unit. 

For a FREE copy of the STANTRON VIDEO CENTER CATALOG 

200, please write or call. 
MAILING ADDRESS: P.O. Box 9158VC No. Hollywood, CA 91609 U.S.A. 

¡STANTRON 
Northern Calif. 

Southern Calif. - 
ACTORY 

6900 -6918 Beck Ave 

Toll Free: 1-800-821-0019 
- Toll Free 1- 800 -821 -0020 

Please call 1- 213 -875 -0800 

TWX: 910 -499 -2177 
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REIDIO 
programming fi production 

APR Brings Visual Art to Radio 
By Michael Greenhouse, 
Associate Editor 

Architecture is a visual art not normally 
associated with radio; there isn't any- 
thing particularly aural about it. But 
this fall, radio did in fact tackle archi- 
tecture as well as dance, painting, and a 
number of other visual arts in a 16 -part 
series, The Territory of Art , produced 
by the Los Angeles Museum of Con- 
temporary Art and distributed by 
American Public Radio. 

The challenge in producing this 
series, according to senior producer 
Steve Rathe, was this: "How do we 
connect the radio medium with these 
kinds of arts ?" In the case of "Archi- 
tecture for the Future," the segment 
that aired around Thanksgiving, the 
challenge was met with an eight -part 
production /post -production process 
that took, according to Rathe, "about 
400 hours of people's time." About 12 
people were involved in recording, 
editing, and mixing close to 35 hours of 
interviews, as well as TV sound, 
prerecorded music beds, ambient 
sound, and dramatic readings. The re- 
sult was a half -hour show that repre- 
sents, according to Rathe, "the state of 
the art for serious radio production." 

Laying the foundation 
Step one was the development of a 

program outline by Rathe, coproducer 
Leslie Peters, two researcher /writers, 
and David Lowe, an architecture critic 
and the show's host. Then, about 30 ar- 
chitects were interviewed in at least 
five cities -at construction sites and 
building locations as well as studios. A 
section of a TV program, Designathon, 
was also recorded. On this show, archi- 
tect Charles Moore would come up 
with designs for people who called with 
suggestions. 

The producers also conducted tape 
sync telephone interviews, recording 
interviewer and interviewee separately 
at their respective locations, then 
meshing the two tapes together. Rathe 
then had the option of either editing the 
tapes together or combining them on 

Senior producer Steve Rathe and coproducer Lesley Peters look over track sheets 
at New Wilderness, New York City. 

multitrack. He preferred the latter op- 
tion "because it's easier to crossfade 
and create a composite ambience be- 
tween the two studios." 

Appropriate ambience 
For each 35- to 40- minute interview, 

10 to 15 minutes of ambient sound was 
recorded. "We tried, where it was pos- 
sible, to get the sound of the building 
that the person was involved in design- 
ing, or the sound of their workspace," 
says Rathe. These sounds included 
construction sites and shopping malls, 
but they also included "specialized 
things," says Rathe. For one sequence, 
for example, a recordist was asked to 
capture the sound of dawn in a city. An- 
other recordist rode the elevators of the 
World Trade Center "in an attempt to 
capture that sense of what it's like to 
live and work and travel in one of these 
enormous buildings," explains Rathe. 

Dramatic readings were also a part of 
the early recording phase. Each of the 
major architects covered in the show 
had a dramatic reading describing one 
of his or her works. These readings 
were eventually set in a sound or music 
bed and woven into the interviews. 

Much of this material was recorded 
with Sony TCD -5M stereo cassette 
machines with VU metering. Rathe 
comments, "The Sony machines con- 
sistently gave us a quality that with- 
stood the transfer up to two -track, and 
in some cases the subsequent transfer to 
multi before it finally was mixed down 
to air master." The Nagra 4S was also 
used extensively, especially for the 
ambience recordings. No digital re- 
cording was used in "Architecture for 
the Future," though Sony PCM F1 
units were used for a number of other 
shows in the series. 

Rough cut 
The Sony- and Nagra- recorded tapes 

were never just run into a master tape, 
of course. The lengthy editorial process 
began with the transferring of relevant 
portions of the interviews to 1/4-inch 
tape, at which point the 1/4-inch was 
rough cut. And in many cases the rough 
cutting was "not just taking a hunk of 
what somebody said, but seeing wheth- 
er one could compress, for example, 
five minutes of remarks -by the most 
careful kind of editing -into three sen- 
tences," says Rathe. 
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Panasonic" Industrial Monitors. 
Designed for teleproduction. Priced for any production. 

When it comes to industrial 
monitors, it pays to come 
to Panasonic. Because 
Panasonic has just the right 
monitor for just about any 
application or specification 
you can think of. But don't 
think monitors good 
enough for teleproduction 
also have to be expensive. 
Take a good look at the 
Panasonic BT and CT 
series. What you'll see is 
outstanding picture quality 

as well asafull complement 
of features and controls. 
What you won't see are 
high prices. 

When you look at the 
BT- S1900N 19" monitor(all 
screen sizes measured 
diagonally), you'll see 
one of our most brilliant 
and best defined color pic- 
tures ever. One reason is 
our CompuFocus'" picture 
tube with OverLapping 
Field Lens gun. Another is 

a switchable comb filter 
which increases definition 
for easy detection of signal 
flaws. Behind its push - 
open door lies a full array 
of operating controls. Like 
a normal /underscan switch, 
pulse cross, horizontal/ 
vertical centering controls 
and blue -only for easy 
adjustment of chrominance 
and hue. 

The 13" BT- S1300N has 
the same great picture, 

controls and inputs. And 
our 7" BT -S700N is ideal for 
mobile units and outdoor 
production because it op- 
erates on AC or DC. It also 
features controls for normal/ 
underscan, pulse cross, 
blue -only and much more. 

The 7" BT -S701 N is 
equipped with switchable 
line inputs and external 
sync terminals while the 
BT -S702 consists of two 
701 monitors mounted in 
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a dual rack adapter. 
The Panasonic CT series 

will also show you a picture 
that's clear, well- defined and 
brilliant in color. Because 
both monitors have either 
CompuFocusorQuintrix Il® 

picture tubes. And, of 
course, all models have 
8 -pin video input and 
output connectors as well 
as loop- through capability 
for easy system adaptation. 

When portability and 

light weight are important, 
choose from two AC /DC 
monitor /receivers: the 5" 
CT -500V, or the CT -300VT 
with its 2.6" screen -the 
world's smallest industrial 
color monitor. 

There are also three 10" 
monitors for educational, 
industrial, computer, 
medical, and scientific 
applications. There's the 
CT -1330V monitor /receiver, 
the CT -1330M monitor, and 

the CT- 1350MG with NTSC 
composite and RGB inputs. 

If you're big on 19" moni- 
tors, the CT series keeps 
you covered in a big way. 
Both our CT -1930V monitor/ 
receiver and our CT -1920M 
have comb 'ilters for 
increased picture definition, 
while the CT -2000M lets 
you switch from PAL to 
SECAM to either NTSC 
3.58 or NTSC 4.43. 

So, no matter what you 

are looking for, you can't 
afford to overlook Panasonic 
Industrial Monitors. 

To see the Panasonic BT 
or CT series call your 
regional Panasonic office: 
Northeast: (201) 348 -7620 
Midwest: (312) 981 -4826 
Southeast: (404) 925 -6835 
Southwest: (214) 257 -0763 
West: (714) 895 -7200 

Panasonic® 
AUDIO -VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION 
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RfiDIO PROGRßMMInG 
After the rough cut was complete, 

the producers made a new outline of the 
program. The writers were brought 
back to decide, says Rathe, "Now that 
the program has this sort of intellectual 
thrust, what are the illustration materi- 
als we're going to use? What sound 
backgrounds are we going to use? What 
architect's works should be given these 
dramatic readings? And how will they 
be set ?" 

Next, Lowe listened to all the tape 

recorded connecting material, which 
was formed into a script. At this point 
the producers had 33 minutes of audio 
on two -track tapes. 

Two more series of cuts followed, 
both of which can be considered fine 
cuts. Material was deleted and in some 
cases compressed: sections were 
overlaid that may have been just 
straight interview material before. The 
final fine cut was based on aesthetic 
judgement: the sound beds sometimes 

Our consoles never die. 
They just keep fading away. 
Built like a tank. Handle like a dream. Smooth, sure, responsive. And 
won't let you down. 

That's LPB, for the air and production boards you see coast to 
coast -in local to network stations -from 100 watts to 100kw. 

It isn't that we're all- solid- state, or that we make 5, 8 or 10 channel 
mixers, mono, stereo or both. It's simply because LPB consoles don't 
seem to break down. And that's on the record. 

But features count, too. From pre -fader pushbutton cues to pro- 
grammable muting logic, let's say if it's essential, we've got it! 

If you're keeping current on consoles, get the specs on LPB equip- 
ment. Call 215 - 644 -1123 or write LPB Inc., 28 Bacton Hill Road, Frazer, 
PA 19355. (Telex 703000.) 

A lot of consoles will come and go in your time. But not if they're 
made by LPB. 

B® Our call letters make news 'round the world. 
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didn't sound different enough or strong 
enough, and changes were made. 

The final step, prior to mixdown, 
was the transfer of all the two -track ma- 
terial to an Otan eight -track recorder. 
About the Otari, Rathe says, "It fills a 
need. With an Otari you can have four 
stereo pairs going, or three stereo pairs 
and a couple of mono tracks. And you 
can roll in a couple of additional two - 
tracks. It increases the producer's abili- 
ty to do the kind of textured and 
multilayered radio production that has 
come of age." 

New Wilderness, in New York City, 
was the site for the eight -track session 
and the mixing that followed. Rathe 
brought a group of two -track tapes, 
which were more or less laid out as 
tracks two through seven. (The produc- 
ers tried to avoid tracks one and eight, 
which are guard tracks and more likely 
to be damaged.) In general, they put the 
host voice on track two, dramatic 
voices on track three, stereo back- 
ground one on tracks four and five, and 
stereo background two on tracks six 
and seven. When they had additional 
material they brought it in on one and 
eight. 

The two -track reels were laid down 
sequentially. The producers would 
choose material from reel A, reel B, 
reel C, and so on. They might lay 
down, for instance, host, then dramatic 
reading, then sound effects would be 
laid under the host. 

When they emerged with the 
multitrack they did a rough mix on a 
Soundcraft board, then listened to it. At 
that point, they still cut material out; 
they might dump a track if they thought 
it was gratuitous, for example. In one 
or two instances they changed sound ef- 
fects "because they seemed heavy - 
handed," according to Rathe. 

Satellite distribution 
All the shows were fed by satellite, 

beginning September 9, to all APR 
member stations. The series was also 
made available to NPR stations because 
of the nature of the funding, which 
came from the Satellite Program Devel- 
opment Fund. In addition, the Museum 
of Contemporary Art has prepared a 
series of 90- second modules to com- 
mercial stations. The museum's pres- 
entation of visual media to a radio 
audience will continue through Janu- 
ary, bringing listeners the opportunity 
to experience art through the mind's 
eye. BM/E 
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AMPEX 

BROADCAST VIDEOCASSETTE 

To capture the excitement of 8,000 hours of 
the Summer Games, ABC knew they'd need a 
video tape that was picture perfect. 

That's why ABC chose Ampex 196 1" helical 
video tape and 197 3/1" videocassettes as the 
exclusive tapes to record the biggest events in 
the history of sports. It was an incredible honor for 
Ampex. One earned through years of consis- 

tently crisp, clean performance. Reel after reel. 
Generation after generation. Even under the 
pressures of heavy editing and multiple genera- 
tion dubbing. 

So if you're looking for a video tape with a track 
record for reliability and quality, look to Ampex 
t96 and 197. ABC did. And their perfect perfor- 
mance made them the biggest winners of ail. 

AMPEX 
Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies 

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic Tape Division.. 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063.415/367 -3809 
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+ Dual Chroma Keyers + Dual Luminance Keye 
+ Dual Matte Key Generators + Dual Key Bord 
+Super wide, SuperSoft borders 
+CAP, Computer Assisted Production 
+ FlexiKey... Central Dynamics new, powerful 

Digital Video Effects at a fraction of the cost... 
manipulates titles, logos and images with spin, 
flip, rotation, zoom, compression or any 
combination of these effects . 

wer plus... 
and there is a model to meet any post- 

on and live programming requirement. 
Compact versatility.. 
4 buses with the SFX Power+ system. 
Exceptional big studio performance ... 6 
buses with the SFX Power+ system and 
the new Series 80 Program Processor. 
The ultimate switcher for the most 
sophisticated productions... 10 buses 
with 2 SFX Power+ systems and the 
new Series 80 Program Processor . 

rite for complete details. 
All this power is surprisingly affordable.. t 
Series 80's modular, proven design assure 
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TELEVISIOM 
oa 

Celebrity Chefs Cooks up Syndicated 
Success 
By Robert Rivlin, Editor 

At first glance, it would seem that put- 
ting together a syndicated weekly cook- 
ing show would be one of the simplest 
productions imaginable, with even less 
hassles than a game show or weekly 
dance competition. But any local sta- 
tion seeking to capitalize on the 
apparently insatiable appetite of the 
American public for televised cooking 
guides -Julia Child and the Galloping 
Gourmet are two of the best -known 
examples- should spend some time 
doing its homework, and perhaps take a 
lesson or two from Celebrity Chefs, a 
weekly syndicated half -hour from Cre- 
ative Programming, Inc. (CPI). 

The first lesson is that "you have to 
be a little different," explains execu- 
tive producer Peter Wild. For CPI, this 
meant abandoning the traditional gour- 
met- chef -shows -you -exactly- how -to- 
do-it approach taken on previous cook- 
ing series, and opting for a looser, more 
entertainment- oriented show. This led 
to the selection of Robert Morley as the 
host. 

Rather than having Morley himself 
do the cooking, Celebrity Chefs deliv- 
ers on its name by inviting famous 
celebrities to come into Morley's studio 
kitchen and prepare their favorite reci- 
pes. Guests have included Gladys 
Knight, Phyllis Diller, Sergio Franchi, 
George Plimpton, film critic Rex Reed, 
Linda Blair, Richie Havens, and Dick 
Cavett -an impressive and varied 
lineup. 

In some cases the guests are, indeed, 
good cooks, and prepare their favorite 
recipes. In other cases, the guests are 
helped in their menu selection by the 
show's home economists, and are giv- 
en cooking and preparation pointers. 
But in every case, the guest and the 
recipe are tied together. Henny 
Youngman, for example, made 
blintzes. Rex Reed, because he is 
from the south, prepared a filé gumbo. 
Vic Tayback, who plays the owner of 

E 
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On the Celebrity Chefs set at Unitel. Two Ikegami HK -312s with Canon P 18x 1688 
lenses are mounted on Vinten pedestals. 

the diner on Alice, made "Mel's" 
chili. When the guest is really a gour- 
met cook, such as Phyllis Diller, he or 
she has an opportunity to prepare a 
more exotic dish, such as Diller's salm- 
on in papillotte and also a Thanksgiving 
turkey. 

Morley introduces each celebrity, 
and, while the food is being prepared, a 
lively discussion follows on whatever 
the guest feels like talking about, 
whether food -related or not. Then the 
two sit in a dining room set, pour a little 
wine, and enjoy a pleasant conversa- 
tion as they sample the meal. Celebrity 
Chefs is billed as a "cooking /chat" 
series, and its theme is more `'having 
fun in the kitchen" than anything else. 

Two guests per week 
Each 30- minute show airs twice a 

week on the CBN cable network (25 
million homes), and each show consists 
of two 15- minute segments with differ- 
ent guests. Although the show tapes 
two segments a day while in production 
(it probably could accommodate more, 
but with Morley over 75 years old, 
Wild doesn't want to push it), each seg- 
ment is completely separate and is al- 
most always split apart and joined with 
other totally different segments for the 
aired programs. In this way, the 
30- minute show can offer a more inter- 
esting balance, taking a segmciit with a 

guest preparing an entrée and marrying 
it to one of a guest preparing dessert, or 
having a movie star in the first segment 
and a TV star in the second. 

Within each 15- minute segment, 
Wild has deliberately cut the in- kitchen 
scene to only five or six minutes, to in- 
sure a good balance between cooking 
and chatting. This obviously isn't 
enough time to go through all the steps 
of the food preparation in detail, so the 
show's three home economists (a main 
food stylist and two assistants) prepare 
different stages of the recipe in ad- 
vance. The guest can then cover the 
main elements of preparing the dish, 
but move quickly from one critical 
stage to the next. 

A very useful tool in allowing Celeb- 
rity Chefs to move so quickly through 
the kitchen is the recipe offer. The 
show is sponsored by Campbell's, 
which coordinates the sending of a free 
recipe to every viewer who writes in to 
the PO Box address mentioned twice 
during each show. This way guests are 
much freer to relax and enjoy them- 
selves, and don't have to worry if they 
forget to mention an ingredient or do 
things slightly out of order. 

Besides the stylists, another key ele- 
ment in making the food look good is 
the lighting plan, masterminded by 
Jack Priestly. The Unitel stage has a 
newly- installed Strand Century light- 
ing board and lighting units, which 
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a Custom Made VTR. 
Even if you could have your VTRs 
custom -made to fit your needs and 
facility, you really don't need that 
luxury. Now Ampex offers so 
many VPR -80 configurations and 
accessories that it's almost like 
having your VTRs custom -made. 
And all the choices are priced 
affordably. 

There's a VPR -80 for any job in 
any studio, editing suite or remote 
truck. Along with all the options, 
many VPR -80 features are stan- 
dard, such as AST automatic scan 
tracking, microprocessor -based 
dual -cue editing, and many more. 
You also get the bonus of Ampex 
service and support, unequalled 
anywhere in the world. 

It's easy to match your individual 
needs and budget with the VPR -80 
that fits best. Call your Ampex 
sales engineer for the details you 
need to make a decision. 

AMPEX 
Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies rfl 

Atlanta 404/491 -7112 Chicago 312/ 
593 -6000 Dallas 214/960 -1162 
Dayton 513/254 -6101 Los Angeles 
818/240 -5000 Louisville 502/239- 
6111 New York /New Jersey 201/825- 
9600 Salt Lake City 801/487 -8181 
San Francisco 415/367 -2296 Seattle 
206/575 -0156 Washington, DC 301/ 
530 -8800 
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TELEVISION PROGROMMIMG 

Priestly has organized so the set looks 
warm and homey but at the same time 
provides enough light for the viewer to 
see the food. This was especially diffi- 
cult to arrange for the overhead shots, 
which often look directly down into 
deep pots. 

!so camera production 
Although the production is done on a 

large stage at Unitel Video Services in 
New York City, whose control room 
has all the latest production equipment, 

Celebrity Chefs is shot with three 
isolated, unswitched cameras -two 
Ikegami HK -312s mounted on Vinten 
pedestals, and an Ikegami HL -790 
mounted on a Moviola dolly-each of 
which is recorded separately on a one - 
inch VTR. 

A typical morning production begins 
with electronic setup (ESU) at 9 a.m. 
Morley and the guest generally arrive 
around 9:30, and Morley receives a 
briefing on the guest (being British, he 
is sometimes not familiar with our TV 
stars). At the same time, the celebrity 

Eliminate 
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__ = = = = = = _ 

problems 
with the flick 
of a switch 

lie a ® ®a 
IT'S SIMPLE. Add the "REGEN" option 
710A Time -Code Reader /Character Inserter 
glitches are gone forever. 
WHY? Most computer editing glitches 
Time -Code provided to the system. 
"REGEN" option provides the edit system 
re- synced code, irrespective of the original 
Even non -synchronous, free running code 
Cipher Digital has even solved the "No- 
with control -track pulses, the Model 710A 
error -free Time -Code without reading incoming 

Think of the edit time these two features 
710A offers much more. 
For detailed information or demonstration 
product, contact our Sales Department: 

41 cipher cigita 
Sales /Marketing Headquarters: 

150 Huntington Avenue Boston. 
Tel: (617) 267-1148 Telex: 

Superior Time -Code 

to Cipher 
and 

relate 
The Model 

with 
code 
will 

Code" 
will 

alone could 

of this 

MA 02115 
940536 

Products 

Digital's Model 
a majority of editing 

to the quality of the 
710A with the 

perfect, re -timed and 
quality. 

edit correctly. 
problem. Supplied 
continue to output 

data. 

salvage. But the 

remarkable 
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meets with the food stylists and re- 
hearses "food moves" -which steps 
of the cooking process will be demon- 
strated, which will be skipped over, 
and how to get from one step to the 
next. This is especially important to re- 
hearse, since the HL -790 on its high - 
riser dolly is used to get tight closeups 
of the cooking from an overhead angle; 
missed cues are therefore difficult to 
correct. 

Actual taping generally commences 
at 10:15, and can last until 1:00, al- 
though it is very rare to need to do more 
than two takes, and in many cases a 
single take with an occasional audio or 
video drop -in is sufficient. The kitchen 
and dining room sets are right next to 
one another, so a minimum of camera 
rearrangement is necessary. All togeth- 
er, the kitchen scene generally takes 
about 35 minutes to shoot, and the din- 
ing room about 20 minutes. 

"Live" post -production 
The post- production (accomplished 

primarily at New York City's 
VideoWorks) involves an almost live 
setup, as is becoming common in pro- 
ductions shot with isolated cameras. 
The three iso camera reels are synced 
using time code and are rolled together 
while the editor and director, watching 
monitors as if they were live camera in- 
puts, simply select the best shot. Di- 
rector Don Horan, who is in the control 
room during production, has closely 
monitored the camera angles. Since he 
has laid down only about 20 seconds 
more material than the finished length 
of the segment, the editor's job is sim- 
ply to find the best shot, cut the show a 
little tighter than originally produced, 
add in extra closeups and reaction shots 
if needed, and super the PO Box ad- 
dress for the recipes. 

"During the production of last sea- 
son's shows," explains Wild, "we live 
switched everything in the studio. That 
meant that only the show's opens and 
closes needed to be added in post - 
production. -But several times we found 
ourselves just missing a key shot by 
seconds, or not having a camera at the 
right place at the right time -little 
things too small to need to retake, but 
annoying anyway. That's why we went 
to the more sophisticated post - 
production process." 

The ingredients for a successful 
show are all there in Celebrity Chefs: an 
interesting format that combines cook- 
ing with a talk -show atmosphere; a 
lively, witty host; "household name" 
guests; a carefully -planned production; 
and even great cooking ideas. For the 
local broadcast station, the show offers 
a perfect recipe for success. BM /E 
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Eastman Kodak Company. 1984 
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THE NEW NAME IN VIDEO 
WON'T DISTORT THE NEWS. 

The new three -quarter -inch EASTMAN Professional 
Video Tape gives your news crews the reliability 
needed to deliver the story accurately every time. 
With high signal -to -noise ratio and the lowest of 
dropouts. With ccnsistency, cassette after cassette. 

This broadcast- quality video tape is designed 

to work with today's state -of- the -art recording and 
editing equipment. It's available in all popular 
sizes of standard and mini cassettes. 

Ask your dealer or Kodak sales and engineer- 
ing representative about the complete line of 
EASTMAN Professional Video Tape. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division 
Atlanta: 404/351 -6510 Chicago: 312/654 -5300 Dallas: 214/351 -3221 Honolulu: 808/833 -1661 

Hollywood: 213/464 -6131 New York: 212/930 -7500 Rochester: 716/254 -1300 San Francisco: 415/989 -8434 
Washington, D.C.: 703/558 -9220 Montreal: 514/761 -3481 Toronto: 416/766 -8233 Vancouver: 604/926 -7411. 
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One of the world's smallest 
digital still stores is also one 

of the largest. 
Introducing "Snapshot" from 
MCI /Quantel. Only 12'A inches 
high by 19 inches -including 
removable cartridge Winchester 
disk drive! 

Snapshot is not only the smallest 
of MCI /Quantel's DLS 6000 series 
units -it's one of the smallest 
digital still stores in the world. 

Snapshot lets you capture pictures 
from live asynchronous feeds, 
store up to 400 of them with titles, 
and replay them on demand. You 
can prepare and edit sequences or 
stacks of sequences. And you 
can search by title. 

Need more? You can increase 
Snapshot's storage to 1,600 pic- 
tures. Or you can upgrade it to 

MCI /Quantel and "Snapshot" 
are trademarks of Micro Consultants, Inc 

a DLS 6020 with on -air cuts and 
dissolves. Or upgrade it further to 
a DLS 6030, the most powerful 
still store available with production 
effects that bring an exciting look to 
your stills. 

If that's not enough, you can 
integrate up to seven Snapshots - 
or other DLS 6000 series units - 
as workstations into our Central 
Lending Library (CLL). Now you 
can store over 10,000 stills at each 

MCI /QUANTI EL 
The digital video people. 
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workstation and have simultaneous 
access to 100,000 more from the 
CLL. Plus unlimited off -line storage 
on disc cartridges or videotape. 

You can even include MCl/ 
Quantel's Paint Box as one of the 
workstations. So you can create 
the finest electronic graphics ever 
seen in television and have them 
instantly available for on -air use as 
well as library storage. 

So whether you want a small 
system or a big system, Snapshot 
is the place to start. 

Call your local MCI /Quantel office 
for more details. Or get in touch 
with us directly at 415/856 -6226. 
Micro Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 
50810, Palo Alto, California 94303. 
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Here, arranged in four 
categories -AM Radio, FM 
Radio, Television, and 

Teleproduction Facilities -are the 
nominees for BM /E's Tenth Annual 
Best Station and Facility Design 
Competition. 

To celebrate the tenth anniversa- 
ry of this competition -the indus- 
try's only ongoing awards program 
recognizing excellence in new de- 
sign and engineering projects -the 
editors have decided to give a Spe- 
cial Award to KSL, Salt Lake City. 
KSL Television, KSL Radio, and Vid- 
eo West, KSL's teleproduction facil- 
ity, recently moved together into a 

brand -new facility, among the finest 
examples of design we have ever 
seen. Rather than entering the TV, 
radio, and facility operations into 
separate categories we have there- 
fore decided to remove KSL from 
the competition and award it a Spe- 
cial Prize. 

Our editors carefully selected 
these entries from the many that 
were received, believing them to 
reflect the very best in new design 
ideas; now it's your turn to select 
the winner in each category by 
voting with the ballot card that ap- 
pears in this section. 

As you read through the entries, 

please bear in mind that the contest 
is designed to recognize manage- 
ment and engineering excellence no 
matter what the station's size and 
resources. A top market station 
may have had an almost unlimited 
capital budget and may therefore, at 
first reading, appear to be the best 
simply because it is the biggest. But 
the small- market station may out of 
necessity come up with the inspira- 
tion for the most creative solutions. 
To help you evaluate the station's 
size, we have included its market 
rank as part of the standard entry 
information. 

To vote, simply select your favor- 
ite station in each category, check it 
on the ballot card (page 37), and 
drop the card in the mail. Each 
winner will receive a handsome 
plaque, to be presented by BM /E at 
the 1985 NAB Show, so we must 
receive the ballot no later than Feb- 
ruary 15, 1985 to be eligible. But 
please read the entries and vote 
now while they are still fresh in your 
mind. 

One final note. It's never too ear- 
ly to begin thinking about next 
year's competition. If you think your 
station might be a winner, drop us a 

postcard and we will contact you 
next fall. 

INDEX OF 
1984 NOMINEES 

SPECIAL AWARD 
(not in competition) 

KSL TELEVISION 40 
KSL RADIO 44 
VIDEO WEST 48 

AM RADIO 
KPEL -AM 54 
CFAC -AM 55 
KTOL -AM 60 

FM RADIO 
WQIC-FM 67 
WJJR-FM 71 
WLOL-FM 74 

TELEVISION 
KOIN -TV 81 
WCPX -TV 84 
WRGT TV 90 

FACILITIES 
MANHATTAN 

TRANSFER/EDIT 94 
CALIFORNIA IMAGE 95 
VIDEOWORKS 98 
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KSL -TV 
SALT LAKE 
CITY, UT 

ADI NO.: 43 
Submitted by 
JAY LLOYD, 

President and 
General Manager 
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After 35 years on Salt Lake City's 
Social Hall Ave., KSL -TV has 
moved to a new home at Triad 

Center, which also houses KSL Radio, 
Video West, and parent organization 
Bonneville International Corp. Our 
new facilities are among the most mod- 
ern and sophisticated in the country. 
Unlike the converted automobile show- 
room we left behind, the new 130,000 - 
square -foot space was built specifically 
for KSL's needs. Designed by architect 
Jay Ritchie in conjunction with key per- 
sonnel from KSL and Bonneville, 
Broadcast House is a source of pride to 
the station and its employees. 

Several factors led to our selection of 
Triad Center as the site for the new 
Broadcast House. First, we felt it was 
important for the station to remain in 
the heart of Salt Lake City. The need 
for a clear microwave path necessitated 
access to transmitters located west of 
the city. It was also desirable to be near 
a tall building so ENG receivers and 
other antennas could be placed in a 
clear area. Finally, the new location 
had to be near Temple Square, home of 
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir, since 
KSL is responsible for originating the 
nationally broadcast Sunday morning 
program, The Spoken Word. 

Triad Center, the solution to KSL - 
TV's problem, is a two and a half 
block, multibuilding complex. KSL is 
located in the first building to be com- 
pleted in the Center. Broadcast House 
is eight stories high and is divided into 
two wings separated by an atrium. 
KSL -TV news occupies the south wing 

of the first floor with its own studio and 
control rooms. Production, engineer- 
ing, and marketing are housed in the 
north wing of the first floor. This wing 
also contains two production studios, 
control rooms, master control, video- 
tape, and engineering areas. General 
offices and sales are located on the 
south wing of the second floor. A gal- 
lery with theater seating on this floor 
overlooks the news studio, providing a 
place for tours to view newscasts. KSL - 
AM is located on the north wing of the 
second floor. Video West, our produc- 
tion company, occupies half of the sev- 
enth floor. Bonneville International 
Corp. offices are on the eighth floor. 
The basement serves as a common area 
for the company, housing printing, art, 
services, receiving, lunchroom, shops, 
and storage. A helicopter landing pad 
used by KSL -TV's news helicopter, 
Chopper 5, is located on the roof of the 
building. Remaining space in Broad- 
cast House is being leased to private 
businesses. 

KSL -TV facilities were designed to 
accommodate state of the art equipment 
and to anticipate future innovations in 
broadcasting. The entire station is 
stereo capable, and will begin broad- 
casting in stereo before the end of 1984. 
With the installation of the Color - 
graphics Newstar computer system, 
KSL -TV news is now one of the few 
computerized newsgathering organiza- 
tions in the country. This system allows 
our reporters instant access to AP and 
UPI news services, filed information, 
and KSL -TV news bureaus throughout 

STUDIO B 

PROPS 

STUDIO A 

KSL-TV 
NORTH WING 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

Soundstage B, one of KSL -TV's production studios, is used in conjunction with Video West. 
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WHILE 
EVERYONE ELSE 

HAS BEEN 
PROMOTING A 
FORMAT, SONY 

HAS BEEN 
PERFECTING A 

SYSTEM. 
Over the last three years, Sony's rivals in the combination 

camera /recorder arena have spent considerable time inven- 
ting wonderful things to say about their new formats. But ap- 
parently, they've overlooked inventing many wonderful new 
products to go along with these formats. 

Sony has taken a different course. 
In 1982, Sony introduced Betacam'' and the BVW 10 play- 

back unit. An evolutionary system that didn't force stations to 
abandon their existing 3/4' and 1" equipment. 

Then, in 1983, Sony expanded the system with the three - 
tube Betacam, the BVW 40 edit /recorder, and the world's first 
battery -operated 1/2" field playback unit. 

And this year at NAB, Sony announced a major break- 
through in cart machine technology with Betacart"" A system 

Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd.. Teaneck, NJ 07668. ©1984 Sony Corp. of America. Betacam. Betacart and Newsmaker are trademarks and Sony a registered trademark of Sony Corp. 
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hat demonstrated the Betacam format's strength beyond the 
iewsroom, beyond the studio, and beyond field production. 

At the same time, Sony also unveiled the world's lightest 
amera/recorder, the BVW-2 Newsmaker."And a prototype 
;oder /decoder system that will make it possible for Betacam to 
)e transmitted by microwave. 

Each of these products is the result of Sony's dedication to 

the needs of the ENG and EFP industry. Work which has earned 
the Betacam format widespread acceptance by television sta- 
tions and production companies around the world. 

Which only makes sense. After all, in this business you 
don't win sales on the merits of your SONY arguments. You win them on the merits 
of your products. Broadcast 
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KSL -TV's news studio, as seen from the second -floor gallery. Weather 
chart and chromakey area are seen at right. 

the country. The system also has word 
processing capabilities. 

KSL -TV's engineering needs gained 
high priority in the design of the facili- 
ty. The station's engineers have called 
Broadcast House "a dream come 
true." The equipment /engineering 
room is encircled by master control and 
production rooms. These are separated 
by acoustically isolated racks, allowing 
access into electronic equipment'with- 
out disturbing production operators. A 
six -foot -deep wiring and air plenum 
gallery lies beneath all equipment and 
control room areas. Suspended be- 
tween these areas and the control areas 
is a modular computer floor system. 
This system allows easy access to wir- 
ing. It also results in low capital ex- 
penditures when changing equipment. 

The station is zero timed through the 
100 by 100 Bosch routing switcher 
frame. (All timing equipment is by 
Leitch.) This provides each control 
room, including master control, simul- 
taneous access to over 100 timed and 
color -phased video and audio sources. 
Station timing is accomplished at one 
location by one person. When that per- 
son is finished, the whole facility is 
RS -170A timed. Even the output of ev- 
ery M/E bus and production switcher is 
timed in color phase back to the routing 
switcher. The unconventional timing 
design allows the station to function 
with only three trays of distribution am- 
plifiers. As KSL -TV chief studio engi- 
neer Talmage Ball asserts, "This is a 
totally new concept in television station 
timing and design. It works -really!" 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

The new machine control system al- 
lows operators in remote control rooms 
total access to tape machines in the cen- 
tral VTR room. Each control room has 
four control panels, each offering oper- 
ators the same view and control of ev- 
ery machine readout and function as if 
they were standing in front of the ma- 
chine itself. This is achieved with 
knobs and LED readouts that change 
legend depending on the machine se- 
lected. For example, an individual con- 
trol knob on the panel functions as a bin 
select for the ACR -25, a shuttle and 
slow motion pot on the VPRs, and a 
mirror rotator on the film islands. LED 
readouts indicate the corresponding po- 
sitions. The system is based on SMPTE 
proposals and is microprocessor-con - 
trolled. It was designed in -house by 
KSL's own engineering staff and is 
now produced by Bosch. 

Control Room A has keyboards for 
an Ampex AVC switcher and ADO ef- 
fects unit. (Since all equipment is 
housed in the equipment room, only 
keyboards are located in the attractive 
control rooms.) Control B has a Duca- 
Richardson (now Ampex) switcher and 
ADDA digital effects unit. The switch- 
er in news control is a Grass Valley 
Group 1600 with DVE. 

Master control has a fully automated 
Utah Scientific stereo MC switcher. 
Graphics equipment includes a 
Telemation Compositor character gen- 
erator and an Aurora art system. 

All of the station's audio control 
rooms were modeled after multitrack 
recording studios. They were 

computer -designed to maximize the 
use of angles and acoustic materials to 
flatten frequency response and psycho- 
logically enlarge the rooms. UREI 
time -aligned monitors and generous 
use of walnut, oak and lava rock 
maximize the acoustic and aesthetic 
qualities of these rooms. 

The realization of years of extensive 
planning, Broadcast House represents 
KSL's commitment to the community 
and to the future of free, over -the -air 
broadcasting. 

KSLVAM 
METRO 

RANK: 43 
Submitted by 

JOHN DEHNEL, 
Chief Engineer, and 

GEORGE LEMICH, 
Operations Manager 

KSL -AM's move to its new 
Broadcast House facilities in 
Triad Center, a new office 

complex in Salt Lake City, followed 
two decades at the station's former 
home on Social Hall Ave. The old stu- 
dios had been modified many times to 
accommodate the changing environ- 
ment of "full service" radio, keeping 
listeners up -to -date with news and in- 
formation and entertaining and in- 
forming them with the market's 
best -known personalities. 

As planning began for the move, 
KSL -AM's management and staff pro- 
vided significant input into the facility. 
The move was to be made in conjunc- 
tion with KSL -TV, which meant both 
facilities would have to plan and share 
resources in order to accomplish key 
goals. On the radio side, news director 
Doug Miller, director of sales Gary 
Whiting, marketing director Lee 
Pocock, and ourselves coordinated the 
planning with station manager Tom 
Glade to develop a facility that would 
meet the needs of the staff. 

We began the design with the basic 
concept that studio and operating facili- 
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SURVIV.AL RADIO 
It really is a jur_gle out there. And in that jungle, 

Otari's MTR -10 audio machine gives 
you the ammunition yoL need to stay 
alive -like three speeds, micro - 

processor control, a built -in cue 
speaker, and an oit:onal tien- 

memory a: toloc.ator 

The MTR -10's "creat:ve arsenal" 
he_ps you keep pace in the tough, 

competitive world of broadcast. 
16 -tether you're doing spots editing, 

or working 'live ". this rugged :r_achine pro- 
vides the features you'll need for the reoerding 
tasks of tomorr`iv. As one of our customer's put 
it, "Everything I even think I want to do. I can (ID 

on this machine.' 

Now add Otari's legendary reliabikty anc 
customer support, and your chances of survival 
become even rr_cre certain. 

Has a good bus_ress decision ever been rosier 
to make? From Otan: The Techno_cgy Yoi Can 
Trust. 

Contact your nearest Otari dealer for a demon- 
stration, or call Otani Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, 
Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592-8311 Tel-m: 

9103764890 

Q.TALL, 

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card 

© Otani 1'18.1 
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ties were foremost. Offices and other 
spaces were planned after basic 
operating concepts were developed. 
Kansas City architect Jay Ritchie 
worked closely with Howard Smith, 
KSL's project manager for the new 
building, to insure that each depart- 
ment's input was part of the planning 
process. 

KSL Radio's new home was de- 
signed to bring our listeners the highest 
quality sound from the studio and the 
field. Computer models of all studios 
were developed to insure uniform 
sound quality, so that production rooms 

and master control rooms all had the 
same rich, warm sound. 

Each of the studio areas is acoustical- 
ly isolated and independent of the rest 
of the building. Sound isolation was 
provided by raising the floor and sus- 
pending it on a concrete pad with isola- 
tors. Studio walls were built with 
classic sound wall construction tech- 
niques. All walls are double or triple 
thickness. The doors maintain the 
acoustic isolation with sound locks pro- 
viding 80 dB of isolation. 

The layout clusters the two master 
control studios with the two news studi- 

KSL Radio's commitment to keeping listeners informed is seen in its news- 
room, equipped with the Colorgraphics Newstar newsroom automation 
system. 

os. The two production facilities and 
associated voice booths are also in a 
working cluster, next to production 
staff offices. The multitrack recording 
studio, equipped with an Electro- 
Sound four -track recorder, Scully two - 
track ATRs and an Automated Pro- 
cesses console, is next to a workroom 
containing the associated duplication 
equipment. 

Each of the seven studios was de- 
signed for a specific purpose, but de- 
sign characteristics were maintained so 
operators can exchange studios without 
fear. The largest studio, Talk Master, is 
built to handle up to seven guests and is 
designed like a large conference room. 
Its facilities include a conferencing 
telephone interface to allow guest and 
callers to converse easily. A special in- 
terface was built into the Pacific Re- 
corders BMX -26 console to provide 
studio guests with a headphone feed 
that does not include their own micro- 
phone audio so they are not confused by 
the sound of their own voices. 

The Music Master studio originates 
KSL's midday shows as well as after- 
noon drive and all- nights. Its Pacific 
Recorders BMX console is similar to 
the console in Talk Master but has 
fewer guest mic positions. The studio 
also contains additional Pacific Re- 
corders Tomcat cart reproduction decks 
to handle the stereo music carts used for 
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KSL's control rooms, carefully 
designed for good acoustical 
properties, feature Pacific 
Recorders BMX on -air consoles. 

KSL's AM stereo signal. 
The master control studios share 

many resources with the two news and 
two production studios. All use Pacific 
Recorders BMX consoles and Shure 
SM 5B microphones, chosen for their 
uniform sound reproduction and free- 
dom from voice "pops." Turntables 
are Technics SP -10s or SP -15s. Tape 
reproduction is from Scully or Ampex 
reel -to -reel machines. Mono commer- 
cial carts and news actualities are 
played on ITC cart machines, and 
stereo music carts and station jingles 
are played on Tomcat cart decks. 

Audio sources are switched within 
the building on a 50 by 30 Bosch 
routing switcher. This makes all pro- 
gram lines, studios, networks, and 
ENG systems instantly available in all 
studios and at newsroom workstations. 
Using switcher outputs, all control 
room facilities are available in areas 
such as the clients' room and operations 
manager's office. 

KSL's news staff has a wide variety 
of resources available for information 
gathering. A Colorgraphics Newstar 
newsroom computer system, pur- 
chased as part of the move, provides 
both radio and television with instant 
access to wire services and scripts from 
KSL reporters at the station and at bu- 
reaus. The computer system is availa- 
ble in editors' bays and in the news 
studios. 

The KSL Newscenter includes six 
editing bays used to process incoming 
reporter feeds and actuality material. 
The editors' stations include a Scully 
reel -to -reel tape recorder, ITC RP 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

Series cart recorder and a routing 
switcher for access to sources. The 
bays are also capable of going on -air 
and are often used for anchors' voice 
news updates. 

ENG facilities include five different 
radio systems for reporters. The pri- 
mary system uses a Motorola Handi- 
Talkie modified for wideband audio. 
All ENG sources and IFB lines have 
been routed through a combined inter- 
com system designed and built by KSL 
engineers. 

In facing the challenge of moving to 
a new building, KSL's six full -time en- 
gineers excelled in meeting the 
operating needs of news and pro- 
gramming staff while maintaining tech- 
nical standards. Their creative 
approach, designing and building 
equipment unavailable from commer- 
cial suppliers, followed KSL's tradi- 
tion of many years. The new facility, as 
state -of- the -art and flexible as any ra- 
dio facility in the nation, allows KSL - 
AM to be "The Best of Everything." 

VIDEO WEST 
Submitted by DAVID BIRD, 

Manager of Engineering 

ideo West, a division of KSL - 
TV, was formed in 1979 to pro- 
vide a much -needed outside 

production service for KSL -TV's on- 
air clients, introducing the Salt Lake 
valley to single- camera "film- style" 
video production. The small produc- 
tion group quickly grew. 

In 1981, Video West joined Bonne- 
ville Productions as a specialized video 
production house to complement their 

' successful audio production facility. 
As part of this reorganization, Video 
West moved from its original quarters 
in KSL -TV's building to a large new fa- 
cility around the corner from the sta- 
tion. Expansion continued, and in 
1983, Video West once again became 
part of KSL -TV. 

One of the exciting aspects of this 
realignment was the anticipated move 
with KSL -TV to the new Triad com- 
plex. The new building was already un- 
der construction and Video West had 
not been included in the original plan. 
Our challenge was to take the existing 
south wing of the seventh floor and cre- 
ate a video production facility. 

Technically speaking, there were 
three major problems to overcome: 
power requirements, climate control, 
and acoustic isolation. 

The floor we were to occupy had 
been designed to be leasable office 
space and therefore had the normal of- 
fice power distribution. First, the main 
building power riser for the entire south 

wing was redesigned and upgraded. To 
cover the needs of the technical equip- 
ment, a separate, dedicated power riser 
from the basement vault was installed. 
All technical power in the editing 
suites, technical operations area, and 
production insert stages now comes 
from that dedicated power source. 

The air conditioning system was up- 
graded with two air -handlers for the of- 
fice, client, and production areas. The 
technical operating center was provid- 
ed with a large computer -room air 
conditioner, which blows. air into the 
computer flooring used throughout the 
technical operations center. 

The most difficult problem was the 
transmission of building and exterior 
noise through the plate glass windows 
that cover the entire Broadcast House. 
In addition, since the editing suites 
(two one -inch on -line and one 3/4 -inch 
to one -inch interformat bay) were lo- 
cated on the northeast corner of the 
floor against these glass panels, we 
were concerned about sound leakage 
from the edit suites to the floors above 
and below. Double and triple walls 
were used inside the floor, but the 
windows were a problem. 

Our solution had an interesting side 
effect. Each room on the wall facing the 
windows was equipped with motorized 
laminated door panels that normally 
would be closed to prevent the sound 
from reaching the window panels them- 
selves. This also provided the light 
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Over 200 broadcasters bought 
the Harris Medalist audio 
console in its very first year! 
Here's why. 
Wide input switching flexibility. Transparent 
audio performance. Choice of attenuators. 
Adaptability to any application. Excellent 
cost /benefit ratio. Broadcasters across the 
country cite these as major reasons for choos- 
ing the new Medalist dual stereo audio console 
over all others. 

Switching Flexibility 
Input selectors switch after the mic preamp, 
allowing intermix of mic and other types of 
sources on any channel. The Medalist also 
gives you six selector positions each for 
headphone and speaker monitoring. 

Superb Audio Quality 
Harris engineering makes the Medalist re- 
markably transparent. The Signal -to -Noise 
ratio of 95 dB beats the competition by 10 to 
20 dB, and is typical of the Medalist's out- 
standing performance. 

Linear Or Rotary: Take Your Pick 
Harris gives you a choice -two styles of linear 
and two styles of rotary attenuators. Intermix 
rotary with linear if you like, to suit your 
station's particular needs. 

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card 

Easy To Install...Easy To Maintain 
The barrel terminals on the input and output 
circuits connect quickly and surely. Addi- 
tional preamps and program amp interconnect 
with plug -in ribbon cables. Also, you can 
change attenuator modules -even while 
you're on the air -in about the time it takes to 
cue up a record. 

Now In 8, 10 and 12 Channels 
The Medalist is equally well suited for AM/ 
FM /TV on -air and production applications. 
Take your choice of three models -8, 10 or 12 
channels. 

Learn more about the Harris Medalist 
family of audio consoles. Write Harris 
Corporation, Studio Division, 
P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 
62305 -4290. 217- 222 -8200. 

:3 HAIS W 
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THE TRUE 
MEASURE OF 

PERFORMANCE 

ASACA/SHIBASOKU 
CD10A1 Color 

Decoder 

The CD10A1 is the New World 
Standard Color Decoder for use 
with all systems to decode a 
composite signal to RGB. 

Switchable Comb Filter. 
Color is demodulated on 
the I & Q Axes. 
2 signal inputs selectable 
from the front panel. 
Alarm indication when the 
signal is higher or lower 
than the rated value. 
Sync may be independently 
added to R,G,B, and Y out- 
put signals. 
10 Output signals are avail- 
able: RGB, Y, I,Q,R- Y,B -Y, 
Blanking, Burst Flag, Sync, 
Sub Carrier, and Y + Sync. 
Available in NTSC, PAL, 
SECAM. 

Measure your performance with 
the best. 
ASACA/SHIBASOKU CD10A1. 
The color decoder with 
character. 

For complete specifications, write: 

AE/LA 
ASACA /SHIBASOKU CORD 

OF AMERICA 
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, 

California 90066 
Sales, Service: 

(800) 423 -6347 (213) 827 -7144 

Circle 122 on Reader Service Card 
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Edit 3, the largest and most sophisticated of Video West's three post 
rooms, features CMX 340X computer editor, Grass Valley 300 switcher, 
and ADO. 
shield we needed for daytime produc- 
tion. The edit rooms, on the seventh 
floor, provide us with a striking view of 
downtown Salt Lake City. By using the 
motorized panels, we can open up the 
rooms at night. 

Video West has always tried to 
maximize the utilization of our technic- 
al equipment. As chief engineer, I de- 
signed the production facility with 
centralized switching and control, al- 
lowing us to easily assign any particular 
piece of production equipment to any of 
the various production areas. This idea 
is also followed in the operations area. 
All terminal equipment is grouped in 
a row of equipment racks facing the 
VTR production area. The VTRs 
themselves -six Ampex VPR -2Bs and 
a VPR- 80-are arranged in a horseshoe 
with no machine more than a few feet 
from the operator. Our small- format 
duplication system is at the end of the 

operations area but has access to all of 
the common technical equipment. 

In addition to the VTRs on the sev- 
enth floor, Video West has access, 
through the routing /switching system, 
to KSL -TV's complement of VTRs, 
including 12 VPR -2Bs, 63 3/4-inch re- 
corders, and a number of two -inch ma- 
chines. All commercial production 
takes place in the shared KSL -TV/ 
Video West production studios 
downstairs. 

The facility has four edit bays, three 
on -line and one off -line. Edit 3, the 
most elaborate bay, has a Grass Valley 
Group 300 switcher with two- channel 
digital effects, E -MEM, and Motion 
Memory. (Additional effects capability 
is supplied by Video West's Ampex 
ADO unit.) Edit 1 has an Ampex 4000E 
switcher. Both these rooms have CMX 
340X computer -controlled editing sys- 
tems. The 3/4 -inch to one -inch Edit 2, 
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SIGN COMPETITION 

also an on -line room, has a CMX Edge 
edit controller. The fourth room is for 
3/4 -inch to 3/4 -inch off -line editing. 

Our major technical challenge was 
moving the entire production facility 
over a three -day weekend; with our 
production schedule backlog, it was 
impractical to close down and move. 
We solved the problem by using com- 
puters to plan the layout and labeling of 
all wire and cable. Every wire or cable 
was identified, its length determined, 
and prepared, labeled and placed in one 
of several wiring harnesses. The idea 
was to prepare as much of the wiring as 
possible and then "drop" it into 
various cable trays when we were ready 
to move. 

I was particularly pleased with the 
results of the "zero- time" condition 
which we achieved. We wanted to be 
able to use a dedicated routing switcher 
input to the video switcher in each of 
the edit rooms so as to allow access to 
signals that were not normally put into 
the rooms, and have those signals in 
time with everything else. We were 
able to achieve this goal, allowing 
mixing of signals anywhere in Video 
West. I should also note that the system 
is fully RS -170A specified. 

On June 22, at 6:00 a.m. , power was 
turned off at the old building and the 
technical equipment loaded into mov- 
ing vans. Since we had placed new 
equipment racks at Triad Center, we 
moved the old racks with the equipment 
still mounted in them. A minor crisis 
occurred when it was discovered that 
one set of switcher cables was six feet 
too short. Disaster was averted by some 
creative cable routing. By Sunday aft- 
ernoon, all equipment had been turned 
on and checked for operation. Monday . 
the system was timed and all levels set. 
At about 10:00 p.m. Monday, we 
edited the first production at Video 
West's new home. The facility has 
been in almost continuous operation 
since then. 

The "miracle" of the move to Triad 
happened because of the combined ef- 
forts of all the Video West staff, from 
production to sales to engineering. In 
particular, the efforts of Craig Wall 
(maintenance supervisor), Andrew 
Carleton, Roger Crawford, and Ross 
Jones (staff engineers), and Fred 
Aldous and Jeff Taylor are noted. 

Two Video Signals 
On One Channel? 

Call NEC Toll -Free 
1- 800 -323 -6656. 

DV -10 from NEC. Dual video transmission 
on one signal. With high resolution, 

time base correction, and full RS -170A 
characteristics. Just call NEC toll -free. 

And make it a double. 

NEC 
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU 

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division 
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 

In Illinois 312 -640 -3792. 
650-849 

Circle 123 on Reader Service Card 

In- studio or on- location 
from a whisper to the 
roar of a full -blown rock 
concert, nothing can 
overload our MD 421. 
No'hing. 

SENKHEISER" 
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.) 

48 West 38th Street New York, NY 10018 (212) 239 -0190 
Manufacturing Plant D -3002 Wedemark, West Germany 

© 1980, Sennheiser Electronic Corporation (N.Y.) 

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card 
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International Tapetronics Corporation /3M 
congratulates all the finalists in this year's 
BM /E Best Station Competition. We're proud 
80% of the stations chose ITC cart machines. 
Our goal is to make our customers special. 

International Tapetronics Corporation /3M 
2425 South Main Street 
P.O. Box 241 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701 
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)%1'ttl P;)i° 
It's your goal. It's the quality 

that'll make your radio station special. 
It'll reduce the "distance" between 
you and your listeners. It's simple... 
the better your sound, the better your 
business. 
ITC's in the sound business, too. It's 
our business to make you sound 
better. That's why we're so proud of 
the Series 99B cartridge machine. It's 
as close to pure sound as you can get. 
It's not for everybody. It's for 
the best. 
Pure and simple. ITC Series 99B 

IE 

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card 
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"D 

KPEL -AM 
LAFAYETTE, LA 

METRO RANK: 160 
Submitted by RON GOMEZ, 
President/General Manager 

oing it right" was some- 
thing I had wanted for 20 
years. In building KPEL- 

AM, a stereo station broadcasting 
news /talk for half the day, I found my 
opportunity to implement 20 years' 
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Station manager Carol Ross keeps 
things rolling from the Broadcast 
Audio System 14 console in KPEL's 
control room. Sitting on top is the 
Heath -Zenith weather computer. 

worth of thought and observation. 
Besides the usual goals of efficiency 

and traffic flow, KPEL is designed 
around two ideas: that the administra- 
tion and sales areas should be separate 
from the programming and production 
areas; and that instead of small, crowd- 
ed rooms, a radio station should be spa- 
cious, with outside views and natural 
light. 

With these goals in mind, the nearly 
8000 -square -foot structure was built as 
two separate wings, north and south, 
connected by an atrium lobby. Reflec- 
tive glass was used for most exterior 
walls, providing outdoor views from 
nearly every room. 

.4 vote 
BALLOT ON PAGE 37 

In the southern or programming and 
production wing, the control rooms and 
news studio are in full view of the lobby 
and each other. Double -glazed, sound- 
proofed windows let on -duty announ- 
cers look both outdoors and into the 
lobby. The control room, announcers' 
office, and engineering office have out- 
side views, as well as the kitchen and 
dining rooms, which have a southern 
exposure. Programming and news 
staffs are in modular office areas. 

The east and west halves of the 
programming and production area are 
very nearly a mirror image of each oth- 
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In the production room, Ray Sutley, PM, records a spot. Most of the 
station's local commercials are taped here. 

er, both in layout and equipment. 
KPEL's control room features a new 
Broadcast Audio System 14 console, 
equipped with 10 stereo digital fader 
channels, each with three inputs. The 
console also has four remote panels 
with four stereo inputs each, due to 
KPEL's news /information format, 
which demands flexibility as well as 
various sports and news sources. 

Broadcast Electronics Spotmaster 
Series 3200 cart machines are used 
throughout the control and production 
rooms as well as the three news studios. 
The control room also features three 
Studer Revox PR -99 reel -to -reel decks 
with remote control on the consoles. 
For the weather, there is a Heath -Zenith 
IDW -4001 Digital Weather Computer 
which gives LED readouts. Both the 
control and production rooms use 
Technics SP -15 turntables with Audio 
Technica 12 -inch tonearms and Stanton 

600 cartridges, Sennheiser MD -421 
mics, and JBL monitors. 

KPEL produces about 75 percent of 
its local, nonagency ads, for which out- 
side talent is sometimes brought in. The 
production room, in addition to the 
equipment already mentioned, contains 

an Orban 672A equalizer and 442A de- 
esser, and an Eventide 949 Harmoni- 
zer. An MCI JH -100B tape deck is the 
primary reel -to -reel, supplemented by 
an Ampex 440. The production room 
and news studio are equipped with 
Technics M85 MK2 cassette record/ 
playbacks. 

In the automation room, the music 
playback decks are SMC- modified 
Otari ARS -1000 Automation Playback 
decks. 

The complete two -tower transmitter 
plant was supplied by Harris and 
consists of a MW-1A transmitter which 
puts out 1 kW of nondirection power 
during the day, and 500 W directional 
at night. The transmitter link is a stereo 
Marti STL -8 Series transmitter and re- 
ceiver. KPEL is stereo all the way out 
to the transmitter, and the station plans 
to acquire a stereo generator, but so far 
it has found too few stereo AM receiv- 
ers in the area to justify this last step. 

Flanked by two news booths, the central news studio looks out into 
the lobby. 

CFAC -AM 
CALGARY, ALBERTA 

CMA: S 
Submitted by BOB MACDONALD, 

Technical Director 

FAC Radio, the oldest station 
in Alberta, serves a population 
of about one million in Calgary 

and the southern part of the province. 
The stereo AM station, which broad- 
casts a 24 -hour country format, re- 
cently celebrated its sixty second 

anniversary with the grand opening of 
this new facility. 

The two -story building has 9000 
square feet of usable floor space, with 
the engineering shop and rack room 
located at the heart of the building on 
the second floor. Clustered around the 

shop and its hallway, which also acts as 
a sound lock, are the studios and con- 
trol rooms. 

Proper acoustical construction was 
essential since the station is next to a 
truck route. There is also the possibility 
of a tramway being built, which would 
shake the entire building. Each control 
room and studio is, therefore, an inde- 
pendent structure. The floors are four - 
inch -thick concrete slabs cut from a 

single hundred -foot slab. Each floats 
on neoprene mounts, which are in turn 
supported by the second story's five - 
inch -thick concrete floor. The masonry 
block walls, concrete filled, are built on 
the edges of each floor. Ceilings are 
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In the library, which can store 6000 carts and albums, morning deejay 
Don Slade unloads the two IGH cart machines. 

hung on the walls, also with neoprene 
mounts. Thus at no point does any 
sound room make contact with the rest 
of the building. 

For better sound quality, the rooms 
butt against each other in uneven an- 
gles, and studio dimensions fall within 
the ideal ratio of acoustical response, 
1:1.5 and 1:2.6. The non -parallel 
walls, floors and ceilings help to elimi- 

nate flutter echoes, and jutting ceilings 
disperse the monitors. 

The master control room features an 
Auditronics 224 24 -track stereo con- 
sole, seven Pacific Recorders Tomcat 
cart play machines and one recorder/ 
player. Monitors are JBL 4430s, driven 
by UREI 6250 amps located in the rack 
room. This combination is also used in 
the production studios. Technics 

In Production Room C, deejay Bill 
Kehler does some of his own 
production on the Auditronics 
stereo board and the Ampex 104. 
Note the acoustic ceiling. 

SPIOMK II turntables are used in all 
the control rooms and the library. 
Neumann U -89 microphones are used 
throughout. 
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THE NEW SIX -BAND OPTIMOD -FM 

Silk and Steel. 
First the steel: 

Crank up your CHR, AOR, Urban, or Modern 
Country format in home or car. What you'll hear is 
an audience -grabbing sound that jumps off the dial, 
out -punches the competition, and makes points with 
your listeners. 
Then the silk: 

Take the same signal and play it softly on a little 
bedroom clock or table radio with a tiny, tinny 
speaker. Many "competitive" processors can't pass 
this seemingly -simple test - they sound fine when 
you listen loud on big speakers, but collapse to 
reveal a pumpy, unnatural midrange when the boom 
and sizzle are taken away. 

Not the new Six -Band Optimod -FM. Thanks to 
our patented multiband distortion -cancelling clipper, 
the sound is simultaneously spectacular and subtle - 
the peak limiter uses no gain reduction, so neither 
the bass nor the highs can ever cause midrange 
pumping. 

If you own an 8100A or 8100A /1 Optimod -FM of 
any vintage, our new 8100A/XT Six -Band Limiter 
Accessory Chassis can readily upgrade it to 
aggressive, six -band operation at surprisingly low 
cost. That's because the 8100A/XT uses the host 
8100's power supply and most of its circuitry to 
achieve an efficient, affordable system whose parts 
and sonics are perfectly harmonized. 

Ratings leaders in every format have 
overwhelmingly chosen the 8100A system. Its 
preeminence comes from our basic audio processing 
patents, proprietary circuitry, and stable, professional 
design, plus our proven commitment to quality and 
service. With the availability of the new Six -Band 
Accessory Chassis, now more than ever, you can't go 
wrong with Optimod -FM - no matter what your 
processing objective. 

See your favorite Orban dealer, or write or call 
us for more information. 

Orban Associates Inc. 
645 Bryant St., San Francisco, CA 94107 
Toll Free: (800) 227 -4498, In California: (415) 957 -1067 
Telex: 17 -1480 

orban 
ORBAN PROCESSING KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 
The two production rooms are simi- 

larly equipped, using 300 Series Audi - 
tronics consoles. Production Room C 
has a Model 342 Auditronics four -track 
console with two Ampex 102 ATRs 
and one 104. Production Room D con- 
tains an Auditronics 382 eight -track 
board, and Studer A -80 VU eight -track 
and A -80 VU two -track ATRs. Both 
rooms also have two Tomcat record/ 
play cart machines and two Revox 
B710 cassette recorders. 

The newsroom provides the 
15- member reporting team with four 
independent workstations. Each is 
outfitted with reel and cart ATRs, tele- 
phone recording, news services, and 
links to several Motorola mobile units. 
CFAC owns four cars and a van, and 
leases an airplane for traffic reports. 
The news studio, which can also be 
used to record news production, has 
two mic positions, cart playback equip- 
ment, and another video monitor for the 
newswire. 

Master control looks onto both 
Studio B and the news studio. 
Each of these rooms is a separate 
structure. 

Playback equipment is housed in the 
library, which can store 3000 stereo 
carts and an equal number of LPs. Cart 
equipment consists of a 78 -cart IGM 
Go -Cart for the playlist and a 48 -cart 
Instacart for station IDs, all supervised 
by master control. The library has its 
own stereo and mono music dubbing 

if vote 
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facilities and documentor tapes, plus a 
Dictaphone 400 logger, required by the 
CRTC. 

As for transmission, a new Moseley 
1.7 GHz microwave link on the roof 
feeds the 50 kW Continental AM stereo 
transmitter located 18 miles away on 
the edge of the city. At the station, a 40 
kW generator is kept ready for emer- 
gencies along with a 250 W Nautel 
Ampfet transmitter. The standby anten- 
na on the roof is top loaded using the 
guy wires as part of the radiating ele- 
ment. The entire roof is covered with a 
transmitter grid. 

Top to bottom, CFAC is a well - 
designed AM station putting out a high 
quality stereo sound. 

6139 FOR EXCELLENCE 
IN PERFORMANCE 

LED OR 

INCANDESCENT 
LAMP 

PUSH -BUTTONS 

0,0. 000 
J.J*r? 

0 J0®. 

1 = :s :e -to ;*y oe 

3 MIX EFFECTS SYSTEMS DOWNSTREAM KEYER WITH EDGE 
TEST MODE FOR SYSETM TIMING COMPUTER CONTROL OPTION 
MASTER FADE TO BLACK EDITOR INTERFACES 
QUAD SPLIT ROTARY AND MATRIX WIPE OPTIONS 
TWO CHROMA KEYERS BLANKING PROCESSOR 

Prices start at $14,500. for the 8 input version and go up to 
over $70,000. with all options. 

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP. 
i 

The quality of the 6139 is 
superb. You could not ask for 
more. Even if you ignored all 
else, the 6139 would be 
selected for its single most 
important feature - its quality. 
There are many models to 
choose from 8, 16, or24 inputs; 
LED or incandescent lamp 
buttons; fully computerized 
( "K" versions). The 7239 AUTO 
DRIVE" is the most sophisti- 
cated switcher controller in the 
industry. Nothing else can be 
compared with it - not at any 
price. 
The 6139 has several 
controllers for control by 
editors. The "K" series can be 
controlled by external editors 
and computers with only the 
addition of the SMART 
INTERFACE BOARD. 

95 PROGRESS STREET UNION, NJ 07083 
(201) 688 -1510 TELEX 9104901990 
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RMS: 
ment -In Advance 

COD Cashiers 
pping: 
B Morton Grove, IL 

TBC' S 

crotime T- 100.16 
Line Window; 3.58 
-IZ Subcarrier 
ledback $5,199 
crotime T -120 
H -Line Window; 
and Alone and 
i8MHZ Feedback . 

$8,199 
crotime S -230 
IC /Frame Synch 
tizer $10,560 
crotime T'E -120 
gital Effects 
stem $17,850 
:lodes: 
T1200 TBC's 
E -120 Effects 
Processor 
Effects Control 
Unit 
tale 540 16H Line 
indow; 3.58MHZ 
ibcarrier Feedback 

$5,275 
trris 540VT Same 
Above With 

friable Tracking ... 
$5,885 

Rifle 550 16H Line 
Indow; Standalone 
3.58MHZ Feedback 

$6,499 
rrrt; 550VT Same 
Above with 

friable Tracking ... 
$6,908 

rnis 632/DNR 
ickage Frame Syn- 
ror>izer, 
>mpressor /Posi- 
mer, Digikey and 
:mote Control . 

$23,535 

or -A FA- 
10/NV8950M 16H 
ne Window TBC 
ith Panasonic 
V -8950 VHS 
ecorder Modified 
,r use with the 
k- 410 $8750 
ova 500 32H -Line 
indow 3.58MHZ 
ß>carrier Feedback 

$4,995 

DISCOUNTOecember 
Holidays 

our Best Buys Ever! 

VIDEO Quantities Limited 

All Prices Subject 
to Change WAREHOUSE 

JVC Editing System 
III CR -8250; CP -5550 
& RM -86 $7,295 
JVC BP -5100 VHS 
Player $480 
JVC BR -6200 VHS 
Portable Recorder 

$895 
JVC BR -8600 Editing 
VHS Recorder $2,195 
JVC VHS Editing Sys- 
tem II- (2) BR -8600 
and RM -86 ..$5,238 

LIGHTING 

Lowel Tube Kit - 2 

Lights, 1- Brella, 
2- Stands In Tube 
Case $420 
Lowel Action Kit - 
3 Lights, Barndoors, 
Stands and Case . 

$782 
Lowel Ambi Kit - 4 

Lights, Barndoors, 
Scrims, Brellas, 
Gels, Flags, Flec- 
tors, Stands, 
Clamps, Mount, 
Gaffers Tape and 
Case $1,185 
Lowel Close Quarter 
Kit - 4 1000 Watt 
Lights, Barndoors, 
Scrims, Gels, 
Stands, Clamp and 
Case $1,355 
Lowel Standard Soft 
Kit Soft Light, Stand, 
Barndoors and Case . 

$510 

Acme PHD Kit - 
250 Watt Light/ 
Battery $330 
Anton Bauer Black 
Beauty KIt LGK -30 
250 Watt Light and 
Dichroic Filter; 30 
Volt Belt with 
Charger and Case... 

$1,050 
Cine 60 SGK- 3014PS 
Switchable Sun Gun 
Kit; 250 Watt/70 Watt 
Light; Battery, 
Charger and Case... 

$950 

December Best Buys 

JVC PRODUCTS } 

' AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES! Lt-.1 

JVC By -11OUP 
3 -Tube Color Camera 
with 10X Lens.$2,995 

JVC KY- 21OUPU12X 
3 -Tube Color Camera 
with 12X Lens .55,625 

JVC BY- 11OUP/ 
BR -6200 Package In- 
cludes: Battery, AC 
for Camera and 
VCR, VCR Cable, 
and Portabrace Case 

$4,099 

JVC -CR -4900 Por- 
table 3/4" Recorder 

$2,950 
JVC TM -22 5" Color 
Monitor $310 
JVC C- 2082UM 19" 
Color Monitor /TV 

$665 
JVC TM- R9U /RK -9U 
Dual (2) TMR9U Col- 
or Monitors in Rack 
Mount $1.195 

All Sales Final 

SEC'S 

SONY 
NEW! 
Sony FP -62 Video 
Projector $1,645 

NEW! 
Sony FP -60 Video 
Projector w /built -in 
Betamax $2,295 

NEW! 
Sony VPH- 202001 
200" Universal Video 
Projector $5,050 

NEW! 
Sony KV -4200 4" 
Color Profeel Monitor 

$395 

VIDEOTEK 

Introducing DVW's ATA approved 
Heavy -Duty Shipping Cases - 
First Class Custom Shipping 

Cases for Most Video and Audio 
Equipment at Significant Savings 

Sony VO -4800 with AC Case $242.95 
Sony VO-5600 Case with Casters 5304.95 
JVC BR -6200 with AC Case $179.95 
JVC CR -4900 with AC Case $204.95 
AMP Rack Case, 12 Space (21 ") 14" Deep 

$284.95 
AMP Rack Case, 12 Space, 24" Deep, Rear 
Rails will Fit Type V Sony VTR $404.95 

. Box 48456 
icago, IL 60648 

Videotek TSM -5A 
Waveform Monitor .. 

$1,735 
Videotek VSM -5A 
Vectorscope . .$1,985 
Videotek RS -10A 
10X1 Vertical Inter- 
val Video and Audio 
Switcher $1,006 
Videotek ADA -15 

Audio Distribution 
Amp $259 
Videotek VDA -16 
Video Distribution 
Amp $259 
Videotek RM -13 13" 
Color Receiver/ 
Monitor $485 
Videotek RM -19 19" 
Color Receiver/ 
Monitor $595 
Videotek RM -25 25" 
Color Receiver/ 
Monitor $855 
Videotek VM -13PRO 
13" Professional 
Rackmount Monitor . 

$1,245 

SONY K -TAPE 
SALE 

KCS -10K $10.45 
KCS -20K $11.80 
KCA -30K $14.00 
KCA -80K $18.85 
KCS -20BRK $13.45 
KCA -30BRK $15.75 
KCA -60BRK $20.85 

Sory VP -5000 
Player $1,345 
Sosy VO -5600 3/4" 

Recorder $1,695 

Sony VO -5800 
3/4° Recorder 
"Feeder' $3,250 
Sony VO -5850 3/4" 
Editing Recorder .... 
$5,225 

SONY SPECIAL 

CLEARANCE SALE 
DXC-M3KNO-4800 
3 -Tube Color Camera 
with 14X Lens and 
Portable 3/4" 

Recorder Unbeliev- 
able Price....$7,545 

Sony VO -5850 PAC 
Editing System In- 
cludes: VO -5850; 
VO -5800; RM -440 
Controller; Cables 
SUPER SPECIAL 
PRICE $9,495 
Sony SLO -383 
Editing Beta 
Recorder $1,880 
Sony VPH- 7220/VPti- 
10200 72 "/100" Ceil- 
ing /Floor Mount Wide - 
Screen Projection 
Unit $4,585 
Sony PVM -8000 8" 
Color Monitor 
(AC /DC) $495 

Sony CVM -1900 19" 
Color Monitor /TV $835 

Sony PVM -1220 
Studio Color Monitor 

$1,610 
New Sony PVM -1910 
19" Monitor $666 

$475 

NEW! 
Sony VO -6800 3/4" U- 

matic Portable 
Recorder, balanced 
audio; confidence 
head; 12.2 lbs. 
Introductory Sale - 
Call for Details 

Panasonic WJ -5600 
Built -in Colorizer and 
Chroma Keyer .$4,588 
(AC /DC) 
Panasonic 
WJ -55006 ....$2,995 
JVC KM -2000 Built -in 
Colorizer and Chroma 
Keyer $3,995 
Sony SEG -2000A 
Built -In Colorizer and 
Camera Setup 
(AC /DC) $3,895 
Sony Director 2000 
System SEG- 2000A; 
Wipe Generator; 
Chroma Keyer . $7,760 

Sony WEX -2000A 
Wipe pattern 
extender; 84 wipe 
patterns $1899 

SIGMA 
Sigma VDA -100A 
Video Distribution 
Amp $263 
Sigma ADA -106 
Audio Distrubition 
Amp $263 
Sigma PDA -100A 
Pulse Distribution 
Amp $263 
Sigma CSG -355A 
Master Sync 
Generator with Bars 
and Tone $1,315 
Sigma CSC-365A 
Master Sync 
Generator with Bars 
and Tone Plus 
Genlock $1,570 
Sigma VPA -380 
Video Processing 
Amplifier $1,485 

Panasonic 
Point-of Purchase 
Panasonic CT -130V 
VHS Recorder /13" 
Color Monitor Combo 

$1,089 

MONITOR 
CLEARANCE! 
WV -5490 19" Black 
and White Monitor.. 

$392 
WV -5410 14" Black 
and White Monitor.. 

$254 
WV -5302B Triple 5" 
B &W Monitor S699 
WV -5352 Dual 8" 
B &W Monitor... $415 
TR -932 Dual 8" B &W 
Monitor $291 
TR -124M 12" B &W 
Monitor ..... . $185 

CCTV SALE 
WV -1410 V' Vidicon 
Camera (No Lens) ... 

$184 
WV -1500 %" Vidicon 
Camera (16mm Lens) 
External Sync $256 
WV -1480 %" 
Newvicon Camera 
(No Lens) 
Ext. Sync; Adjust- 
able Vertical Phase . 

$510 
WV -1800 1" Vidicaon 
Camera (No Lens) 
Genlock $806 
WV -1900 Lunar -Lite, 
Low Light Level 
Camera (No Lens) ... 

$4,435 
WV -CD10 Solid State 
CPD Camera (No 
Lens) $584 
WV -4051 Color 
Surveillance Camera 
(No Lens) $878 
WV-801 KT2 Video 
Watchdog Camera/ 
Monitor System In- 
cludes (2) WV -80 
Cameras and One 
Monitor with Built -in 
Sequential Switcher . 

$627 

Quick Set 
QLH -7 Mini Fluid 
Head (10LB Cap.) 

5246 

OLH-7/QLT15 Mini 
Fluid Head and 
Husky Tripod $338 
OMT 3 Elevator 
Tripod $257 

PHONE TOLL FREE 

QMH -17 Jr. Fluid 
Head (30LB Cap.) 

$518 
OHH-15 Hydro Head 
(40LB Cap.) . .$779 
QHH -23 Super Hydro 
Head (50LB Cap.) 

$988 

1-800-323-8148 

DVW'S FREE 
HOLIDAY GIFTS 

Acrylic Desk Clock 
With Any Purchase over $500 

Travel Suit Bag 
With any Purchase over $1000 

In Illinois Phon 
(312) 966-613 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

KTOL -AM 
LACEY, WA 

METRO RANK: NOT RATED 
Submitted by JOHN DI MEO, JR., General Manager, 

and DONALD WINDET, Contract Engineer 

KTOL program director Dennis Soapes at the console in station's main 
studio. All wood cabinetry was custom- built. 

KTOL, a new AM station serv- 
ing the communities of Lacey, 
Olympia, and Tumwater, WA, 

has had, from its inception, an advan- 
tage envied by many other stations: our 
own building, built from the ground up 
to the specifications of management 
and engineering. The result has been a 
fully automated facility designed ex- 
pressly for the broadcast of stereo satel- 
lite music. 

The station's studios were construct- 
ed last year on a parcel of land in down- 
town Lacey. The floor plan features a 
central hub comprised of the two studi- 
os and the automation room, with sales 
and clerical areas ringing the perimeter 
of the building. 

During construction, all walls were 
exposed and conduit run for each area, 
allowing wiring for the built -in speak- 
ers and volume controls found in each 
area to be concealed in the walls. All 
cabling between the rooms, including 
the cabling for the telephone system, 

ENGINEERS 
SHOP 

KTOL-AM 

OPERATIONS 
MANAGER 

GENERAL 
MANAGER 

PROMOTION 
MANAGER 

PRODUCTION COMPUTER AND 
AUTOMATION 

MAIN CONTROL ROOM 

RECEPTION 

SALES 

MANAGER 

SALES 

NEWSROOM 
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Now you can change satellites 
the same way you change channels 

with the touch of a button 
Our new motorized polar mount 

for our 5- and 7 -meter antennas lets 
broadcasters and cable system opera- 
tors switch from one satellite to an- 
other at the touch of a button. 

Enhances pay -per -view 
capabilities 

The polar mount's program- 
mable position controller lets you 
store up to 16 satellite positions, in- 
cluding presetable polarization. So 
you can take advantage of all the 
special programming that's becoming 
available on a pay -per -view basis. 
You can offer baseball one night, a 
championship fight the next, a block- 
buster Broadway show or movie the 
night after that. If a program you 
want is up there, you can get it with 
our system. That means more options 
for your viewers and more profits for 
you. 

Operationally stable 
in winds up to 75 mph 

Our motorized polar mount 
has been designed to keep a 7 -meter 
antenna operationally stable in winds 
up to 75 mph -even at Ku -band fre- 
quencies where even a little move- 
ment can't be tolerated. And it is sur- 
vival rated for winds up to 200 mph. 

P.O. Box 7213 

A polar mount needs only to rotate about a single axis 
to align itself with any satellite in the geosynchronous 
arc. Our polar mount is built to withstand 200 mph 
winds and is repeatable to within t .1' 

Spans entire arc in 1.5 minutes 
It takes our polar mount just 

1.5 minutes to span the entire geosyn- 
chronous arc. That's about 2 degrees 
per second, so you can go from Sat - 
com 2R at 72° West to Satcom 5 at 
143° in just 35.5 seconds. And with 
an accuracy of ± .1 degree. 

Microdyne Corporation 
Ocala, FL 32672 (904) 687 -4633 

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card 

LED readout displays 
antenna position 

Our rack -mounted control unit 
features an LED readout to display 
the antenna position so you can con- 
firm that you're where you ought to be 
at the time you're supposed to be 
there. And you can control the an- 
tenna locally, or remotely. 

Our programmable position controller stores up to 
16 satellite positions. It can be controlled locally or 
remotely, and has an LED display for the antenna 
position. 

The latest addition 
to the Microdyne line 

The motorized polar mount for 
our 5- and 7 -meter antennas joins the 
line of polar mounts for our 10' and 
12' antennas. It is the latest addition 
to our full line of satellite communica- 
tions equipment for uplink and down- 
link in the C -, S -, and Ku- bands. For 
more facts on how our polar mount 
can help expand your programming 
options, call our Marketing Depart- 
ment at (904) 687 -4633. Or write to us 
at the address below. 

TWX: 810-858-0307 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 
was installed under a subfloor created 
by pouring two separate concrete floors, 
one four feet above the other. 

Having the studios in the center of 
the building made acoustical isolation 
much simpler. Studio walls were built 
with staggered studs and standard 
acoustical techniques, then finished 
with Sonex acoustical foam. Sound- 

proof windows allow both studios and 
the automation room full view of each 
other. Additional windows allow per- 
sonnel in any of the three rooms a 
180 -degree view into the lobby, sales, 
and receptionist areas and past them to 
the outside. 

Studio construction and equipment 
installation was performed by Donald 

The Comrex® TCB -1A 
Broadcast Coupler is the missing link 
between your broadcast equipment 
and any telephone line. 

It's the first FCC registered 
coupler built to meet the specific 
needs of the broadcaster. The 
TCB -1A gives you undistorted 
audio and a convenient, switched 

connection that doesn't interfere 
with norma'- telephone usage. 

Equally at home at the 
station or in the field, the Broadcast 
Coupler is built with traditional 
Comrex ruggedness and reliability. 

The Comrex TCB -1A is 
available for immediate delivery at 
only $99. 

/NA S!Y vnigRimw 
60 Union Avenue Sudbury, MA 01776 617 -443 -8811 TWX: 710 -347 -1049 

Allied Broadcast Equipment, 635 Southeast St., Richmond, IN 47374, 1- 800 -527 -4392 

Broadcast Supply West, 7012 27th St., West, Tacoma, WA 98466, 1 -800- 426 -8434 
Pro Audio General Store, 2480 S.E. 52nd St., Ocala, FL 32671, 904- 622 -9058 
Ram Broadcast System, 346 W. Colfax, Palatine, IL 60067, 312- 358 -3330 
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Soapes at work in KTOL's Studio 
2. used for production. Autogram 
IC -8 console is identical to the 
main studio's IC -10 except for the 
number of channels. 

Winget, KTOL's contract engineer, 
with consulting engineers Hatfield and 
Dawson of Seattle. Winget, who works 
full -time as chief engineer for a Seattle 
radio station, did the work in approxi- 
mately three months of weekends and 
evenings to meet the September 1983 
on -air date. 

The two studios are identical and 
each can be used for news or commer- 
cial production. Both have Autogram 
stereo consoles, an IC -10 10 -input 
model in one and an IC -8 eight -input 
model in the other. Cart machines are 
ITC /3M Delta single -play, record/ 
playback decks. In addition, each room 
has an Ampex ATR -700 reel -to -reel 
deck, Technics SP -15 turntable with 
Audio -Technica tonearm and Stanton 
681 AA cartridge, and Radio Systems/ 
Audio Metrics phono preamps. All 
studio processing, including EQs, 
compressors, and telephone interfaces, 
is by Symetrix. Mics and headphones 
are by Sennheiser, and studio monitor 
speakers are JBL 4401s with Symetrix 
A220 power amps. Custom oak 
cabinetry for the studios was built by 
Kent Siegenthaler, a private contractor 
based in Seattle. 

All studio wiring "home -runs" to 
the engineering room, where it termi- 
nates on punch blocks. Also in the engi- 
neering room are all the station's 
distribution amps, custom -built by 
Winget. 

Winget also designed and installed 
the telephone system, based on Corn- 
dial equipment with a Tone Command- 
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EI1ESÏ i Digital Effects 
The Price is Just the Beginning 

At $21,990. With all the digital effects you nee 
And want. Zoom, position, flip, tumble, crop, 
border, posterize, mosaic, smooth, and freeze 

Genesis 1 costs less,, at no loss in quality or 
features. Third generation digital engineer- 
ing makes this happen. 

Genesis 1. Now you can afford to put 
imagination into motion. Contact 
your local Microtime regional 
manager or dealer. 

d. 

MICROTIME 
A Subsidian of ANDE1 ENERO' 

Western 
Gary Armour 

(619) 579 -1344 

Southcentral 
Steve Krant 

(214) 644 -0232 

Central 
David Everett 
(312) 934 -9191 

Circle 131 on Reader Service Caro 

1280 Blue Hills Avenue 
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06062 

1- 800 -243 -1570 (203) 242-4242 
TWX 710- 425 -1165 

Southeast 
Jerry Rankin 

(404) 979-4437 

Northeast 
Ray Bouchard 
(609) 896 -3716 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 
er telephone switch. Having the phone 
system designed by the broadcast engi- 
neer who built the station resulted in a 
system that meets the needs of a broad- 
cast station. 

The open layout enabled Winget to 
design a simple but effective status and 
alarm board, visible from anywhere in 
the station and attractive enough to 
serve as a design element. The board is 
a solid oak panel, six inches high and 
about three and a half feet long, set with 
bronze sockets with large round light 
bulbs. (The effect is not unlike a theat- 
rical dressing -room mirror.) The bulbs 
are color -coded for different status and 
alarm functions, and the name of each 
function is engraved below the appro- 
priate light. Any alarm -including 
front and rear doors, transmitter off the 
air, automation system silence sensor 
(dead air detector), Studio 1 or 2 on -air, 
and satellite end -of -music and tone 
detectors -sounds a chime audible 
throughout the station (except in the 

KTOL's 3.8 -meter Comtech dish, 
right outside the station, provides 
insurance against closer satellite 
spacing in the future. 

studios) and lights the corresponding 
lamp. 

In the automation room is the sta- 
tion's Sono -Mag MST automation sys- 
tem, which is responsible for airing the 
station's programming, Satellite Music 
Network's Coast -to -Coast Country for- 
mat. The music is pulled off the satel- 
lite by a Comtech 3.8 -meter dish 

antenna, connected to a Wegener satel- 
lite demodulator and M /A -Com receiv- 
er. Part of Winget's motivation for 
selecting the large antenna was antici- 
pation of two -degree satellite spacing. 

Located a mile from the studios on its 
own acreage is KTOL's Continental 
314 transmitter, equipped with a 
Magnavox- standard Continental stereo 
exciter and modulation monitor. All 
transmission processing is by Gregg 
Labs. At present the station is linked to 
the transmitter by telephone lines, but 
there are tentative plans to consider an 
STL sometime within the next year or 
so. The transmitter is controlled from 
the station through a Moseley MRC- 
1600 digital remote control system. l vote 
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SYSTEM 14: BROADCAST AUDIO'S 

PREMIER AUDIO CONSOLE 

*Minimal signal 
paths assure low noise 

*Exact channel 
tracking without VCA's 

Broadcast Audio's SYSTEM 14 has been selected by KPEL, Lafayette, LA, a 

BM /E Best Station entry. This technically advanced console features a digital 
slide fader and high resolution CMOS audio attenuator to minimize signal paths 
while insuring exact tracking between left and right channels. No VCA's are 
used. Single P.C. board mixer modules have separate, switch selected preamps 
for mic and line levels, with optional 5- frequency EQ and pan pots. This desk- 
top system, trimmed in solid oak or walnut, needs no installation cut out. Analog 
version available at slightly lower cost. Call today for more information. 

11306 SUNCO DRIVE 
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670 

(916) 635 -1048 
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DAY and NIGHT 
SERVICE FOR 
Continental 
AM & FM 
TRANSMITTERS 

Continental Electronics offers 24- 
hour professional engineering 
service and parts for Continental 
and Collins AM & FM transmitters. 
Whenever you need service or 
parts for your Continental or 
Collins equipment, phone our 
service numbers day or night. 

(214) 327 -4533 
(214) 327 -4532 parts 
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. 
Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227 
Phone (214) 381 -7161 

rr 
C._.Le 

A 

I kw thru 5U kw AM b FM transmrtters and related equipmcr. 

' 1983 Continental Flectrnnics Mla Co 5432 
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Our new lavalier mic 
makes everyone look good. 

Introducin g the SM83. 
People in news broadcasting have been using the same 
lavalier mic for a long time. But our new Shure SM83 
is out to change all that. It's just what everyone has 
been asking for in an omnidirectional condenser 
microphone. 

On- camera talent like the SM83 because its elec- 
tronics provide for a dip in the mid -range, giving both 
male and female voices a smoother, more natural 
sound. And unlike its Japanese counterpart, the SM83 
unplugs from the battery pack for easy storage. 

Sound engineers appreciate the SM83 because its 
tailored frequency response requires less equalization. 
They like its low- frequency rolloff too, which quiets 
on -air rumbling and mechanical and clothing noise. 

Set directors are impressed with the SM83's neat 
appearance on camera. The cord exits 
from the side and disappears from view, smu 
running down behind a tie, shirt or blouse. 

Production assistants enjoy the SM83's mounting 
versatility. It comes with a single clip that works either 
vertically or horizontally, a double clip that holds two 
mics, and a universal mount that can be sewed, pinned 
or taped to clothing. 

Repair technicians love the SM83's easy mainte- 
nance. The cartridge is easily accessible by unscrew- 
ing the end cap. And cable replacement requires 
only a screwdriver and tweezers; no soldering is 
necessary. 

Field crews are also big fans of the SM83 because 
its electronic pack is powered by a standard 9 -volt 
battery or by a mixer's phantom supply. 

For more information on the Shure 
SM83, the little mic with big advan- 

tages, call or write Shure 
Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., 
Evanston, IL 60204. (312) 866 -2553. 

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS! ..WORLDWIDE 
Circle 120 on Reader Service Card 
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MALMIME STATUS 
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I VARY SPEED 
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Look what Arthur has 
had up his sleeve. 

How's that for a surprise! Now there are car- 
tridge machines from Fidelipac. The Dynamax- 

CTR100T' Series of Cartridge Machines. 
And they're loaded. Loaded with capabil- 

ities no cart machines have ever had before. 
And they're all standard! 

One, among many, is the CARTSCAN'" 
System which allows you to record cartridges 
in standard or elevated level, mono or stereo, 
discrete or matrix, or any combination you 
choose. Play back any mixture of carts with 

no operator intervention. No need to toss 
out your old library while converting to the 
new high output tapes, or to stereo. 

If you're about to buy new cart machines, 
you simply must see the new Dynamax 
CTR100 Series. These new units give you more 
than the ITC 99B. And do it at 2/3 the price. 

Invest 15 minutes of your time. Write 
for and read our new CTR100 Brochure, or 
call Art Constantine, our VP Sales. You'll 
be glad you did. 

)DYNAMAX 
'BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC 

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card 
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FM 
THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

WQIC-FM 
MERIDIAN, MS 

METRO RANK: 78 
Submitted by STAIN TORGERSOIN, President 

liow do you take a building that 
dates back to shortly after the 
Civil War and turn it into a 

very slick, modern, extremely func- 
tional radio station without losing the 

charm of its history? WQIC in Meridi- 
an, MS, did it with planning, and work- 
ing closely with a contractor who took 
more than just a working interest in the 
project. 

SALES MANAGER 

SALES OFFICE 

GENERAL MANAGER 

SECRETARY AND 
TRAFFIC 

CHEF 
ENGINEER 

WQIC-FM 

NEWS DIRECTOR 

PRODUCTION ROOM 

STUDIO AND 
COMPUTER ROOM 

CONTROL ROOM 

News director Cherylyn Cannon 
at the RCA console in WQIC's 
production room. The station 
refurbished its old equipment 
for continued use. 

When my wife and I bought WQIC 
in 1968, the station had six employees 
who fit nicely into its 1200- square -foot 
building. A few years ago, however, it 
became obvious that the enlarged staff 
of 14 employees couldn't operate in the 
same space. 

We went building- hunting and found 
a remarkable old 4000 -square -foot 
home on the edge of downtown Meridi- 
an that had been built around 1870 and 
enlarged in 1898. It looked terrible, but 
contractor Norvin Wilson examined it 
carefully and pronounced it structurally 
sound. 

.4 vote 
BALLOT ON PAGE 37 

The building had seven fireplaces; 
we saved four. The large dining room 
and living room areas were converted 
into three rooms -control room, stu- 
dio, and production room -by remov- 
ing the common wall and splitting the 
vast area with two new walls. 

Houses of that era were always built 
with a long and wide hallway down the 
middle, usually with four rooms off the 
hall on each side. We decided to keep 
the basic look, but to concentrate all the 
broadcast operations on one side of the 
hallway and the business and sales of- 
fices on the other. Thus, the control 
room, studio, and production room 
have a direct line of sight so that each 
room has eye contact with the other. 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

The walls between broadcast rooms 
were constructed with principles learned 
in soundproofing apartments. Double 
panes of glass were used in the 
windows. The front of the building 
faces a busy street not far from a fire 
station, so again double panes of glass 
were used. The glass in a bay window 
in the old dining room, now part of both 
the studio and the production room, 
was removed and filled in. 

A common problem at any station is 
air temperature variations between the 
broadcast rooms and the offices. WQIC 
solved that problem by installing three 

separate air conditioners. A four -ton 
unit with the thermostat in the control 
room takes care of that side of the build- 
ing. A three -ton unit with the thermo- 
stat in the front office handles the other 
side. A separate 1.5 -ton unit cools the 
music room and program director's of- 
fices upstairs. 

The control room was built to be a 
DJ's dream: big and comfortable, with 
all working functions easy to use. The 
meters are on the wall immediately in 
front of the DJs. WQIC bought the new 
Harris Medalist 10- channel stereo 
board with 30 inputs, and as a result, no 

In the control room, program director Marvin Henry inserts a cart into the 
ITC three -deck cart machine. New equipment purchased for this room in- 
cluded the /0- channel Harris Medalist console at center. 

WQIC converted this gracious 1870 home into a modern radio facility, 
while earning tax abatements and a Federal tax credit for the restoration. 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

patching is needed. The console was 
built to order and looks like a fine piece 
of cabinetwork, but every panel is re- 
movable for easy access to the wiring 
and equipment built behind. 

New Technics turntables were in- 
stalled on the right, with a built -in bin 
for albums. A tri-deck ITC cart ma- 
chine, an Ampex reel -to -reel deck, and 
a Technics M85 cassette recorder/ 
player were installed on the left for easy 
access and jock convenience. The UPI 
news machine was sheathed in a sound- 
proof cabinet designed to match the 
console and installed only three or four 
steps behind the disc jockey's work 
area, so at WQIC there is no long trek to 
the newsroom. 

While new equipment was pur- 
chased for the control room, the station 
kept all the old equipment as well, re- 
furbishing it for good performance. 
The old RCA tube -type on -air console, 
for example, has found a home in the 
new production room, along with a pair 
of old Tapecaster cart machines, re- 
stored to top working order, and a 
Technics cassette recorder /player. The 
former production console, a Gates 
Yard, was restored for use in the music 
room, where it, another Tapecaster, 
and two old Gates turntables form a 
mini -control room for the music 
director. 

Virtually all the old homes in the area 
were built up on brick supports and 
stand three feet above the ground with 
crawl space underneath. This enabled 
WQIC's chief engineer, Joe Saxon, to 
install all wires and cables under the 
house in plastic tubes. Even the wiring 
from the rack containing the station's 
CRL and other equipment goes down 
through the floor in tubing and back up 
again in tubes to the board. 

We spent a total of $140,000 on the 
building restoration, turning a stately 
house into the home of a modern radio 
station. Besides creating an attractive 
work environment, restorating the 
building brought distinct financial ben- 
efits in the form of a seven -year tax 
abatement from the city and the county, 
and a 20 percent Federal tax credit. 

Many visitors experienced in radio 
have called WQIC one of the finest 
medium -market physical plants they 
have ever seen. The people who work 
there agree. 
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CALL ITA BREAKTHR 
200 EDITORS 
CALL IT THE 
BEST MOVE 
THEY EVER 
MADE. 

Last year, over 200 
video editors flipped 
over the E -FLEX 
Digital Video 
Effects system 
from NEC. 

They also tumbled, 
turned, split, com- 
pressed, keyed and 
tracked their way 
through some un- 
believable moves. 

Which didn't 
surprise us. Because 
we think E -FLEX is 
the most potent 
creative tool in video. 

Want to master movement? 
Basic E -FLEX starts you 
poppin' with an amazing 
array of spins, speed 
changes, flips, multi- moves, 
mosaics, and a host of hot new moves that 
we just introduced. 

Care to conquer space? O it Optiflex 
option flies your effects through all three 
dimensions. With picture perfect 
perspective. 

And when you're ready, ycu 
can add a digital line 
chromakeyer with RGB quality. 

NEC's advanced digital 
process technology makes z Il 
your moves incredibly trans 
parent. So all you do is make 
them up. On a clean control 
board that's only a bit more 
complicated than the latest 
arcade craze. 

Find out why 200 editors 
are breaking their creative 
barriers. Call NEC toll -free of 
1- 800 -323 -6656. 

It might be the best move 
you ever make. 

NEC 
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU 
NEC America, Inc.. Broadcast Equipment Cr 

130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, IL 6007 
In Illinois 312 -640-3792. 

650 -841 

NEC ROTATION ./PER:.PECTIVE CCNT 

c +P 

ii111111 
6 e 
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Harris Wavestar"... 

The most reliable UHF slot 
antenna ever designed.. 
because it's waveguide! 
The Harris Wavestar is the only slotted 
waveguide UHF antenna now available... 
the ultimate in simplicity. No center 
conductor. No bullets. No insulators. 
Fewer parts mean fewer problems. And 
that means less off -air time and lower 
maintenance costs. 

Additional advantages of waveguide over 
coax antennas include higher power han- 
dling capabilities and greatly increased 
safety margins. 
The Wavestar pattern performance is ex- 
cellent by any standard.A highly circular 
omnidirectional pattern is available, as 
are directional patterns. All Wavestar an- 
tennas provide the smooth elevation pat- 
terns necessary for high signal strength 
and minimum ghosting over the entire 
coverage area. 
The Wavestar is a low windload design for 
tower top or side mounting. High mechan- 
ical strength and rigidity minimize picture 
variations caused by wind sway. 

Every Harris antenna is completely 
assembled and tested at the ultra- modern 
Harris antenna test range. 

The range is located in an area far from the 
pattern- distorting clutter of urban de- 
velopment. Situated atop a high bluff, with 
test transmitters located up to 5000 meters 
away on flat, unobstructed bottom lands, 
the range offers ideal conditions for test- 
ing, approaching the "free space" 
situation of an installed antenna. 
Here, azimuth and elevation patterns are 
verified with the most accurate and 
sophisticated test instruments available - 
translating the theory of a calculated pat- 
tern into the reality of actual antenna 
performance. 
You can depend on Wavestar for top relia- 
bility. And you can be confident that your 
Wavestar antenna will be thoroughly 
tested by Harris to meet your exact pattern 
requirements. 
Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast 
Transmission Division, P.O. Box 4290, 
Quincy, Illinois 62305 -4290. 
217/222 -8200. 
Circle 136 on Reader Service Card 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

WJJR -FM 
RUTLAND, VT 

METRO RANK: NOT RATED 
Submitted by BRUCE LYONS, Partner, 

and JACK LONG, ['resident 

Late last summer, Media Con- 
cepts, Inc., which had acquired 
WJJR -FM (formerly WHWB), 

approached Radio Systems with a chal- 
lenge: build a first -class new FM facili- 
ty in Rutland, VT, and build it before 
the snow flies. 

From the start, it was clear that WJJR 
would be unique in several ways. Stu- 
dio facilities were slated for the top 
floor of the Opera House, an historic 
downtown building converted to retail 
space. Many of the original details, 

including old woodwork and windows, 
were retained. 

On the third floor, leased by WJJR, 
beautiful glass -walled rooms surround 
a sunken visitor lobby. But the walls, 
while putting the station on display, 
also presented soundproofing prob- 
lems. Therefore, all glass was replaced 
with double -paned glass that was in- 
stalled on stops and sloped. All existing 
and new walls were covered with 
Tectum, a white material often used in 
roofing that absorbs sound reflections. 

In addition, we divided the control 
rooms from each other and from the 
public areas with sheet lead curtains 
hung above the existing walls. Existing 
HV and AC ductwork was replaced 
with sound rated ductwork. The HV/ 
AC unit itself was lifted up off the ceil- 
ing to minimize vibrations. 

To conserve valuable on -site time, 
studio facilities were completely 
preassembled and prewired at Radio 
Systems' Philadelphia -area plant. Stu- 
dio furniture was custom -constructed 
of hardwood with laminated tops and 
oak trim, and built -in cart racks and 
storage areas help eliminate desktop 
clutter. Production studio turntables 
were built into completely isolated ped- 
estals that are covered when not in use 
to provide more work space. All studio 
cabinetry was built with multiple wir- 
ing areas recessed behind trim panels. 

Sources, patch blocks, and console 

WJJR-FM 

PROGRAM 
DIRECTOR 

GENERAL 
MANAGER 

ENGINEERING, 

PRODUCTION 
STUDIO 

ADMINISTRATION 

SALES 

MANAGER 

RAF FIC 

AIR STUDIO 

l 

SAI IS 

NI wS 

CONFERENCI 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

Production control features a Radio Systems ESA -I0 console, dbx and UREI 
processing, TEAC and BE tape machines, and full patching facilities. 

Air control utilizes an MEI event controller, visible at top in the right -hand 
table rack. The Broadcast Electronics console allows manual override of the 
mini- automation system. 

inputs and outputs were prewired to 
punch blocks located in these areas. 
Connections were made by cross- 
cutting cables between these blocks. In 
this way, the completed studio was 
transported and set in place with only 
studio -to- studio interwiring required to 
be done on site for activation. 

For WJJR's semiautomated Beauti- 
ful Music format, an MEI controller in 
the air studio automatically sequences 
four Otani ARS -1000 reproducers and 
two Broadcast Electronics 5402 triple - 
deck cart machines. The MEI control- 
ler allows the random sequencing of 
decks in any order and "hands off" to 
the announcer for local inserts. All 
sources are also terminated in a Broad- 
cast Electronics 85250 console, which 
allows operator manual override and 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

live cut -ins to the automated format. 
Mic processing is provided by a UREI 
1176LN, allowing each operator to op- 
timize his or her air sound. 

WJJR's production studio features a 
Radio Systems ESA -10 console with a 

factory prewired harness. All produc- 
tion studio audio is routed through 
patch panels, allowing the UREI para- 
metric equalizers and dbx processing to 
be inserted anywhere in the studio 
chain. Production studio source equip- 
ment includes Otani 5050 Mark III -2 
recorders with CB -116 autolocators, 
Broadcast Electronics 3200RP cart ma- 
chines, a Tascam 122B cassette deck, 
and Technics SP -15 turntables. In all 
studios, audio distribution is handled 
via Radio Systems' DA -16 stereo dis- 
tribution amplifiers. Microphones are 

Electro -Voice RE -20s, and monitoring 
is via Electro -Voice 100EL self - 
powered speakers. 

Meanwhile, the transmission system 
was being designed and equipment or- 
dered. Here, especially, time was of the 
essence. The transmitter site was 15 

miles away at the peak of Killington Ski 
Mountain. No access roads, dependa- 
ble phone service, or ac power are 
available at the peak, and the site be- 
comes almost inaccessible with heavy 
snowfall. 

We selected a Broadcast Electronics 
FM 3.5A transmitter for its main sig- 
nal. Audio processing is via an Orban 
Optimod 8100A and Modulation Sci- 
ences composite clipper. A Moseley 
PCL -606 composite STL with Anixter- 
Mark P -948 solid grid antennas pro- 
vides the 15 -mile link between studio 

vote 
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and mountaintop transmitter site. Re- 
mote control is handled by a Moseley 
MRC -1600 and a telemetry return link 
returns information to the studio. An 
Onan emergency generator provides 
automatic backup ac power. 

To avoid reliance on phone lines, 
studio -to- transmitter talk is accom- 
plished via a second subcarrier on the 
STL and transmitter -to- studio talk is 
provided by a subcarrier on the TRL. 

Shively Labs engineered a diplexer 
to allow the station to share its Shively 
two -bay circularly polarized antenna 
with radio station WRUT, only 1 MHz 
away. 

In the last week of September, the 
preassembled studios were delivered 
and installed at the Opera House facili- 
ty. At the same time, transmission sys- 
tem components were lifted into place 
by helicopter and assembled for the 
rapidly approaching air date. In the first 
days of October, de -icers and radomes 
were installed and tested on the main 
and microwave antennas. October 3 

saw a successful proof of performance, 
and the crew left the mountaintop. Two 
days later the weather changed and 
Killington Peak was under 14 inches of 
snow. WJJR had made it just in time. 
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THE WHEATSTONE SP -5 STEREO 
PRODUCTION CONSOLE 

WHEATSTONE BROADCAST GROUP announces the SP -5 Stereo Production Console, 
the latest in a long line of high performance audio mixing systems from AUDIOARTS 
ENGINEERING, a company with an established reputation for technical excellence, 
quality production and product reliability. 

Modular, and specifically designed for stereo broadcast production, the SP -5 offers true 
stereo subgrouping for mix -minus and stereo program work. Optional configurations 
allow mono subgroups and outputs, dual stereo line or mono mic /line inputs, and a wide 
variety of mainframe sizes accomodating 8 to 52 input modules. 

Wheatltone 3roaccart Group 

5 COLLINS ROAD. BETHANY. CT 06525 (203) 393 -0887 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

WLOL -FM 
MINNEAPOLIS -ST. PAUL, MN 

METRO RANK: 17 
Submitted by DAVID IIELLERMAN, Chief Engineer 

When Emmis Broadcasting 
bought WLOL at the begin- 
ning of 1983, it quickly de- 

cided that the station's physical plant 
was inadequate. At first we planned to 
do extensive remodeling, but soon real- 
ized that by the time we got what we 
wanted we would be money and effort 
ahead by starting from scratch. 

After exploring many possible loca- 
tions we settled on a warehouse on the 

edge of downtown Minneapolis that is 
being converted into an office- retail- 
residential complex. The building 
backs up onto an area that will become 
a riverfront park. There are some disad- 
vantages to being one of the first new 
residents in this kind of area, the most 
serious of which is that we must live in 
a construction zone for quite a while. 
However, the developers were anxious 
to draw an early "high profile" tenant, 

and we remain confident that within a 
year our "good deal" will be one of the 
most desirable lòcations in the Twin 
Cities. 

As we began to lay out our floor plan 
in the new space, one of our goals was 
to put the studios "up front." While 
this is contrary to the philosophy of 
many stations, WLOL feels strongly 
that our product should be on display. 
Our building features an atrium that 
runs from the basement to the roof, six 
stories up. A glass wall separates the 
lobby from the atrium, and the studios 
all look directly into the lobby. The an- 
nouncers expressed some discomfort at 
working in such an open setting when 
they saw the plans, but there have been 
no complaints since we moved in. 

All of our studio walls use double 
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AM Stereo Without Compromise 

C -QUAM® AM Stereo System by Delta Electronics, Inc. 
FCC Type Accepted 

Delta Electronics, Inc. introduces the ASE -1 AM 
Stereo Exciter and ASM -1 AM Stereo Modulation 
Monitor: FCC type- accepted C -Quam System 
transmission equipment for the AM Stereo broadcast 
market. C -Quam is the Compatible Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation system developed by Motorola, 
Inc. C -Quam is the system of choice for more than 70 
U.S. stations plus additional Canadian stations. Users 
range from kilowatt day- timers to full -time network 
flagships. These stations report enthusiastic response 
from listeners using multimode and full C -Quam 
stereo receivers as well as typical monophonic 
receivers. The key is compatibility without com- 
promise. All listeners, stereo and mono, receive a clear 
signal with low distortion. Delta's twenty -year leader- 

ship in the field of broadcast instrumentation solidly 
backs this technological advance. 

The proliferation of receivers from GM's Delco 
Electronics, Inc., MacIntosh Labs, Sherwood Elec- 
tronics, Chrysler Corporation, Concord Electronics, 
Samsung Electronics and others not yet announced, is 

creating a sizeable C -Quam audience. With the 
outstanding performance of this equipment, you can 
be sure that the audience will stay tuned to your Delta 
C -Quam AM Stereo transmission system. 

For additional information, contact Bob Bousman 
at (703) 354 -3350. 

C -QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc. 
Manufactured under license from Motorola, Inc. 

DELTA ELECTRONICS 
5730 General Washington Drive, Alexandria, Virginia 22312 
Telephone: 703 -354 -3350 TWX: 710 -832 -0273 Telex: 90 -1963 
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offset studs, on separate plates, with 
1.5 inches of gypsum board on each 
side. Fiberglass insulation was stuffed 
into the walls, and all seams and open- 
ings were carefully caulked. Electrical 
conduits from each room run back to a 
central wire board in the shop, so that 
there are no conduits connecting the 
studios directly. This improves acous- 
tic isolation. 

We didn't want to take the extra 
space to provide sound locks at the stu- 
dio entrances, so we settled on the 
"producer area" outside the control 
room door. This is a quiet preparation 
and telephone answering area that pro- 
vides good isolation from the busy of- 
fice. 

There are three studio -control rooms 
in WLOL's new facility. The on- the -air 
control room was the first built. It uses 
a new ADM ST II -100 audio console, 
which complements an older similar 
board that was moved from our previ- 
ous facility. All cart machines are ITC 

Station's control room features 
new ADM console and ITC cart 
decks. Window gives visual contact 
with lobby, keeping the station's 
product "up front." 

99Bs, and we use Scotchcarts exclu- 
sively. For an "all -cart" operation like 
ours, this is not a place to compromise. 

The production studio uses the ADM 
board and two Otani MTR -10s as 
workhorses. We have also included an 
Otani MX- 5050BQ four -track ma- 
chine. This machine gets fairly light 

.4 vote 
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use, but has proved invaluable for some 
special projects. Production also fea- 
tures equalizers, compressors, and cas- 
sette equipment. An ITC 3D cart 
machine is available so that this room 
can serve as a backup on- the -air 
facility. 

The third studio is a small one lo- 
cated between production and on -the- 
air, making it available to serve as a 
studio for either larger room. 

Even though our new studios are 
only one mile from our transmitter, we 

The new PRIMUS audio & 
data amplifying /routing/ 
switching system. 

You name it, this system will handle it. 
Audio, SMPTE, time code, DC, ultrasonics 
or modems. Expandable from 8 in X 2 out 
to 128 in X 64 out. Extremely low noise, 

distortion and crosstalk provide virtually 
transparent operation, in both mono and 
stereo mode. In addition, the means of 
control (BCD, 3 wire party line, or RS -232 
personal computer) are limited only by 
your imagination. Three year warranty 
with prices starting as low as $920. 

Call toll free (800) 821 -2545 for 
details and the name of your nearest 
dealer. 

I1355-A Folsom Blvd.. Rani ho Cordova, CA 95670 (916) 635-3600 Telex: I76493 RAMKOSAC 
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DO A 
VIDEO CART 

COMPARISON 
BEFORE YOU BUY 

Check all LA- KART's features below 
then check our competition. 

We're sure you'll choose LA -KART. 

, 

1I1' 11 

SMP ?E Time Code 
Modular Construction 

Stereo 
3ilingual 

Delay System 
68,000 Microprocessor 

Automatic Directory Reading 
Disc Drive 

Manual or Automatic 
Compatible with Columbine 

Connects to Master Control 
Component Switching & Processing 

Printout 
70 L dividual Segments on Each Tape 

1000 Events 
Random Access 

Touch Terminal Screen 
lz " Type M 

1/2 ' Type Beta 
3/4" U -matic 
Redundant 

Custuii Stat_cn Design & Software 
Avaibble for Immediate Delivery 
Complete Turnkey Capabilities 

LA- KART 
LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

The Leader in Video Cart Systems 
Lake Systems. Corporation, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02160 617 244-6881 TWX 710 335 -1639 
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THE BEST STATION AND FACILITY DESIGN COMPETITION 

slide 
WLOL promotion director Tom Gowan at work in production. In addition 
to the ADM console and twin Otani MTR- 10 ATRs, the room is equipped 
with a four -track Otani MX- 50508Q, used for special projects. 

have installed a Moseley PCL -606C 
STL system. We maintain equalized 
phone lines for backup, and although 
the lines test out as well as any we have 
ever seen, the improvement can be 
heard right away when we switch to the 
STL. 

At least one feature outside the stu- 
dio area is worthy of mention. Along 
the walls of our conference room are 
doors that open up to a series of re- 
search booths, each equipped with a 
telephone, coupler, and cassette ma- 
chine. This allows the room to do dou- 
ble duty by serving as our call -out 
research center during the evening and 
on weekends. 

A project like this can be brought 
to a successful conclusion only with 
the cooperation of many talented peo- 
ple. Besides the staff of WLOL, much 
credit must go to Jamieson Associates, 
our acoustic consultants, and Cunning- 
ham Architects, the overall building 
designers. 

Stereoize your audio 
for $399! 

78 BM,E DECEMBER, 1984 

Whether you're an AM station going stereo or an FM 
needing to create a full stereo format, we have the 
$399 solution to your problems. The new Orban 245F 
Stereo Synthesizer creates a seductive sense of 
stereo space from any mono source material. 
You can convert mono records ( "oldies "), agency 
spots, promos, remotes, and even DJ mikes to 
pseudo- stereo in a dramatic, pleasing way. You'll 
also be delighted at the 245F's full mono com- 
patibility with FM or any AM stereo system: No 
phasing on mono radios! 
To "stereoize" your complete format instantly, use 
the Orban 245F Stereo Synthesizer. Call or write for 
further details. 

Orban Associates, Inc. 645 Bryant St. or ban San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957 -1067 
Telex: 17 -1480 
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Stereo TV is the one to watch. 
Flash. Stereo TV is the hot 

topic at the 1984 Consumer Elec- 
tronics Show in Chicago. 

Flash. Every major TV set man- 
ufacturer plans to put multichannel 
units on the street by 1985. 

Flash. NBC announces The To- 
night Show and Friday Night Vid- 
eos will soon be recorded in stereo. 

Flash. ABC tests bilingual 
broadcasts of The Fall Guy in 
Spanish markets; ratings soar. 

Flash. NEC introduces VHF 
and UHF transmitters with full 
stereo sound. 

In 1977. 

NEC 

We signed on seven 
years ago. 

Stereo TV may be hot, but it's 
nothing new at NEC. 

You see, we prototyped it way 
back in 1969. And signed on with 
our first multichannel transmitter 
in 1977. 

And since then, we've installed 
more than 100 stereo TV transmit- 
ters in Japan and Australia. With 
the same proven technology found 
in more than 1,400 NEC transmit- 
ters around the world. 

So now, as America moves into 
stereo, NEC stands ready to offer 
you this exciting new technology. 

Tested. Tenured. And fine -tuned. 

Stereo TV Trans- 
mitters. Right now. 
From NEC. 

Stereo TV is ¡ust a matter of 
when. So what can you do now? 

Well, you could buy unproven 
technology. And pray that you don't 
pay for trial and error. Sooner and 
later. 

Or, you can call NEC toll -free at 
1- 800 -323 -6656. We have a full line 
of multichannel transmitters, with 
single output powers up to 35 kW, 
that we'd love to show you. 

You see, we're the one to watch 
in stereo television. Because we 
already have been for 
seven years. 

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL D0 FOR YOU 

NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division, 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, in Illinois 312 -640 -3792. 650 -8416 
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Camera Mart 
Video Systems: 
We don't love you and leave you. 

At Camera Mart, we believe our 
responsibility for your video system 
doesn't end with its installation. 

Not only do we design, 
engineer, build and install the video w PIA system you need, we also service 
what we sell. 

And, at Camera Mart, size 
doesn't matter. Whether your video 
system is a simple off -line unit or a 
complex broadcast studio, you get 
Camera Mart's total support. We 
give you a complete "turn -key" 
system. Delivered on time, and 
on budget. 

This policy -where old - 
fashioned service is a thing of the 
present -sets us apart from other 
designers of production, post - 
production and mobile video 
systems. 

Whatever you spend, we have 
so many sources to choose from, 
we can customize a system to any 
specs. And then keep it working. 

And that's kind of unusual 
these days. 

Typical Systems From Camera Mart: 

1. Longwood Video Post -Production 
Facility. 

2. Sheridan -Elson Production House 
Editing System. 

3. CMTV Transportable "Super System." 
4. Camera Mart Broadcast Multi Source 
Editing Suite. 

Video Systems designed, 
engineered, 

serviced 
by 

S 
Y 
s 
T 
E 
M 

SYSTEMS 

The Camera Mart, Inc. 
456 West 55th Street. New York 10019 (212) 757 -6977 Telex: 1 -2078 

304 First St.. Liverpool, NY 13088 (315) 457-3703 
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KOIN-TV 
PORTLAND, OR 

ADI NO.: 22 
Submitted by 

MICK SCHAFBUCH, VP 
and General Manager, 
and STEVEN A. SMITH, 
President, Broadcast 

Technology Consultants 

Acommitment to stay in down- 
town Portland and community 
image were top priorities back 

in 1980 when we began evaluating 
alternatives for new station facilities. 
KOIN had outgrown the 34,000 - 
square -foot space it had once shared 
with KOIN -AM /FM radio. A proposal 
was accepted to co- develop a two - 
block area and occupy 55,000 square 
feet of the 33 -story KOIN Center. 

Function and flow were emphasized 
during the design /development phase. 

LL 
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STUDIO A 
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STUDIO A BELOW 

THIRD 
FLOOR 

TRAFFIC 
MANAGER 

BUSINESS 

SECOND 
FLOOR 

The KOIN Center's high -rise construc- 
tion presented obstacles to optimum 
space arrangement. (There are 60 large 
columns, 43 of which are three to four 
feet square; 10 elevator shafts; and 
three exit stair systems, all of which 
penetrate the KOIN -TV space.) But 
flow and functionality were achieved 
even with these obstacles. 

Station management offices are lo- 
cated on level one. The sales, traffic, 
business, programming, promotion, 
graphics, and production departments 
are on level two, while news, engineer- 
ing, and the studios are on level three. 

Three studios, with a total of 8000 
square feet, are adjacent to the news- 
room, tech center, and prop storage. 
Since the news garage, prop storage, 
and studios are below ground level, a 
ramp provides access for automobiles 
and vans. Large, over -the -road and lo- 
cal delivery trucks use a truck elevator 
and turntable. The studios have floating 
slabs to isolate vehicular noise from the 
parking garage below. The studio walls 
and ceilings were constructed as 
rooms -within -rooms to isolate the 
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Studio N is a combination news set, weather center, sports center, and 
newsroom. The bottom nine feet of two walls were omitted to create 
a 4250- square -foot space. 

Master control contains a Vital VIX -1 15 -4B switcher and remote 
controls for the RCA TTG- 30/30L transmitter and Harris earth station. 

structural noise created by other occu- 
pants of KOIN Center. 

Studio N was designed as a tradition- 
al studio. However, the bottom nine 
feet of two walls were omitted so the 
studio would be open to the news center 
and weather center, creating an open 
area of 4250 square feet of newsroom 
and studio space. 

The studio lighting system, designed 
by L. E. Nelson, provides optimum 
lighting for the specific needs of each 
studio. Studio N, the news studio, has a 
lay -in ceiling and track -light system; 
Studio A has a fixed perimeter grid and 
chain -adjustable center grid for lighting 
commercials and shows; Studio B has a 
fixed grid to provide lighting for station 
productions. Studios A and B feature 
Strand Century lighting systems with a 
Mantrix lighting console. 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

The engineering tech center consists 
of a large media center and an enclosed 
master control room. The media center 
equipment includes two Ampex 
ACR -25 VCRs, four Ampex VPR -80 
one -inch VTRs, one Ampex AVR -2 
two -inch machine, and four Sony 
BVU- 200As, which use two Fortel 
Y -688 TBCs. There are also two RCA 
film islands. 

The terminal equipment, located in 
the racks area, includes a Bosch 2000 
60x60 routing switcher, a Bosch ESC -1 
machine control system, an ROH inter- 
com with 28 stations and six P/L buses, 
a Grass Valley pulse and distribution 
system, and three ADDA frame syn- 
chronizers. A master control operator is 
located in the separate master control 
room, which contains a Vital VIX -115- 
4B switcher, and remote controls for 

the station's RCA TTG- 30/30L trans- 
mitter and Harris nine -meter earth sta- 
tion via the Harris 9100 facilities 
control system. 

wf vote 
BALLOT ON PAGE 37 

Control A /edit suite and Control B 
are located on level two, adjacent to the 
production department. The Control A 
suite was designed for the use of Video 
Productions, a KOIN -TV subsidiary, 
and serves its studio production and/or 
on -line, one -inch editing clients. The 
equipment includes: a Grass Valley 300 
switcher with master E -MEM, Mk II 
DVE, audio E -MEM, and E -Disk; an 
ADDA still store; an ADM 2400 audio 
console; a Paltex Vanguard compu- 
terized editing system; three Ampex 
VPR -2 one -inch machines; and one 
keyboard for a Chyron 4100 with 
MGM and a digitizing tablet. 

Control B is designed for local pro- 
duction and news, and is equipped with 
a Grass Valley 300 switcher with 
E -MEM and E -Disk, an NEC E -Flex, 
an ADDA still store, and an ADM stu- 
dio console. 

Video graphics, which is located be- 
tween the edit suite and Control B, has 
two Chyron IV 4000s and one Chyron 
II titling generator, the Chyron key- 
board for Control B, the font compose/ 
digitizing tablet for the Chyron IV 4100 
in Control A, an ADDA still store with 
MAC and two mainframes, and a cam- 
era stand with an Ikegami HL -77. All 
electronics for both Chyron IV sys- 
tems, as well as the disk drives for the 
ADDA still store, are housed in a sepa- 
rate, environmentally controlled room. 

The KOIN -TV microwave equip- 
ment, dishes, off -air TV antennas, and 
news scanners are located at the top of 
KOIN Center. A Grass Valley Wave - 
link 24 -fiber fiber optics system pro- 
vides interconnection between the 
microwave equipment room located on 
floor 32 and the KOIN -TV tech center. 

The KOIN -TV facilities are, we 
think, quite an accomplishment. We 
are proud of the system we have in 
place, and proud, too, of the architec- 
tural statement our facility makes. 
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Who's 
Pulsing the 

Editors? 

Convergence, 
CMX, Datatron, and 

Videomedia know something 
about RS-170A Sync Generators 

that you should know. 
These and other leading manufacturers are committed to 

producing the ultimate in quality videotape editing equipment. How? By using the PMG -312 
Master Sync Generator system to test and pulse their editing systems. 

The complete dual sync system consists of a dual power supply frame, two 
RS -170A Generators, and an Automatic Changeover. The Automatic Changeover meters each 

generator pulse and DC voltage for fault indication. The PMG -312 offers chrominance 
subcarrier with an accuracy of .35Hz stability over a one year period. Subcarrier to 

horizontal phase relationship is maintained in reference to line 10, RS -170A. Black burst is 
optional. Professional broadcast quality 

at very attractive prices. Two year 
parts and labor warranty. 

These manufacturers of 
editing systems know who's 

pulsing the system and now 
so do you. Is Lenco pulsing your - 

editing equipment? Don't you think it is time we did? 
Lenco, Inc., Electronics Division 300 N. Maryland St. Jackson, Missouri 63755. 

1111111116. 

Telephone: (314) 243-3147 Ali, \ 
Engineered and manufactured in the ('nited States w, The Prn/rssiotuds' Choice 
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WCPX-TV 
ORLANDO, FL 
ADI NO.: 30 

Submitted by GERALD T. PLEMMONS, 
VP Engineering, Outlet Communications, 
BILLY L. PATTON, Engineering Manager, 

Outlet Communications, and 
ROBERT K. DID-IL, Chief Engineer, WCPX -TV 
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The videotape area in the technical 
center features Sony and 
Ampex VTRs. 

hen WCPX -TV went on the 
air in 1954 as WDBO -TV, 
CBS Ch. 6, the offices were 

in the WDBO radio building near 
downtown Orlando; the transmitter, 
studio, and technical areas were in a 

prefab, tin -roof building five miles 
away on land used to graze horses. In 
the next 27 years the building was ex- 
panded four or five times. The TV 
transmitter was moved to a tall tower in 
the countryside, the AM transmitter 
was moved to another site, and the mar- 
ket rank grew from near 90 to the 
mid -30s. It became obvious that new, 
much larger, more sophisticated facili- 
ties would have to be built. 

f vote 
BALLOT ON PAGE 37 

A six -acre lakefront site on a major 
thoroughfare that met all of our require- 
ments was purchased, and on it we 
constructed a 56,000- square -foot, two - 
story facility served by a 500 kW emer- 
gency generator, a Stainless 400 -foot 
self- supporting microwave tower, and 
four satellite dishes -one five -meter 
Prodelin, and three Scientific- Atlanta 
dishes. The site's lakefront exposure 
and broad lawn area are ideal for heli- 
copter approaches. 

In designing the facility, we were 
faced with one central challenge: prop- 
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We designed -in features 
the competition couldn't. 

START 
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Get the competitive edge with our new 
fami y of field /studio cameras. The SK -97 and 
SK -970 combine on -board computers and 
advancec technology to provide the maximum 
flexibility and control available today. 

No competitive video camera automatically 
sets up full color balance and full registration, 
inc udinc the green channel, in just two minutes. 

No other video camera in its class has a full 
fur ction, "smart" Remote Control Unit offerinc 
mctr? capability in less space. 

No other competitive video camera offers real 
time registration correction during lens zooming 
ani focusing . 

r\.o other camera in its class offers automatic 
co-ner registration correction as part of its 

automatc registration set -up. 

No orier video camera has a prism heat sersor 
arld pre -programmed ROM to ensure correct 
reg strat on in real time. 

Each camera contains an on -board compu:er 
that allcws simultaneous set -up of up to 42 
cameras within two minutes. Plus only one 
criera is affected in case of auto set -up failure. 

Hitachi's 
SK -970 and SK -97 

Computacams. 

Our SK -970 and SK -97 Computacams offer 
superior noise -free video (59 dB 
signal -to- noise- ratiol) 

Combine all this with other advanced features 
such as 700 horizontal lines of resolution, high 
gain in 3 dB steps from 0 -21 dB, completely 
interchangeable boards, and built -in auto 
diagnostics, and you can see why our SK -970 and 
SK -97 Computacams stand alone! 

Get the features the competition couldn't 
design in. For descriptive literature, technical 
information, or a personal demonstration, contact 
Jack Breitenbucher, National Sales Manager, 
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and 
Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, 
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 921 -7200 or 
(800) 645 -7510. 

HITACHI 
Circle 145 on Reader Service Card 
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er traffic flow in a two -story building. 
We didn't want to have traffic flowing 
between floors and we were concerned 
with keeping those areas that are related 
adjacent to one another. In order to en- 
sure the proper "adjacencies," all de- 
partment heads and other key station 
personnel were interviewed to assess 

their needs and their relationship with 
other departments. 

All operating departments, except 
art, are located on the first floor. 
Administrative functions such as gen- 
eral management, business, program- 
ming, sales, and data services are on 
the second floor. This floor is secured 

THE ONLY 
FULL CAPABILITY 
VIDEO NOISE MEIER 
Model UPSF2 

DUAL -STANDARD: µP automatically determines 
standard (525/625 lines), identifies it on the 
display, and performs the appropriate 

Measurement Domain: Full- field, any individually 
selected line, any individual "spot' (4 µs x 10 lines) 

IEEE-488 )GPIB) Bus Compatible 

Video Level Measurement: Luminance -bar 
amplitude, or individual test -points selectable 
in steps of 1µs (range: 500 to +1500 mV) 

Noise Measurement: Luminance (peak or rms) 
or Chrominance (AM or (IN). Range: 0 -80 dB, 
referenced to 714 mV (525 lines), 700 mV (625 
lines), or actual luminance-bar amplitude. 

Send for our new catalog 

ROHDE & SCHWARZ 
13 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11042 (516)488 -7300 Telex 96 -0072 
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The control rooms for Studios A 
and B. The large windows permit 
observation. 

by the computer- controlled security 
system after normal business hours. 

The floor of the technical center, 
which includes videotape, master con- 
trol, telecine, color video, and station 
equipment racks, is built on computer 
floor, which has been depressed so that 
it is flush with the rest of the first floor. 
The computer floor is used both as a ca- 
ble raceway and supply air plenum. Ac- 
cess into and between the studios is 
through U- shaped sand traps, provid- 
ing excellent sound isolation. 

The building has two 3500- square- 
foot studios with 18- foot -high lighting 
grids and two 360 -degree cyclorama 
tracks. Strand Century supplied the 
microprocessor -based two -scene preset 
-dimmer per circuit" lighting system. 
Exceptionally large air ducts were in- 
stalled in the high -volume, low - 
velocity air systems. 

The studio control rooms are large 
enough for nine people. A sliding glass 
door between the control and audio 
booths provides for sound isolation 
when required. Large windows to the 
hallway allow visitors to observe oper- 
ations in all technical areas without 
having to walk through any rooms to 
get there. Both control rooms have 
ADM 24 -input mixing consoles, Grass 
Valley 300 -3A switchers, and a 

Quantel two -channel digital effects 
system, which can be delegated to ei- 
ther control room. 

In the main technical center, the 
heart of the plant is a 50x50 Utah 
Scientific routing switcher, which is 
expandable and can accommodate 
stereo audio. 
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TIME BASE CORRECTION RE- DEFINED 

Introducing the first totally different approach to time base correction in 10 years. 

Until now, the TBC has only been as good as its weakest link - the analog circuitry. 
So we have eliminated the input clock and introduced the ndustry's first totally 
digital sync separator in a TBC. 

The DPS -103 single clock TBC uses component processing and 
an advanced interpolation technique to breakthrough to 
"picture perfect" video. 

Designed to work with 3/4 ' heterodyne VTR's, the 
DPS -103 is the long- awaited solution to conventional 
time base correction. Only $8950. 

Features: 

Maintains lock through 40 times normal 
speed in forward and re .erse 

Maintains color through 10 times play 

Velocity compensation 

16 line window 

Auto color framing 

RS 170A output 

Internal test 
generator 

Contact your local 

dealer to see "picture 
perfect" video - with the 

DPS -103 Component TBC. 

Write Digital Video Systems 

A subsidiary of Scientific -Atlanta 

120 Middlefield Road 

Scarborough, Ont. M1 S 4M6 

or call Digital Video Systems 

(416) 299 -6888 

Circle 146 on Reader Service Card 
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One unique feature of the plant is the 
master control /video control room. 
This room is divided into two rooms by 
a sliding glass door. With the door 
open, the master control operator can 
adjust the video on film chains and on 
the Hitachi SK -110 cameras in the stu- 
dio. With the door closed, air opera- 
tions and color video are two separate 
operations. 

The newsroom is adjacent to Studio 
A, with the common wall being a bifold 
acoustic door that can be opened to al- 
low the newsroom to become an exten- 
sion of the studio. The art department 
on the second floor has an input station 
for the Harris Iris still store including a 
camera stand, small switcher, and 
Digifont for writing captions. 

Clearly, WCPX -TV has come a long 
way since the days when we shared fa- 
cility space with WDBO radio. We 
think our new facility will keep us on 
top well into the future. 

Studio A's control room can seat nine people. It features an ADM 24 
console, a Grass Valley 300 -3A switcher, and a Quantel DPE -5000. 

With our Automatic Remote Control System 
your transmitter - and your personnel - will 
operate with increased efficiency 

Have you ever wondered if your night operator will 
remember ... to switch patterns at sunrise? ... to 
periodically check critical levels? ... the correct 
transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if 
Potomac Instruments' RC16 + is on the job. Because it'll 
do all these tasks for you. Plus a lot more. Automatically. 

With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic 
RC16 + provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic 
out -of- tolerance alarms and remote raise /lower controls; 

. > 

plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions - pat- 
tern shift, transmitter restart, power control - are pre- 
programmed in accordance with station license re- 
quirements and controlled with an accurate master clock. 

The RC16 + is also expandable. In 16 channel incre- 
ments, up to a total of 64 channels. With the remote video 
display option your chief engineer can get a detailed 
readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30 
seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The op- 
tional plug -in automatic logger provides a permanent 
record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence, 
and alarm flags are user -selectable. 

And, best of all, the RC16 + is cost effective. No other 
unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at 
this low price. 

Basic System $4,995.00 
Additional 16 Channels 1,865.00 
Plug -In Automatic Logger 2,499.00 
Remote Video Display Unit 650.00 

OTOMAC INSTRUMENTS 
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE. SILVER SPRING, MD 20910 

(301) 589.2662 
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The Canon J18 x 9 BIE lens greatly increases the 
capability of portable cameras. It gives you an 18X reach, 
then gives you even more -Jp to 36X with its built -in 
extender. Yet, It s lighter in weight and easy to handle. 

It has greater sensitivity for low -light situations, main - 
taining an f1.7 -elative apertJre tt rough 116mm. It gives 
you tighter close -ups, and story -tel ing wide -angles. 

Equip your carreras with the incredible Canon 
J18x 9 BIE. It gives you mere. And it's available now! 
KEY SPECIFICATIONS: 

Focal Length: 9- 162mm. 18 -324nm w /2X extender 
Max. Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 (9- -16mn), 1:2 4 at 162mm 
Angular Field of View 52.1° x 40 3° at 9mm, 3.1° x 2.3° at 162mm 
Minimum'Jbjec! Distance: 0.9 -rater (2.9 feet; 
Weight: 1.7kg. (3.7 lbs 

GREAT FOR 
SPORTS! 

Cover the whole field, 
zoom in with an 18X 
leach. 2X extender for 
324mm super long shots! 

GREAT FOR 
NEWS! 

The mast lens you can 
put on an ENG camera. 
- 8X reach brings the 
story up close -super in 

bw -licht situations, too! 

Caii oit Optics Division 
Canon USA, Inc. Head Office: One Canon Plaza, Lake Sucess. H.Y. 11042 (516) 488 -6700 
Dallas Office: 2035 Rcyal Lane, Suite 290, Dallas, Texas 75229 (214) 620 -2641 
Chicago Office: 140 Industrial )rive, Elmhurst, Ill. 0126 (312) 833 -3070 
West Coast Office: 123 Paularno Avenue East, Costa Mesa Ca. 92626 (714) 979 -6000 
Canon Canada, Inc.. 63190 Dix e Road, Misessauga, Ontario L5T1 7, Canada (416) 678 -2730 

(- 1984 Canon U S A Inc 
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WRGT -TV 
DAYTON, OH 
ADI NO.: 49 

Submitted by ALBERT M. HOLTZ, President, and 
CURT BERTSCH, Director of Station Development 

WRGT's equipment room has two RCA -600 two -inch machines, three 
RCA TR -800 one -inch decks, 12 RCA HR -2As, and a host of Sony 

-inch decks. 
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On June 6, 1984, WRGT -TV re- 
ceived a permit to build a plant 
and transmission facilities on 

20 acres of land inside Dayton city lim- 
its. On September 13, just 99 days lat- 
er, the building -and its transmission 
facilities -were completed. The sta- 
tion, up and running since September 
23, is now Dayton's only independent, 
and the only station in a three -state area 
generating five million watts of power. 

WRGT was designed for optimum 
utilization of space, and efficiency in 
its operation and energy usage. One 
method of holding down energy costs 
was to utilize waste energy from the 
transmitter and a heat exchanger as a 
major source of heat for the 13,025 - 
square -foot block- and -mortar building. 

if vote 
BALLOT ON PAGE 37 

The entire operation is an efficient 
one: only 36 people are employed at the 
station; and master control can be oper- 
ated by one person. 

The departmental layout of the build- 
ing follows work and informational 
flow patterns. Sales, traffic, business, 
and administration are on one side of 
the building; production, art, film 
editing, promotion, and operations are 
on the other side, adjacent to the sta- 
tion's three edit suites, studio control 
room, and master control. 

The station is also computerized: a 
Columbine system is used for traffic 
and business. It handles sales orders, 
station logs, and accounting functions. 

In addition to efficient design, the 
station also set as a goal the delivery of 
a high -quality signal. WRGT selected 
an antenna site within a half -mile of the 
other antennas in the Dayton market, 
and constructed a 1156 -foot, three -an- 
chor- point, stainless -steel tower topped 
by a custom -built, RCA TFU -36J tri- 
lobe antenna and powered by a 110 kW 
RCA TTU -110C transmitter. 

With an emphasis on economical, 
uninterrupted service, the transmitter is 
redundant: it has a hot standby exciter, 
two visual output stages capable of 55 
kW output each, a pulser, visual varia- 
ble couplers, an oral fixed coupler, and 
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ON YOUR S DE 

ON TIM 

ittlificr- 
Antek is on to something. A new 
alternative consulting system that provides a 

clear understanding of your market and all 
FCC regulations. Providing the answers you 
need in acquiring licensing. At less cost. In 

less time. And with greater efficiency. 

Antek utilizes the most advanced software 
systems and a thorough knowledge of the 
industry to provide you the following: 

Location of transmitter sites. 
Frequency selection. 
Prediction of service area. 
Signal level calculation. 
Understanding the relationship between 
your potential site and existing sites. 

Necessary assistance in completing all 
required exhibits for FCC applications. 

- _ w i 
AlW 

Antek will provide answers to all your 
questions concerning licensing. Project 
managers Jim Swayze and Kelley Stalder 
are accomplished experts, with over 
10,000 applications accepted by the 
FCC. Combining the experience and 
knowledge to recognize your specific 
needs and to adapt their own capabilities 
to those needs. 

Now is the time to consult Antek. With 
the establishment of the Docket 80 -90 FM 
Drop -Ins, the FCC is authorizing over 1,000 
new additions to the Table of Allocations. 
Antek is clearly your alternative to licensing 
and market consultation. Clearly on your 
side. And clearly capable of getting you 
on the air in the least amount of time. 

OBI 

Analysis Technologies, Inc. P.O. Box 821603 Dallas, TX 75382 214/422-2654 
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"S" type Klystron tubes, which are 
currently run in the "H" mode. As 
soon as new visual tubes are received, 
however, the station will retrofit the 
tubes and operate in the more efficient 
"S" mode. 

The master control and studio con- 
trol facilities feature four tape formats: 
half -inch, 3/4 -inch, one -inch, and two- 

inch. The station has about 12 RCA 
half -inch HR -2A Hawkeye decks, 
Sony 1/4-inch BVU machines, three 
RCA TR -800 one -inch VTRs, and two 
RCA 600 quad machines. WRGT also 
has in these rooms two RCA TK -29 
film chains, Solutec TCR 10 sequenc- 
ers, two Grass Valley switchers (a 
16 -4S in master control and a 1680 in 

David Smith of Editel, NY states in an intercompany telcom c4 test report: 
"The results are nothing short of amazing but the numbers will best speak for 
themselves." Signal to noise on Ampex VPR -2 improved from 51 dB to 77 dB 
and on a Sony BVH 2000 from 52 dB to 80 dB using telcom c4. 

0.1 

3 
z 
< 

type B tans 
Most of today's com c4 With tel 

are equipped 

Users already selected telcom c4 
as the most suitable NR System 
for type C VTRs. The new telcom 
c4 units are now designed to 
improve the sound of type C 
VTRs. telcom c4 creates lower 
distortion from tape, better 
crosstalk attenuation, improved 
headroom plus a 25 dB gain in 
dynamic range. No line -up pro- 
cedures. telcom c4 units for VTRs 

Contact: 

Solway Inc, P.O. Box 7647, 
Hollywood, FL 33081 
Phone (305) 962 -8650, Telex 467257 
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are available for 1, 2 (stereo) and 
3 channels, for simultaneous 
encode /decode and automatic 
switching. 
Furthermore, telcom c4 is used in 
connection with ATRs, line and 
satellite transmission. Don't you 
also need super sound for stereo 
or copying? 
Just contact us for further infor- 
mation. 

Telecommunications 
ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH 
Lindener Str.15 D -3340 WoifenbOttel 
Phone (05331) 83-0 Telex 95651 ant d 

Circle 151 on Reader Service Card 

One of the station's two half -inch 
edit bays, which feature RCA 
Hawkeye machines. 

The studio control room includes a 

Grass Valley switcher and a 3M 
D -8800 two -channel character 
generator. 

studio control), a Utah Scientific 
AV -20/20 routing switcher, a 20- 
channel audio mixer, and a two -chan- 
nel 3M D -8800 character generator. 

The station also has three edit bays, 
two of which feature Hawkeye ma- 
chines for half -inch component editing. 
The other room is used strictly for 
promo work, and uses 3/4 -inch video 
and film. There is also a 40 by 43 -foot 
studio with two RCA TK -781 triax- 
cabled cameras and two RCA Hawkeye 
cameras with studio conversion kits, as 
well as a built -in hard cyc and sound - 
deadening acoustics, plus Strand Cen- 
tury lighting with Mantrix II controller 
capable of 96- channel operation. 

WRGT -TV is an efficient operation, 
and has been from day one, and even 
before construction was completed - 
on time and under budget. But it is also 
an aesthetically pleasing building, 
utilizing earth tones and accent stripes, 
and seven acres of our property has 
been landscaped. 
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JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA 
Professo-ial Video Communications Civision 

n984 JVC Company of America 
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MAN HATTAN 
TRAIYSFER/EDIT 

NEW YORK, NY 
Submitted by HOWIE BURCH, President 

Color Correction Room I features, from left: a CDL -680 switcher, 
Dubner color correction, controls for a Rank Cintel MK -IIIC telecine, 
and a Neve audio board. Pictured in the room next door is a Rank 
Cinte! Ferrit stereo dubber, and a bank of cassette decks. 

After leaving Editel /New York in 
July 1983, I was free to imple- 
ment plans for the construction 

of two mirror -image film -to -tape trans- 
fer and color correction studios. A de- 
sign team was formed, including 
myself, chief engineer Jeff Lee, A.F. 
Associates of Northvale, NJ, and our 
architects, Voorsanger & Mills of Man- 
hattan. In less than six months, we had 
11,000 square feet of former office 
space gutted and entirely remodeled 
from scratch. Voorsanger & Mills 
helped to preserve many of the original 
architectural elements, such as mold- 
ings and curved ceilings. Recessed 
lighting, elevated client areas, warm 
colors, and marble floors all provide an 
elegant and warm atmosphere in which 
to work, while combining with some 
exceptional hardware to expedite the 
process. 

f vote 
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At the heart of the facility are twin 
Rank Cintel MK -IIIC telecines with 
X -Y zoom. They are complemented by 
CDL -680 switchers, Ampex VPR -3 re- 
corders, Rank Cintel Ferrit stereo dub - 
bers with Dolby noise reduction, and 
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Dubner color correction systems with 
secondary color control. 

Our playback personnel handle all 
audio engineering and are positioned to 
our sides, at a Neve audio console. 

Lee, working closely with the design 
team, supervised the installation of 
below -the -floor wiring, complete air 
filtration and climate control for all 
equipment areas and studios, and a 
room for the cleaning of film negative, 
with its own air filtration system. 
Working with original camera negative 
is particularly critical as far as handling 
and cleanliness are concerned. There- 
fore, we have installed three air filtra- 
tion systems, which include Bionaire 
2001 negative ion chargers, and we 
maintain strict film cleaning standards. 

Color Correction 1 and Color Cor- 
rection 2 were constructed in such a 
way that all components have ready ac- 
cess to each other but are housed in 
their own spaces. For example, twin ti- 
tle cameras (concealed behind oak 
doors with frosted glass) serve each stu- 
dio. The oak -and -glass motif is repeat- 
ed throughout the facility and provides 
a thematic flow. 

Color Correction Room 2 mirrors 
CC I. Concealed behind the doors 
are titling cameras used by both 
rooms. 

CC I and CC2 are surrounded by the 
playback room, which houses all the 
VPR -3 recorders, the negative cleaning 
room, the maintenance and engineering 
office, and the patch bay. Clients are 
met at a wood- and -glass reception area 

The facility offers a variety of addi- 

tional services, such as Lexicon time 
compression and Ultimatte. We can 
also perform a variety of edit proce- 
dures on our Ampex VPR -3s, so that 
clients can complete projects at Man- 
hattan Transfer without having to book 
additional editing time at another 
facility. 

A film editing station, shipping facil- 
ities, an insert stage, and a cassette - 
editing suite are also designed to 
operate efficiently around the color cor- 
rection suites. The insert stage meas- 
ures 12 by 20 and contains an Ikegami 
HL -79A camera. 

At this time we are also looking for- 
ward to the completion of our first pair 
of twin editing suites, which will incor- 
porate Ampex equipment throughout, 
and will be designed by Voorsanger & 
Mills. Paul Sweeney of A.F. Associ- 
ates will coordinate with Lee on the de- 
sign and installation of all equipment. 
The new one -inch suites will interface 
with CC1 and CC2, and will feature 
the Ampex ACE editor and AVC -33 
switcher. We hope the addition of these 
editing suites will make us more versa- 
tile and valuable to our clientele. 

CALIFORNIA IMAGE 
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 

Submitted by DUANE THOMPSON and MIKE MEAGHER, General Partners 

California Image, a full- service 
teleproduction facility, has 
been in operation since Octo- 

ber, 1983. It was built, from the ground 
up, in a new industrial park in Rancho 
Cordova, located just minutes from 
downtown Sacramento. 

Mike Meagher and engineering man- 
ager Rob Oberbillig selected the new 
building space and planned the entire 
floor plan. They even chose the size 
and location of the power mains, air 
conditioning, and special interior wall 
construction for acoustic purposes. 

We chose to design the facility by di- 
viding the space into three different 
areas -business, production, and 
maintenance -with the idea of closing 
off the office area after normal business 
hours. The 10,000- square -foot facility 
was designed so that the production 

area (a room set aside for tabletop 
work), edit suites, computer graphics 
suite, and 30 by 50 -foot stage (with 
dressing rooms and prop storage) sur- 

Mike Meagher, left, in Edit Room 
One, working with a Grass Valley 
300 switcher and ISC 4I edit 
controller. 

round the central equipment room. The 
offices, kitchen /lounge, and confer- 
ence room are located away from the 
noise and heavy traffic of the equip- 
ment room and stage area. Space was 
also allocated near the stage area for a 
multitrack audio recording and sweet- 
ening room. 

One key to the facility's design is the 
placement of the working areas for 
maximum efficiency. Each production 
area can work independently or in con- 
junction with others for complex pro- 
jects that require the use of two or more 
areas. For example, the on -line edit bay 
(we also have a 3/4 -inch off -line bay) is 
close to the shooting stage, so if a 
chromakey or Ultimatte shot is re- 
quired, the two rooms can be used 
together. 

Also, the computer graphics room, 
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which features a Dubner CBG -2, is 
normally used off -line when creating 
animations. But when the finished ani- 
mation needs to be integrated into the 
final production, the graphics material 
can easily be called up by either the on- 
line bay's ISC edit controller or Grass 
Valley 300 switcher. 

The two service areas -a mainte- 
nance room, and a scene shop where 
scenery and props are stored -have 
been grouped together; they are adja- 

cent to one another, providing easy ac- 
cess for our 10 full -time staff members. 
The two areas are located close to the 
central equipment room, shooting 
stage, and garage area. The proximity 
of the scene shop -which is large 
enough to house a truck -to the garage 
and stage is especially convenient when 
a film crew is shooting a spot on the 
stage. 

The two edit suites have been care- 
fully designed, both in terms of space 

The California Image equipment room houses all the facility's rack - 
mounted equipment. 
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for staff and clients, and choice of 
equipment. The emphasis we placed on 
our edit suites reflects, in a sense, the 
way our business iS oriented: about 75 
percent of our business is editing. 

The on -line room, as mentioned 
earlier, features an ISC 41 edit control- 
ler and a Grass Valley 300 switcher. 
The suite also has an Ampex ADO and 
a Quanta Q -8 character generator. The 
audio side of the suite includes Tascam 
52 two -track and Model 58 eight -track 
ATRs, and a 16- channel Yamaha 1608 
audio mixer. The eight -track ATR is 
under ISC control for on -line audio 
sweetening. 

f vote 
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The off -line room, located near the 
on -line suite, handles ;/a -inch or half - 
inch Betacam with an ISC 41 controller 
and a Grass Valley 100 switcher. Both 
rooms have oak equipment cabinets. 

The on -line room has been designed 
for communication between editor and 
client and for the comfort of the client. 
The client has a large working space 
next to the editor, with his or her own 
color monitor, telephone, and space for 
papers and other materials. 

The central machine and equipment 
room was constructed with raised corn - 
puter flooring utilizing removable two 
by two -foot panels for access to power 
and signal cables. All rack -mounted 
equipment used for the operation of 
both edit bays and the computer graph- 
ics suite -including power supplies, 
routing, DAs, signal generators, and 
audio amplifiers -is located in the 
equipment room, to allow shorter cable 
runs and timing of video and pulse 
signals. 

Rounding out the equipment lineup 
are Conrac video monitors, JBL audio 
monitors, Tektronix waveform moni- 
tors and vectorscopes, HEDCO audio 
distribution, and four levels of signal 
routing using a Bosch routing switcher. 

As we finish our first year, the facili- 
ty is performing as we hoped it would, 
and we look forward to continued 
growth as the client production needs 
increase and technology changes. 
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PICK A VIDEO SYSTEM. 
ANY ONE! 

Chances are we've already done one just like 
it! The fact is, we've designed, fabricated and in- 
stalled video systems of every size and con- 
figuration -from ENG vans to large mobile 
production systems, from insert stages to multi - 
camera production studios, from 3/4" editing 
rooms to state -of -the art post -production suites, 
film -to -tape facilities, videotape dupli- 
cation centers, satellite network play- 
back facilities, etc. 

That's why more and more production 

and post- production companies, broadcasters, 
cable operators, corporate users and advertising 
agencies have come to rely on us -for our expe- 
rience and engineering knowhow, and our ability 
to get the job done on schedule. 

And they know it makes good economic 
sense, too. Because while we're doing what we 

do best, they can concentrate on doing 
what they do best! 

So pick a video system. And then call 
us, today! PIP R 

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC. 
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY 

100 STONEHURST COURT NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767 -1000 
1438 NORTH GOWER STREET HOLLYWOOD CA 90028 (213) 466 -5066 
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VIDEOWORKS 
NEW YORK, NY 

Submitted by KEN LORBER, President 

Edit Room One features a CDL -480 -8 switcher, ADO and NEC digital 
effects, and a custom -modified Yamaha mixing console. 
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The VideoWorks facility is one 
that evolved as a result of steady 
growth; it was not a precon- 

ceived master plan. Originally founded 
as a production company in 1977, 
VideoWorks built its first on -line 
editing suite three years ago to meet its 
own post -production needs. After a few 
months of positive client response, 
however, we realized that we had done 
something right and made the decision 
to expand and become a full- service 
facility. 

Today, VideoWorks' physical plant 
consists of two on -line suites, an inter - 
format suite, and a film -to -tape color 
correction suite. Editorial encompasses 
the entire third floor of our building, 
while color correction shares the sec- 
ond floor with engineering support 
services and administrative offices. 

While central machine cores offer 
certain economies of logistics and 
space, the concept did not work for us, 
and each suite has its own dedicated 
machine room. Part of the reason for 
this is that, beyond normal editorial 
work, we do a great deal of art and pho- 
to animation and require video anima- 
tion stands located in the machine 
rooms. This means a myriad of art cells 
and/or chromes lying about, with cli- 
ents moving back and forth to examine 
them. Dedicated machine rooms are 
more accessible for this kind of 
checking, and they also afford clients 
privacy when dealing with sensitive or 
confidential material. 

Each of our one -inch suites utilizes 
four one -inch VTRs, either Sony BVH- 
1100As or BVH- 2000s. Edit Room 1 

contains a CDL 480 -8 switcher, while 
ER 2 is equipped with a Grass Valley 
300. Both suites have programmable 
WRS -10 animation stands (with 
Ikegami HL -83 cameras). The stands 
may be operated from the editing 
console via remote -control panels and 
can be triggered by GPI closures from 
the editing computers. 

Digital effects are provided by dual - 
channel ADOs, with ER 1 having the 
additional power of an NEC E -Flex. 
Titling for each suite is handled by a 
pair of Ikegami ITC -82 cameras 
equipped with remote sweep modula- 
tion. A dual -channel Chyron IVB may 
also be accessed at any time. 

One thing that all our editing rooms 
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Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
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Corporate Communications Consultants 
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Corporate Communications Consultants 
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Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Corporate Communications Consultants 
Computerized Color Correction 

Manufacturers of the Academy's Award Winner 
" THE SYSTEM 60XL" 

Corporate Communications Consultants, Inc. 
4250 Veterans Memorial Highway 

Holbrook, NY 11741 
(516) 737 -0903 TWX 510- 228 -7416 
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have in common is the Sony BVE -5000 
editing system. We chose the 5000 for 
our first room based on its sophistica- 
tion, reliability, and ease of interface 
with the Sony VTRs. Its performance 
convinced us to make it the house 
standard. From both a systems and hu- 
man engineering standpoint, we felt 
this was the way to go. We have total 

redundancy in all of our rooms -the 
same computer, the same keyboard, 
even the same software updates. An ed- 
itor can move from one room to another 
with no sacrifice in efficiency. 

Our audio capability is also superior. 
Custom modified Yamaha mixing con- 
soles provide for up to 32 inputs. All 
one -inch VTRs are Dolby stereo 

Standard 
Setter 

The Standard -Setting Telephone Interface 
(Modestly Improved) 

It's no secret. Studer has become the acknowledged leader in high quality 
telephone interfacing equipment. The Studer Telephone Hybrid - already se- 
lected by hundreds of U.S. broadcasters, including all three major networks - 
has been praised for its straightforward design, long -term reliability, and con- 
sistently outstanding performance. 

At the heart of the Studer Telephone Hybrid is an auto -balancing hybrid 
circuit which automatically matches phone line impedance while isolating 
send and receive signals for maximum sidetone attenuation. A built -in limiter 
prevents sudden overloads, and bandpass filters shape the voice signals for 

optimum clarity and system protection. The new updated Studer Hybrid in- 

cludes additional noise suppression circuitry to eliminate unwanted noise 
and crosstalk while still preserving true 2 -way hybrid operation. 

Now the Studer Telephone Hybrid is also available as part of a complete 
Telephone System. Designed to operate independent of the studio console, 
the self -contained Telephone System includes a microphone input plus a 

palm -sized remote module (on a 30' cable) with VU meter for line level, 

headphone output, and level controls for microphone, headphone, and tele- 
phone receive. 

The time -tested Studer interfaces. Improved for even better performance. 
Expanded for more flexible operation. And built to set the quality standard 
for years to come. Call today for the location of your nearest Studer dealer. 

STUDER ! 0: 
Studer Revox America 

1425 Elm Hill Pike Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 254 -5651 

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card 
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The control console of Edit Room 
2: a Sony BVE -5000 controller and 
CDL -480 -8 switcher are at the 
heart of the system. 

equipped. Each edit room also has mul- 
tiple audio sources including Otari 
1/4 -inch ATRs, MCI half -inch four - 
tracks, audio cassette players, even 
Moog synthesizers. Lexicon time com- 
pression and digital reverb units are 
also within arm's reach. 

Our interformat suite is equipped 
with both 3/4 -inch and Betacam VTRs, 
and offers up to five playback sources 
feeding into a Sony BVH -2000 VTR. 
The room also features Grass Valley 
switching, digital effects (ADO and 
NEC), a full audio complement, and a 

Chyron IVB. We are currently cutting 
three nationally syndicated shows in 

this room. 
Our film -to -tape operation is the 

most recent addition to VideoWorks. 
The telecine is a Bosch FDL -60, 
environmentally isolated in a glass 
"room" with its own temperature, hu- 
midity, and air purification systems. 
The color correction computer is 
Armand Sarabian's Corporate Commu- 
nications System 60XL -B2. The new 
CDL -480 Series with an AFV option 
handles the switching chores. Mas- 
tering is done on the BVH -2000 in the 
adjacent machine room. All film clean- 
ing is done in a separate room that is 

part of the telecine complex. 
The future promises some further ex- 

pansion at the facility. We own the first 
floor of our building (in addition to the 
second and third, which is where our 
facility is now set up), and have plans to 
move into it with operational and sup- 
port facilities. We need to expand our 
tape library; the first floor will be used 
for that. We also plan to use it for ex- 
panded duplication services and, per- 
haps, for another edit suite. 
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Leasing today is the #1 choice 
for financing Broadcast and 
Production equipment needs. 
100% financing is available 
under terms custom -tailored to 
your budget. 
THE CHOICES ARE 
YOURS ...Three years to Ten 
years ... fixed rates or 
floating ... tax benefits or their 
equivalent dollar value to 
you ... you select the 
equipment and negotiate the 
price ... we provide all the 
dollars. 
WHY NOT HAVE YOUR 
EQUIPMENT AND YOUR 
WORKING CAPITAL TOO? Use 
your dollars for programming, 
staffing, promotional expense 
or wherever it can improve 
your bottom line. For over 25 
years Sussex has provided 
lease financing to the 
broadcast industries. So, 
whether it's a complete system, 
an RF package, a mobile 
production vehicle, a 
transmitter or an audio control 
console ... call us for "State - 
Of- The -Art -Financing ". 

WE TALK YOUR LANGUAGE 

SUSSEX LEASING CORP. 

175 Great Neck Road, 
Great Neck, NY 11021 
(516) 482 -7373 800 -84 LEASE 

New York, Boston, Cincinnati, 
San Francisco, 
Los Angeles, Houston 

ASSOCIATE MEMBER NAB 

102 Circle 157 on Reader Service Card 
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interpreting the 
FCC rules fi regulations 

The FOB Gains Power 
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel 

Most likely, your station would never be the subject of an 
inspection by members of the Commission's Field Opera- 
tions Bureau (FOB). But with that understanding, have 
you given any thought to what you would do in the unlike- 
ly event that such an inspection actually occurs? In light of 
developments over the last year or so, you would be well 
advised to include this in your list of things to worry about 
and prepare for. 

The question of station inspections is one which has not 
been a hot topic among broadcasters for some time. This 
is mainly because, to a great degree, inspections were 
discontinued -or drastically cut back -in the face of 
budgetary constraints in the early 1980s. Also, the Com- 
mission's deregulatory program was still in its largely 
formative stages, and enforcement efforts by the Field 
Operations people were generally held in abeyance as the 
powers that be in Washington decided which rules and 
regulations could and should be abandoned. As a result, 
fewer and fewer broadcast inspections were undertaken, 
and even fewer fines and forfeitures were handed out by 
the FCC. 

As you might have guessed, however, things are 
changing. The Commission has its deregulation program 
pretty much in place now, and the FOB people now know 
which rules are still on the books to be enforced. Second, 
because of staffing cutbacks, the overall streamlining of 
administrative procedures effected by deregulation, the 
success of the Commission's "management by objec- 
tive" philosophy, and various other related factors, there 
appears to be more funding available for FOB activities. 
Finally, central to the overall thrust of deregulation is the 
notion that the Washington bureaucracy should govern as 
little as possible, and that broadcast regulation should be 
restricted mainly to technical matters. The best way to ac- 
complish that limited role is through the efforts of the 
FOB, which is out there at the local level with the equip- 
ment, staff, and expertise to monitor stations' technical 
performance. Thus, in the Commission's view, it makes 
sense to rely on the FOB now more than has been the case 
in the recent past. 

FCC authorization 
Apparently, the Commission intends to rely on the 

FOB. In 1983, it even changed its rules to authorize the 
FOB local offices to issue their own notices of apparent li- 
ability of up to $2000. This is a significant change in poli- 
cy. Previously the FOB inspectors were authorized to 
inspect and monitor stations and, on the basis of their 
findings, to issue notices of conditions and /or notices of 
violations. When a licensee received a notice of violation 
from the FOB, the licensee was entitled to send the FOB a 
response explaining the cause of the violation and stating 

what steps had been taken to prevent the recurrence of the 
problem. The FOB then reviewed the licensee's response 
and, if it was satisfied that no further action was necessa- 
ry, the FOB would put the whole thing away in its files. If 
it was not happy with the response, the FOB would for- 
ward the inspection report, the notice of violation, the li- 
censee's response, and its comments thereon to 
Washington, for the Mass Media Bureau's Enforcement 
Division to consider. The Mass Media people could then 
either forget the whole thing, ask for further comments, or 
issue a notice of apparent liability indicating that the li- 
censee had to pay a fine. The licensee could then either 
pay the fine or send in a further explanation in the hope of 
convincing the Mass Media Bureau that no fine was actu- 
ally in order. 

Now, however, the FOB has authority to issue its own 
notices of apparent liability directly to the licensee, with- 
out having to go through the Mass Media Bureau. The re- 
sult is that, following a station inspection (or monitoring 
of a station's performance with FOB equipment), the 
FOB can and will notify the licensee of a fine at the same 
time that it notifies the licensee of a violation. In other 
words, while under the old system you used to get a 
chance to explain an apparent violation before a fine was 
issued, now you can expect to get notice of a fine at the 
same time that you find out that the FOB thinks you vio- 
lated the rules. 

When you get one of the FOB's notices of apparent lia- 
bility (i.e., a forfeiture notice), you will still have an op- 
portunity to offer an explanation before you have to pay 
the fine. But the new system is further complicated (from 
the licensee's point of view) by the fact that the explana- 
tion will be addressed in the first instance to the FOB of- 
fice issuing the notice. In other words, it used to be that 
the FOB merely made an initial determination that you ap- 
peared to be in violation of the rules. Now the FOB not 
only makes the initial determination relative to whether a 
violation has occurred, but it also determines whether a 
fine is appropriate. The amount of the fine is also left, in 
the first instance, to the FOB people, subject to certain 
guidelines established in cooperation with the Mass Me- 
dia Bureau. As a result of the new system, the FOB is act- 
ing more like a traffic cop, authorized not only to flag 
down violators, but also to issue fines directly to them. 

Practical problems 
The new system may ultimately prove to be a more effi- 

cient means of assuring enforcement of the Commission's 
rules: With inspectors acting as traffic cops, licensees 
may operate with a greater sensitivity to the threat of mon- 
etary penalty in the event that their operations are not in 
accordance with the rules. Initially, though, the new sys- 
tem presents licensees with a couple of practical prob- 
lems. First, in drafting a response to an FOB notice of 
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apparent liability, the licensee has to realize that the re- 
sponse is being addressed to the office which has, in ef- 
fect, already decided that the licensee is guilty. That 
obviously may make the exercise of drafting a response 
something of a futile effort. Moreover, that factor is likely 
to discourage licensees from challenging the claimed vio- 
lations, since to do so would, in most instances, represent 
a challenge to the FOB's personnel and/or equipment, a 
challenge which many licensees might decline to make. 
Additionally, since the amount of the fine will already 
have been determined (at least initially) in the FOB's no- 
tice, the licensee will have to decide whether it would be 
cost -effective even to try to put together a response. Such 
a response should not, as a general rule, be submitted 
without at least running it by legal and /or engineering 
counsel. And, as we all know, even the apparently innoc- 
uous process of "running something by" a lawyer or con- 
sulting engineer can, and frequently does, turn out to be 
an expensive proposition. Thus, in addition to the fine it- 
self, a licensee can incur significant costs just to pay the 
fine. 

Two areas should be of interest to the normal licensee. 
First, what to do if your station is the subject of an inspec- 
tion and, second, what to do if you do, in fact, receive a 
notice of apparent liability. If the FOB inspector does ap- 
pear unannounced at your door one day, the first thing to 
remember is not to panic. Inspectors are entitled to inspect 
your facility. and you should accommodate them as much 

as possible. Upon the inspector's arrival you may wish to 
alert your consulting engineer and, possibly, your corn - 
munications counsel to the fact that an inspection is taking 
place. That way, if the inspector asks any questions to 
which you don't know the answer, you can (and should) 
consult with counsel. Also, you should bear in mind that 
FOB inspectors are, with limited exceptions, likely to be 
primarily interested in your technical operation. Thus, if 
your chief engineer is not at the station when the inspector 
drops by, you may wish to get him or her down to the sta- 
tion right away. 

Inspectors will generally take a look at the station's 
technical equipment and records (including the operator 
licenses or permits for all members of your staff who con- 
trol the transmitter). These should, of course, be made 
available to the inspectors with a minimum of fuss. Be- 
cause of the likelihood that the inspection will focus on 
technical matters, you should be sure to have someone on 
hand -even if your chief engineer can't be there -who 
knows about the technical aspects of your operation and 
who can answer questions about it. Except in a few rare 
instances, the only nontechnical area of interest to in- 
spectors is likely to be the station's local public records 
file. You should be able to obtain from your communica- 
tions counsel a listing of the documents which should be 
in the file. One helpful hint: all licensees are required to 
have a copy of a relatively obscure document entitled The 
Public and Broadcasting -A Procedure Manual in their 

pAco NiCad BATTERY PACK 

AnP-121O l2VlAh 
Other Nicad Battery Packs have particular good features 

but ONLY PACO HAS THEM ALL! 

PACO ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY INC. 
714 WEST OLYMPIC BLVD., SUITE 706 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015 (213) 747 -6540 
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local public files. Because this is required to be in each 
and every station's local public file, it is something which 
inspectors know to look for during each inspection. Thus, 
you should be sure to have a copy of that document on 
hand and available in the file. Again, your communica- 
tions counsel should be able to obtain a copy of this for 
you if you don't already have one. 

Discuss the inspection 
Once the inspector is gone, you should discuss the in- 

spection with any staff members who participated in it in 
order to get a sense of any problems which the inspector 
might have uncovered. Usually inspectors will be pretty 
forthright in telling licensees about deficiencies they no- 
tice. Next, you should discuss any and all such problems 
with the station's chief engineer, its consulting engineer 
and, if appropriate, your communications counsel. As a 
general rule all problems noted by the inspector should be 
addressed and, to the extent possible, remedial action 
should be undertaken right away. There is no sense in 
waiting to see whether a notice of violation will be issued 
before getting the problem under control. It is also impor- 
tant to take note of any difficulties you might have en- 
countered in trying to respond to the inspector's 
questions -such difficulties might indicate a need for ad- 
ditional internal record- keeping or for increased attention 
by management to the problem areas. Even if an inspec- 
tion does not result in any fine or forfeiture, it can be a 
useful educational experience to point up areas of the sta- 
tion's operation which could use extra attention. 

Finally, if you do receive a notice of apparent liability, 
you should treat it seriously and respond to it in a timely 
and completely accurate manner. Timeliness is important 
because further fines can be meted out for failure to re- 
spond to such a notice. In this regard, however, you 
should be aware that FOB offices are usually willing to 
grant extensions of time in which to prepare responses; 
you should not feel shy about asking for an extension, al- 
though any such request should be made before the dead- 
line has come and gone. 

The accuracy of your response is important because, in 
responding to the notice, you will be making representa- 
tions to the Commission just the same as if you were filing 
an application for renewal of your license. Notwithstand- 
ing the Commission's deregulatory posture, it still has an 
intense dislike for licensees who are anything but fully 
forthright and candid. As a result, you should be sure not 
to try to shade the truth in the hope of getting your fine 
reduced. 

As the Commission in Washington succeeds, little by 
little, in removing itself from the broadcaster's day -to- 
day operations, it will almost certainly continue to in- 
crease its reliance on its FOB offices to assure that the 
technical regulations left on the books are enforced. At 
present the FOB has authority to issue fines of up to 
$2000; the Commission itself has been given the authority 
to fine up to $20,000. Despite this limit on its fining pow- 
er, the FOB is likely to continue its enforcement effort, 
doling out fines as necessary to achieve compliance. With 
this in mind, it seems that now more than ever is the time 
to pay attention to the old adage about an ounce of preven- 
tion. BM /E 

THE CLASSIC PROFESSIONAL CASE for portable 
video recorders made and designed by Porta-BracerM. 
These cases are the result of over ten years of informed 
testing in the field by professionals. They are made with 
the finest materials available and are constructed by 
skilled Vermonters. They are imitated widely but never 
matched fcr quality, durability, originality and practical 
day to day usefulness. For the professional user. 
For other high -quality video carrying cases, camera 
rases, production cases, carts and backpacks, contact 

your dealer or call: 

race 
K and H Products, Ltd. 
Box 246, North Bennington 
Vermont 05257 (802)442 -9118 
Circle 160 on Reader Service Card 

PURGE THAT SURGE. 
Don't lei high current surges, high voltage spikes, high 

voltage noise RFI or lightning strikes put your equipment or 
facilities out of commission. 

LEA has a line of exclusive surge eliminators no competitor 
can match. Everything from household use to industrial service 
in excess of 4,000 amperes. Protects against surges up to 
50,000 joules and 200,000 amperes. 

Surge Fuse 

Protected 
Equipment 

High Energy 
Dissipotor (HED) 

HED Ground VC Ground 

FEATURES 

Multistage concept 
Nanosecond reaction 
Total protection for all applications 
Functionally guaranteed 

Satisfies EMP requirements 

Call us today for a lightning -quick response. 
LEA Dynatech Inc.,12516 Lakeland Road, 

Santa Fe Springs, California 90670, 
(213) 944 -0916, TWX 910-586-1381. 

'the LEAder in pure power technology" 

Circle 161 on Reader Service Card 
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broadcast 
EQ(JIPINE IST 

SSL Introduces 5000M Series 

Solid State Logic's new "assignable" 
console series has been designed to 
serve the broadcast industry's multi- 
channel audio production needs. It pro- 
vides a means of customizing while 
remaining standardized at all levels of 
operation: Each department may cus- 
tom specify its console to suit the re- 
quirements of individual control 
rooms. Yet throughout the plant, all 
consoles share the same operational 
characteristics and maintenance 
routines. 

The new series has been made possi- 
ble by a new level of design at the basic 
component level. New hybrid chips re- 
place the earlier "op -amp plus compo- 
nents" type of subassembly. This array 
of hybrids substantially reduces size, 
weight, complexity, and power con- 
sumption of the system's basic building 
blocks. 

SSL has also developed a new gen- 
eration of audio control desk archi- 
tecture, which incorporates new materi- 
als, electronics, mechanical assemblies, 
and production techniques. All 5000M 
consoles are based on a flexible arrange- 
ment of audio, logic, and data buses. A 
system of modular motherboards is used 
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to distribute these buses throughout the 
console mainframe. An important aspect 
of this arrangement is that the audio and 
control buses are distributed both hori- 
zontally and vertically. 

The mainframes can be visualized as 
having a number of "positions," 
which are the vertical channels running 
from the fader through to the pent- 
house. Each position is 40mm wide, 
and is divided into a number of 
"rows," which are the horizontal slots 
running across the mainframe. 

Thirty -six standard mainframes are 
available. There are three basic 
mainframe models, providing either 
four, five, or six rows of horizontal 
buses. Each mainframe model is avail- 
able in two styles, providing either 
eight or 16 master positions. All mod- 
els and styles are available in frame 
sizes accepting up to 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 
or 56 mono or stereo channels. 

A console with 16 mono or eight 
stereo channels will cost about 
$70,000. Delivery will start in July 
1985. 

For More Information 
Circle 243 on Reader Service Card 

Tandberg Introduces 
Reel -to -Reel Deck. 
The new TD -50 Series of 1/4-inch, two - 
channel recorders represents Tand- 
berg's entry into the professional 
reel -to -reel market. 

The TD -50 Series features a unique 
transport design: All mechanical com- 
ponents are mounted directly on a 
10mm -thick plate of aluminum alloy. 
This alloy is molded to extreme toler- 
ance through a proprietary process, and 
thus has the ability to return to its origi- 
nal shape if ever deformed by stress or 
temperature. 

The plate is perfectly flat, eliminat- 
ing the need for a chassis, which can in- 
hibit machine repair or adjustment. All 
transport mechanics and power elec- 
tronics are mounted directly on the rear 
of the plate. Releasing two screws al- 
lows the transport to swing back for im- 
mediate access or removal of any part 
without having to disturb other 
assemblies. 

The series utilizes an eight -bit 
microprocessor with 64K of EPROM 
memory that controls the five -digit, 
real -time (elapsed) counter and func- 
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tions such as cue /rewind, variable wind 
speed, tape dumping, RTZ (return to 
zero), RTS (return to start), fader start, 
and so on. It also interfaces with op- 
tional SMPTE time code and frame 
sync capabilities. 

For More Information 
Circle 244 on Reader Service Card 

Yamaha Introduces 
Digital Delay 
The D1500 Digital Delay is a high - 
performance delay system with 16 
programmable preset memories. The 
delay range, 0 to 1023 milliseconds, is 
selectable in one millisecond incre- 
ments, with full 20Hz -18kHz frequen- 
cy response and exceptionally low 
noise and distortion specifications. In 
addition to echo, other D1500 effects 

include flanging, doubling, chorus, vi- 
brato and slapback. 

The D1500 has 16 memory banks 
(0 -9, A -F), which can be programmed 
with different delay settings, with pro- 
grams A through F preloaded at the fac- 
tory. The 1500D is also the first MIDI 
compatible delay system. The 
programming of the unit allows each 

synthesizer voice (up to 128 synthesiz- 
er presets) to automatically select one 
of the D1500 programs or bypass. This 
allows keyboardists to call up specific 
effects for specific synthesizer voices 
quickly onstage, without manually 
presetting the delay. 

Ten pushbutton switches on the right 
side of the front panel assign the set- 

The proven performance of HME wireless microphones 
reaches new, unmatched levels with the introduction of 
our second - generation systems. The smallest 9 -volt 
professional transmitters available also provide the 
widest dynamic range -in excess of 115dB! 

You have a choice between the two most popular 
hand -held microphones... the dynamic (SM58) 
and condenser (SM85) versions. 
Both systems provide sound 
quality indistinguishable 
from the'hard -wired 
versions. 

HME also manufac- 
tures a complete line of 
cabled and wireless 
intercom equipment. 

Call or write for detailed 
information. 

h m e 
HM ELECTRONICS, INC. 
6151 Fairmount Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92120 
Phone (619) 280 -6050 
Telex: 697 -122 

System 85 

"1'm in love with the HME wireless. 
The quality is far superior to any 
thing else I've ever used." Norma Zimmer 
Champagne Lady of the Lawrence Welk Orchestra 
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i ' hilips LDK 6 
giant leap forward in concept and 

esigin. So far ahead of its time that it 

will stay state -of- the -art for years to 
come due to its software -based 
system. The LDK 6. The computer - 

ontrolled studio and field camera 
from Philips. Already a worldwide 
success. 

With the brilliant picture quality 
assured by 25 mm or 30 mm 
Plumbicon tubes and optimized digital 
scan; shading and dynamic focus 
correction. With the distributed 
intelligence of the interactive computer 
system which includes 4 
microprocessors. With instant recall of 
set -up and operational memories that 
give quick set -up and allow unrivalled 
operational flexibility and creative 
freedom. With triax cable for ease of 
use, reliability and economy. With 
multi -level diagnostics. And with 
minimum cost of ownership.. 

LDK6 Common aVd Remote 
Control Panels 

No other television camera in the 
world has such total computer control 
with well over a thousand settings that 
combine to make for ease of use and 
perfect, consistent performance. 

Circle no. e 

PHILIPS 

Quality through experience 
The finest family 

The new Philips LDK 26 is a 

computer controlled mid studio and 
field camera system. Top broadcast 
quality is assured by 18 mm (2/3 

Plumbicon tubes and the same digital 
scan correction and computer control 
technology as in the LDK 6 - all at an 
unbeatable price. 

Circle no. 251 

The LDK 614 is the perfect portable 
partner with matching colorimetry for 
the LDK 6 and LDK 26. This rugged 
yet lightweight triax or multicore RGB 
camera is equally at home in the 
studio or mobile unit. 

Circle no. 252 

Perfect timing 
,....» .p.....M.... :. Non 

1 11.1, ;. 
Many professional engineers in the 
world's greatest broadcast 
companies have already benefited 
from Philips Sync. Pulse Generators. 
They know about their perfect timing, 
stability and reliability. The latest SPG 

is the LDK 4210/01 master sync. 
pulse and sub -carrier unit, and 
genlock and test signal unit with space 
for plug -in Color Bar Generator. 

Circle no. 253 

Radio Transmitters 
The Type LDK 1200 series of FM 

radio transmitters (15W to 40kW) is 

outstanding for its sound quality, 
reliability and its low cost of 
ownership. Their excellence is the 
culmination of 30 years' experience in 

transmitter production. Their low cost 
of ownership is one result of design 
simplicity which ensures minimum 
maintenance and parts 
standardisation to reduce spares 
holdings. 

Circle no. 254 
For further information send the coupon to: 

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC. 
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA 
Tel: 201 -529 -1550 Telex: 37 -62558 
Canada. Electro & Optical Systems Ltd., 31 Progress Court, 
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1G 3V5 Tel: (416) 439 -9333 Telex: 065 -25431 

rPlease send me further information on: 
Circle no. 

LDK6 cameras 250 Name 

LDK 26 cameras 251 Status 

I LDK 614 cameras 252 Organization 

I LDK 4210/01 sync Address 
pulse generator 253 

I LDK 1200 FM radio 
I transmitters 254 

I 

I 

1 
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WE WROTE THE BOOK 
ON TIME CODE 

EECO designed the first prac- 
tical time code editing system in 1967. 
We pioneered video editing by help- 
ing establish SMPTE/EBU time code 
standards and by engineering the .`first 

SMPTE/EBU time code generators 
and readers. 

The industry leader, we offer a 
full line of time code peripherals, 
including our new Time Code Pro- 
cessor TCP -250, a multifunction 
SMPTE Time Code reader, Translator 
and display peripheral that allows you 
to edit tapes with vertical interval time 
code (VITC) and translate to 
longitudinal time code (LTC) easily 
and quickly. And includes a high - 
quality character inserter with two 
character sizes. All at a very reasonable 
list price of $3,660. 

And, when we say "we wrote the 
book on time code " -we mean it. For 
your FREE copy of our famous time 
code handbook, call our Video Pro- 
ducts Customer Service Department, 
(714) 835 -6000 Ext. 419, or write 

er5M-M1°:: 

gr= 
EECO Incorporated, 1601 E. Chestnut 
Ave., P.O. Box 659, Santa Ana, CA 
92702 -0659. Ask for the time code book 
and the name of your nearest EECO 
Authorized Distributor. 
All EECO Video Products comply 
with FCC requirements 

EECO® 
Computer Controls For Video Production 

Circle 163 on Reader Service Card 

Hypercardioid Cavalier Microphone 
with Vibration Isolation 

For TV news, re- 
motes, lectures, docu- 
mentaries, and live 
productions, there has 
never been anything 
like the Isomax TVH 
from Countryman. 

Its superior side 
rejection allows it to 
go where no lavalier 
has gone before. For 
live stage and televi- 
sion productions, the 
TVH offers at least 6 

dB more gain before 
feedback compared to other lava- 
hers. For news work, it brings in 
usable audio from even the 
noisiest remotes. uu 

The Isomax TVH 
is the only hypercar- 
dioid lavalier micro- 
phone available to- 
day. And the TVH has 
something no other 
lavalier has: Vibra- 
tion Isolation. Nor- 
mally, directional 
microphones are 20 or 
30 dB more sensitive 
to handling noise. Not 
the hypercardioid 
TVH. With its exclu- 
sive electronic vibra- 

tion isolation it's even quieter than 
an omni! 

Call or write for a free brochure 
or to arrange a demonstration. 

COUNTRYMAN ASSOCIATES INC. 
417 Stanford Avenue, Redwood City, California 94063 (415) 364 -9988 

BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 
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tings for each program. These switches 
are: time, feedback low -pass filter, 
feedback level, invert, mix, rate, wave, 
depth, and two switches to control the 
MIDI channel recall. The D1500 meas- 
ures 19x13/4x143 inches and weighs 
11.5 pounds. The suggested retail price 
is $895. 

For More Information 
Circle 256 on Reader Service Card 

Neve Introduces DSP 
Console 
The Digital Signal Processing console 
from Neve is a system that keeps analog 
circuitry and conversion to a minimum. 
All the fundamental aspects of 
recording -from gain control to equali- 
zation, to compression and limiting and 
even time delay -are performed in the 
digital domain. As a result, digital tape 
machines can be interfaced with the 
console without conversion, thus 
removing the problems of changing 
formats between analog and digital. 

Once the signal from the microphone 
has been digitized, the sound can re- 
main in the digital domain right up to 
the disc -cutting stage. 

In the new Neve DSP, the digital sig- 
nal is manipulated with techniques such 
as bit slice processing, to ensure that 
within the console the digital word 
length is always appropriate to the sig- 
nal manipulations required. Thus, 
while the input signal may be 16 -bit, 
the DSP is capable of utilizing up to 
32 -bit words internally. This makes the 
concept of overload a thing of the past. 

The fact that all the audio signals are 
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in digital format makes it possible to 
completely integrate the control and 
configuration of the console with its 
signal processing capability. In the 
DSP, all the information, audio and 
control signals alike, are carried along 
together as numbers, allowing the 
processors in the DSP to pick up the ap- 
propriate signals and route them to their 
destinations. The result is a console 
which is fully assignable, completely 
integrated with mixdown automation, 
and easily reconfigured to almost any 
audio balancing requirement. 

In a studio, the DSP can be custo- 
mized for an individual engineer or for 
specific types of sessions. All the con- 
trol settings can be saved on floppy disk 
and stored with the master tapes. All of 
these controls can then be reset to 
"zero" for the next session; the next 
morning, the engineer can insert his or 
her disk and watch the console return it- 
self to the way it was previously. 

For More Information 
Circle 245 on Reader Service Card 

New Amplifiers from 
Soundcraft 
Soundcraft Electronics has introduced 
a new line of amplifiers. The line 
consists of three models: The SA2000 
is rated at 435 watts RMS per channel 

into eight ohms, and 3000 watts RMS 
per channel five ms. It is seven inches 
high. The SA600 is rated at 150 watts 
RMS per channel into eight ohms, and 
700 watts RMS per channel five ms. It 
is 3.5 inches high. The SA150 is rated 
at 85 watts RMS per channel into eight 
ohms, and 450 watts RMS for five ms. 
It is 13/4 inches high. 

The amplifiers eliminate the concept 
of TIM distortion from circuitry. They 
combine mosfet and bipolar design to 
allow the amplifiers to respond dynam- 
ically to a program as though they were 
much larger in average power. They 
also have very high current and voltage 
slew rates, and extremely low phase 
shift. All the amplifiers are fully pro- 
tected and very compact for smaller 
than usual rack requirements. 

The SA150 has a suggested retail 
price of $749. The SA600 is $949, and 
the SA2000 is $1975. 

For More Information 
Circle 246 on Reader Service Card 

Low Profile Microphone 
from Shure 
The SM91 is a low- profile condenser 
mic designed for surface- mounted ap- 
plications where a unidirectional pick- 
up pattern is desirable. Like the 
"pressure zone" mics in usage, the 
SM91 takes advantage of the boundary 

More Performance Per Dollar! 
PowerPac - Compact Power for 
Better Results 

Combine the world's most compact, full -power, 
frequency -agile transmitter with our complete range 
of central E.N.G. receivers, and achieve the best 
performance per dollar available anywhere! 

RF Technology's PowerPac transmitters are available 
in both the 2 and 2.5 GHz bands. Standard features 
include two audios, switch selectable R.F. output power, 
and remote control capability. 

Our dual down conversion central receivers are 
available in either band, or as a combined dual band 
system. Standard equipment includes built -in remote 
control interface, 2.5dB low noise amplifier, and dual 
audio channels. 

For more performance for your dollar, come to the 
company where good delivery and service really count. IRF Il 
145 WOODWARD AVENUE, SOUTH NORWALK, CT 06854 
PHONE: (203)866 -4283 TELEX: 3722030 RFTECH 

TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
A CONTINENTAL MICROWAVE PLC COMPANY 
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effect principle. Because of this princi- 
ple, an SM91 mic, when placed close to 
a barrier or boundary, will perform 
with as much as 6 dB higher sensitivity. 

At the heart of the SM91 is a new 
Shure -developed cartridge that pro- 
vides high output plus a wide, flat fre- 
quency response for accurate sound 
reproduction and excellent off -axis per- 
formance. The SM91 is also supplied 
with a small, low- distortion, high - 
clipping -level preamplifier which may 
be powered either by two standard 
nine -volt batteries or by an 11 to 52 Vdc 
simplex power supply. The preamp 
unit also includes a 12 dB /octave low - 
frequency cutoff switch for response 
tailoring, a battery ON /OFF switch, 
and a green LED battery condition indi- 
cator. Also included is a 25 -foot, small - 
diameter, - two -conductor, shielded 
interconnecting cable with two three - 
socket miniature Switchcraft connect- 
ors. The cost of the mic is $300. 

For More Information 
Circle 247 on Reader Service Card 

Studer Introduces DASH 
Two -Track, and New 
Features for PR99 
The D820 is Studer's first DASH for- 
mat two- channel digital audio recorder. 
It is a two- or three -head recorder that 
allows normal and sync recording, 
read -after -write monitoring in all 
modes, manual cueing from auxiliary 
tracks, tapecut and electronic editing, 
selectable preemphasis, adjustable 
gains, and digital and analog inputs and 
outputs. 

The D820 records at 7.5 ips; it has 
sampling frequencies of 48 kHz and 
44.1 kHz. Capstan and spooling motors 
are dc driven, and a stop motor controls 
tape position. The D820 is microproc- 
essor- controlled, under the supervision 
of a master controller. Transport con- 
trol is achieved by dedicated micropro- 
cessors for each basic function 
(spooling and tension control, capstan 
servo). Other processors are in charge 
of system management, PCM display 
and entry functions, and PCM pro- 

GALLAUDET COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF 

COMMUNICATION 
Invites applications for the following positions in: 

CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, 
FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

Chair of a Department providing an undergraduate major in televi- 
sion, film, and photography. Major emphasis on television with four 
studios and considerable production responsibility. The ability to 
lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence 
in production. 

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, 
FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

Assistant or Associate Professor of film in a department providing an 
undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility. 
Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate instruction in film pro- 
duction and theory. 

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION, 
FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY 

Assistant or Associate Professor of television in a department provid- 
ing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibil- 
ity. The-Facility includes four studios, one having state -of -the art 
production equipment. Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate 
instruction. 

Application should include: Letter of intent, vita, and three letters of 
recommendation. By March I , 1985 to: 

David Tweedie, Ed. D. 
Dean, School of Communication 

Gallaudet College 
800 Florida Avenue, NE 
Washington, DC 20002 

Gallaudet College is an Equal Opportunity Employer /Educational 
Institution. 
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cessor control. 
Twelve symmetrical tracks are re- 

corded on the 1/4-inch tape: eight for 
digital audio, one for time code, one for 
reference data, and two for digital 
cueing. Playing time is in excess of two 
hours on 10.5 -inch reels, and more than 
four hours on 14 -inch reels. 

Studer has also enhanced the produc- 
tion capabilities of the PR99 open -reel 
recorder by adding several new fea- 
tures. This updated model, the PR99 
MKII, incorporates an LED real -time 
tape counter and built -in vari -speed 
control, along with zerò locate, address 
locate, and auto repeat functions. 

The microprocessor -controlled real - 
time counter gives a plus or minus 
readout in hours, minutes, and sec- 
onds, with a display range from 
- 9.59.59 to + 29.59.59. Counter er- 
ror is less than 0.5 percent, and the 
microprocessor automatically recom- 
putes the displayed time when tape 
speed is changed. 

The address locator function auto- 
matically searches the tape in fast wind 
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mode for a preselected address point, 
which may be entered from the key- 
board or transferred from a tape counter 
reading. An address point can be en- 
tered while tape is in motion. The zero 
locate feature searches for the zero 
counter reading. 

Other new features include expanded 
facilities for repro treble adjustment, a 
serial remote connector for accessing 
the microprocessor -controlled func- 
tions, and automatic braking adjust- 
ment for large or small tape reels. The 
suggested list price is $2250. 

For More Information 
Circle 248 on Reader Service Card 

Sony Introduces DASH 
Recorder 
The PCM -3102 is Sony's new DASH 
format two -channel digital recorder. 
The PCM -3102 offers 16 -bit linear 
quantization, and switchable 44.1 kHz 
and 48 kHz sampling frequency for a 
dynamic range of over 90 dB with fre- 
quency response within +0.5 dB and 
-1.0 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The 
PCM has a familiar, easy -to -use open 
reel configuration, and a modular de- 
sign that enables transportable, console 
and rack -mount configurations. The 
machine uses 1/4-inch tape and can ac- 
commodate 12.5 -inch reels, allowing it 
to provide up to three consecutive hours 
of record and playback. 

In addition to its two digital chan- 
nels, the PCM -3102 provides two 
analog channels and one dedicated time 
code channel. The analog channels are 
time aligned with the digital audio to 
permit razor blade edits. Also provided 
are AES /EBU and PCM -1610 format 
digital outputs and serial and parallel 

machine control parts, allowing the 
PCM -3102 to be compatible with the 
future studio control bus. 

The machine also has a spooling 
function that protects tapes while in the 
fast forward or rewind mode, and a 
record -inhibit function that protects 
against accidentally erasing previous 
recordings. Both fast forward and 
rewind are disabled when reproducing 
on -air. 

For More Information 
Circle 249 on Reader Service Card 

New Companders from 
ANT 
ANT's new telcom c4 compander units 
111, 112, 121, and 122 are designed to 
improve sound -especially in dynamic 
range and crosstalk attenuation -in 
videotape recorders, audio tape record- 
ers, and transmission lines. The units 
can be used either as compressor 
(encoder) or expander (decoder). 

The telcom c4 units are particularly 
suited to enhancing all applications 
where only encode or decode mode is 
used. This includes simultaneous re- 
cording and monitoring. One notable 
feature of these units is their small size. 
For up to three compressor or expander 
channels they only require one 19 -inch 
rack space. Also, each unit can be 
switched on and off by remote control. 

The change from decode mode can 
be done in the unit by means of a solder 
strap. Input and output lines are bal- 
anced with high -quality transformers 
(Model 121 and 122), or electronically 
balanced (Model 111 and 112). The 
connectors used are of the XLR type. 
Level calibrations according to 

standards such as tape flux of 320 
nWb /m with and 514 nWb /m without 
system at peaks are possible with the in- 
ternal regulators. For special applica- 
tions such as satellite transmission with 
a small disk, special units with a slope 
of 1:2.5 are available. 

For More Information 
Circle 257 on Reader Service Card 

METICULOUS 

We're as meticulous 
about our editing as we are 

about keeping within your budget. 
We watch all the details because, 

like you, we know every 
production consists of its parts - 

large and very. very little. 

To be the best video post - 
production house is to watch 

everything, always. 

. 

mis =Trz. 
FOR MORE INFORM \ I ION CON1ACr DAVID ASHER MARTIN 
304 EAST 45 STRL E I NEW YORK NY 10)17 12121 370 -9191 

Circle 171 on Reader Service Card 

Forever 
is a long time. 

Lifetime guarantee on all 200 -series DA's from Shintron. 
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In a major industry purchase, Telex 
Communications, a subsidiary of The 
Telex Corporation, has acquired Altec 
Corporation for a price of $12 million. 
The purchase is to be paid principally 
with cash and the assumption of certain 
specified liabilities. ... Comark 
Communications has signed an equip- 

Michael Eismont, senior graphics 
designer at Praxis Media's Palace 
Production Center, South Norwalk, CT, 
programs a commercial's script at a 
Thomson -CSF Vidifont Graphics V 
character generator. 

ment manufacturing agreement with 
Modulation Sciences. Modulation Sci- 
ences will provide Comark and its 
clients with multichannel television 
sound equipment when a station con- 
verts to stereo. 

WJLA, ABC's Washington affili- 
ate, recently signed a subscription 
agreement with Conus Communica- 
tions. The station will begin sharing 
satellite newsgathering with seven 
other major market TV stations located 
around the country. ... KTVB, 
Boise, ID, has added the Quantanews 
QNEWS newsroom computer system 
to its operations. 

Broadcast Electronics has shipped 
a 30 kW FM broadcast transmission 
system to WPLJ, the flagship FM sta- 
tion for ABC Radio, New York... . 

WNCM, Jacksonville, FL, has in- 
stalled a Thomson -LGT EVHF 1000 W 
FM transmitter. The unit features a fre- 
quency synthesizer, built -in stereo 
generator, an integrated control de- 
modulator, VSWR self -protected power 
amps, and two SCAs. 

Beginning in May 1985, Harris 
BM /E DECEMBER, 1984 

Corporation's Studio Division will 
start delivering Harris HDE Digital 
Video Effects Systems.... The U.S. 
Information Agency has commissioned 
Shook Electronic Enterprises to man- 
ufacture a radio van for Voice of 
America. The facility will cover events 
for overseas broadcast. 

VCA Teletronics of New York will 
use both of its Montage Picture Proces- 
sors to edit Agony, a six -part sitcom to 
be broadcast on CBS -TV in April 1985. 
... CompuSonics has announced the 
formation of a dealer sales network for 
its professional recording studio, 
broadcast, and post -production product 
lines. ... Aelen Electronics, New 
York, has been commissioned by Tape - 
power, a division of Gannet Produc- 
tions, to create and implement a real - 
time computer control system for its 
graphics and animation production di- 
vision.... Laurean Communications 
has introduced its Customusic Broad- 
cast Cartridge Recording Service, 
which provides an entire library format 
of 1000 selections in an average of 10 

days on factory- loaded cartridges. 
Mitsubishi recently delivered its 

XE -1 Electronic Editing System for its 
digital ATR to Squires Productions of 
White Plains, NY. Squires will use the 
system for digital recording of classical 
music.... Religious programmer The 
Old Time Gospel Hour has installed 
an Otani DP80 high -speed duplicating 
package for duplicating and bin -loop 
master preparation. Also purchased 
from Otani was a DP 10 I O duping sys- 
tem, and a DP 1610 quality- checking 
reproducer. ... Spectra Image, 
Burbank, CA, has installed a Grass 
Valley Group Model 100 switcher up- 
stream from its GVG 300 Series post - 
production switching system. . . . 

Video Transitions of Hollywood, CA, 
is offering half -inch Betacam for on- 
line editing. The company recently 
edited the summer music video count- 
down series Hot, and The Marriage 
Contract," an opera by Rossini. 

Via Video has announced the forma- 
tion of nationwide seminars in compu- 
ter graphics, which will include tech- 
niques of Electronic Picture Process- 
ing. ... MPCS Video Industries has 
donated $176,000 worth of video and 
motion picture equipment to the Insti- 
tute of New Cinema Artists. INCA 
has trained and placed over 1000 
minority men and women in the motion 

picture, television, recording, and ad- 
vertising industries. 

Among the personnel changes this 
month: Leasametric has named Robert 
Owens as VP, marketing and sales, In- 
strument Rental Division.... At Al- 
lied Film and Video, James Merkle 
has been elected VP. ... Dolby has 
promoted Tim Prouty to national prod- 
uct manager. 

Microtime has named Robert McAll 
director of marketing. ... At Otani, 
Steve Krampf has been promoted to 
general manager, marketing and sales. 
Phil Sun becomes manager, technical 
service group. ... Quanta has 
appointed Arnold Taylor VP and gen- 
eral manager, Video Products Divi- 
sion.... At Sony, Philip DeSantis has 
been named national sales manager. 
. Lexicon has appointed Lance 
Korthals director of marketing and 
sales.... 3M has named Ewald Lehr - 
mann marketing operations manager, 
professional markets. 

SALES OFFICES 

BM/E 
Broadcast Management /Engineering 

295 Madison Ave. 
New York, New York 10017 

Telex: 64 -4001 
William McGorry, Publisher 

Eastern & Central States 

295 Madison Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 
212 -685 -5320 
James C. Maywalt 
Gene Kinsella 

Western States 

5015 Birch Street, Office One 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
714 -851 -1461 
408-720 -0222 
WALLY GILBERT 

United Kingdom /Europe 

28 Eaton Row 
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This is a test. 

Hi 

This is THOM C.A.T. -a com- 
puter -aided test system that 
monitors video signals by com- 
paring them to pre -set norms. It 
automatically and continuously 
checks performance against 
user -established references and 
gives warning when a deviation 
occurs. 
The heart of THOM C.A.T. is the 
Sampling Analyzer (Model 8420), 
which is used with a standard 
microcomputer to measure and 
quantify specific signals. It 
achieves the following accuracy: 

Y amplitude ± 0.2% 

C amplitude ± 0.4% 

C phase ±0.3 degrees 

Timing ± 5 nanoseconds 

S/N up to 65 dB ± 1 dB 

Bandwidth 0 -5 MHz 

The Sampling Analyzer can be 
used with or without its com- 
panion Programmable Digital 
Signal Generator (Model 8410). 
You can choose from 12 test 
signals or create you own, and 
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THOM C.A.T. gives you a vast menu 
of test modes, flags potential trouble 
areas, and can double as a video 
waveform monitor. 

THOM C.A.T. can "zoom in" on any test display. 

then store them on flexible disk 
or permanently on PROMS. 

Put THOM C.A.T. on the prowl 
in your facility and get twice 
the accuracy of other test sys- 
tems at less than half the price. 
For more information, call the 
regional office nearest you. Or 
contact: 
Thomson -CSF Broadcast, Inc., 
37 Brownhouse Rd., 
Stamford, CT 06092. 
Tel. (203) 965 -7000. 
TWX (710) 474 -3346. 
Telex 6819035 -Answer Back 
6819035 TCSB UW. 

Regional Offices. 
Northeast: 516 -472 -3752; 
Mid -Atlantic: 201 -891 -8689; 
Southeast: 904-492-0666; 
Mid -West: 312 -356 -5575, 
Southwest: 817-572-4145; 
West: 213 -849 -2188. 

Q THOMSON -CSF BROADCAST INC. 

C:rcle 168 on Readers Service Card 
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The Ultimate Choice! 
This advanced custom Ward -Beck 40 -input stereo TV production console, 

combining mono and stereo mixing facilities, is now operating at WFMY -TV in 
Greensboro, North Carolina. 

When WFMY decided to move into stereo television production they asked 
leading manufacturers to submit designs and bids on this project. Ward- Beck's 

inclusion in this select gro.ap brought Harte -Hanks Communications the benefits 
of innovative and extensive engineering expertise employing sophisticated 
modules well -proven under the rigorous demands of the major networks. 
The fact that this comprehensive package actually came in at the most 

acceptable price made the ultimate choice very easy. 
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First by Design. 

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, 

Ontario, Canada M 1 H 2X4. 
Tel: (416) 438 -6550. 

Tlx: 065 -25399. 
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